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SABBATH DAY SOLOS
High Voice
Low Voice
Identical contents providing excellent
solo material for church recital
work.
Good for the choir soloist when called on short notice I
the solos do not require
lengthy preparation. Be Still (Wooler), If
With All Your Hearts (Roberts), and
Thy Will Be Done (Marks) form a part of the
twelve numbers by contemporary
; Price, $ 1 .00 each
writers.
DEVOTIONAL SOLOS
For the Church and Home
Eighteen solos mostly in medium voice range by the foremost
modern and
contemporary composers of sacred songs. Not just for
the church soloist but
for programming in any recital. The accompaniments
are for piano or organ.
Price, $1.25
CHURCH AND HOME
Collection of Sacred Songs
High Voice Low Voice
An invaluable aid to soloists for church or recital work. Twenty fine sacred
solos. There are no duplications except for five numbers—the high voice
volume adheres especially to the soprano and tenor numbers, the low voice
volume carries numbers best suited for alto or bass.
Price, $ 1 .25 each
THE CHURCH SOLOIST
High Voice Low Voice
Two fine collections of devotional solos for general use. One for the soprano,
mezzo, or tenor; the other for the alto, baritone or bass. These tasteful num-
bers have been selected from the better compositions of such writers as
Rathbun, Topliff, Percippe, Hosmer, Frysinger, Brackett, Wolcott and others.
Price, $1.25 each
ORATORIO REPERTOIRE
Selected and edited by
Nicholas Douty
Vol. I Soprano
Vol. Ill Tenor
Vol. II Alto
Vol. IV Bass
Clarity of diction, so necessary in sa-
cred music, is made more possible in
these volumes by the translators' en-
deavor to find words which can be
comfortably pronounced and easily
sung. Not only the master group of
oratorio numbers, but modern works
as well are represented for the reper-
toire of the oratorio soloist.
Price, $ 1 .50 each
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
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* * * * *
Eugene Ormainly, world-renowned con-
ductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra, has been
given a three-year extension of his present
contract which will assure his remaining with
the Philadelphia group through the 1953-54
season . . . this in recognition of the fame
and prestige won by Dr. Ormandy and the
orchestra on their recently concluded tour of
England.
Lotte Lehmann, distinguished soprano,
was recently awarded the honorary degree of
Doctor of Music from the University of Port-
land (Oregon).
Marian Anderson, American contralto,
who has had outstanding success on her Eu-
ropean concert tour this past summer (her
first such tour since 1938), was awarded two
high honors by the Finnish government, the
White Rose of Finland and the Marshal Man-
nerheim Medal.
The Berkshire Music Center at Tangle-
wood, Mass., had a record enrollment of 465
students at its recently-completed seventh
summer session. Included in the number were
young musicians from 36 states and 19 for-
eign countries. Among outstanding students
were Seymour Lipkin, pianist-conductor and
winner of the first Rachmaninoff Award;
Irwin Hoffman, violinist and teacher of con-
ducting at the Juilliard School; Elyakuna
Shipara, conductor; Janice Moudry, con-
tralto; Leonard Pennario, pianist; David
Lloyd, tenor; James Pease, bass; and Jean
Catoire, French composer.
The New Orleans Opera House Associa-
tion announces a schedule of opera perform-
ances for the coming season which will include
Strauss’ “Salome,” “Petrouchka” by Stravin-
sky, “Ai'da,” by Verdi, Giordano’s “Andrea
Chenier,” Verdi’s “Masked Ball,” “The Bar-
ber of Seville” by Rossini, and Massenet’s
“Manon.” Walter Herbert is the general di-
rector and Lothar Wallerstein the stage
director.
The fourth annual Brevard Music Fes-
tival was held at Brevard, N. C., on the second
and third weekends of August. Soloists in-
cluded Tossy Spivakovsky, violinist, Joseph
Battista, pianist, Eugene Istomin, pianist.
Fiances Yeend, soprano, Nan Merriman, con-
tralto, Mario Berini, tenor, and Carroll Glenn,
violinist. The highlight of the Festival was
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, performed on
* * * * *
August 21. Soloists in the Beethoven work
were Mariquita Moll, soprano, Nell Tange-
man, mezzo-soprano, William Hess, tenor, and
Chester Watson, bass. The chorus was trained
by Lester McCoy, conductor of the University
of Michigan Choral Union.
R. N. Loucks, Jr., of San Gabriel, Cali-
fornia, and Nella Sharpe Holden, of Hen-
derson, N. C., were co-winners in the 1949
J. B. Herbert Memorial Psalm Tune Competi-
tion conducted by Monmouth College, Mon-
mouth, 111.
The San Francisco Opera will open its
27th home season on Sept. 20. It will run
to Oct. 23, with additional engagements in
Los Angeles from Oct. 25 to Nov. 6. A revival
of Puccini’s “Manon Lescaut” will be a fea-
ture of the season. Singing with the company
for the first time will be Uta Graf, Rose
Bampton, and Pia Tassinari, sopranos, Ralph
Herbert and Enzo Mascherini, baritones, and
Michael Szekely, bass.
Frederick Marvin, 27-year-old pianist of
Los Angeles, was the winner of the first
National Concert and Artists Corporation
—
Carnegie Hall Award. Mr. Marvin was given
the award as the young artist who played
last season’s outstanding New York debut
recital in Carnegie Hall.
The increase in the number of opera
workshops and small opera companies has
brought about a search for operas that can
he successfully produced by small companies
working on limited budgets. One such work,
Gounod’s “Le Medecin Malgre Lui,” was pre-
sented during the past summer at the annual
festival in Spartansburg, S. C. Other operas
being given by small opera companies are
“Hansel and Gretel,” “The Old Maid and the
Thief,” “The Secret of Susanne,” and “Sister
Angelica.”
An audience of 3,000 who jammed the
Concert Hall in Amsterdam gave a ringing
ovation to Benjamin Britten’s “Spring Sym-
phony” in its world premiere on July 14th
at the Holland Music Festival. The new work,
according to reports, received a “brilliant per-
formance” by Eduard van Beinum and the
Concertgebouw Orchestra. Soloists were Jo
Vincent, soprano, Kathleen Ferrier, contralto,
and Peter Pears, tenor.
* * * *
The Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Franco Autori, pre-
sented an all-Wagner program at its opening
concert in July which drew an audience of
8,000 to the amphitheatre. Mr. Autori has
recently been named associate conductor of
the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Or-
chestra.
The Cincinnati Summer Opera, which
had been scheduled to close July 16 because
of poor attendance, was able to continue
through the generosity of a number of donors
who contributed over $43,000.
Mme. Sigrid Onegin, contralto, who died
in 1943, was honored on July 16 by the dedi-
cation of a shrine in Magliaso, Switzerland.
Two rooms in her former home have been
set aside and filled with costumes and other
mementos of her career. The memorial service
was attended by many important personages
from various countries.
Henry Cowell and Paul Nordoff have re-
ceived commissions for the next two operas
to be produced at the annual Festival of
American Music at Columbia University. Mr.
Cowell’s work, scheduled for performance
next May, will be called “O’Higgins of Chile,”
and is based on the exploits of General Ber-
nardo O’Higgins in freeing Chile from Spain
in 1818. Virgil Thomson also has been of-
fered a $1,000 grant by the Koussevitzky
Music Foundation to write an opera.
OBITUARY
Dr. Ruby Davy, composer, pianist and
conductor, who was the first woman in Aus-
tralia to receive the degree of Doctor of Music,
died July 13 in Melbourne at the age of 66.
Her compositions include a choral work,
“Australia Fair and Free,” which was per-
formed in Melbourne during the Centenary
Celebration in 1935.
•k
Vitezslav Novak, widely-known Czech
composer, died July 18th, in Prague, at the
age of 78. In 1945 he was given the title of
“National Artist.”
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COMING IN OCTOBER
for Your Reading Enjoyment
"Football is More Thon Touchdowns”^ p Reve|||
Dr. Revelli, director of tlie famous
University
of Michigan band and one of America s
leading
authorities in this field, takes you backstage
at
a Big Ten football game. Every detail
ot the
intermission spectacle is timed to split seconds
and as carefully rehearsed as a Broadway
show.
'Listening Pleasure" by Leopold Stokowski
One of the world’s greatest conductors offers an
informal appraisal of the values to be listened
for when hearing music. Every musician and
music lover will want to read this important
statement by a contemporary master.
"So You Want to be an Artist?" by Charles L. Wagner
A famous concert manager, who presented John
MacCormack, Amelita Galli-Curci, John Charles
Thomas and other top-ranking artists to Ameri-
can audiences, warns of the pitfalls and pro
>-
lems encountered in a musical career.
"The Fine Art of Practicing" by Byron Jams
Janis, 21-year-old Pittsburgh pianist whose Car-
negie Hall debut was a sensation of the 1948-49
New York concert season, describes the “speeded-
Up” practice method which enables him to keep
at concert pitch on four hours’ practice a day.
"Sir Thomas Goes on Record"
Sir Thomas Beecham, prior to leaving England
for his concert season here, was interviewed by
one of England’s chief literary figures, Sir Osbert
Sitwell. Sir Thomas offers characteristically pun-
gent comments on the current musical scene.
"The Miracle of Recording" by Lawrence A. Ruddell
Mr. Ruddell, musical director of the American
Broadcasting Company, discusses the cui rent
status of recording and its implications for the
future of music.
"How to Write Music Manuscripts"
by Henry R. Dumars
How many musicians today can write clear, leg-
ible, rapid manuscript? Practical pointers on an
often-neglected side of music are offered by Mr.
Dumars, a violinist, composer and arranger of
long experience.
COYER STORY
For Ezio Pinza, who appears on the cover of
ETUDE this month, it was an easy transition
from grand opera to the combat uniform of
,
Emile de Becque in “South Pacific.” Pinza has
long been famous as one of the most versatile
of Metropolitan singing actors. The right-hand
picture showing him in one of his favorite opera
roles, singing Mephistopheles’ Serenade in
“Faust.”
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Why I Went to
“SOUTH PACIFIC”
By EZIO PINZA
Ezio Pinza as Emile de Becque in
“South Pacific” (right), and in four
of the 76 roles lie has sung in 34 years
WHEN it was announced last summerthat 1 would appear in a Broadway
play (at the time it was supposed to
be “Mr. Ambassador” to be produced by
Edwin Lester), people came to me with ad-
vice about the great difference in acting in
»pera and on the legitimate stage. They
talked so fast and furiously that I began to
believe it. When the aforementioned play
did not materialize and I signed the contract
to play Emile de Becque in “South Pacific”
the talk became even more insistent.
I was asked to write an article on the dif-
ference of acting in opera and on the legiti-
mate stage, and I was frankly stumped. I
tried to figure out what really great differ-
ence there might be, but could come up with
only a few minor points. One thing seemed
clear to me: that acting in both media is
fundamentally a question of characterization,
to be projected with as much authority and
inventiveness as possible. Anything else
seemed to me to make matters unduly com-
plicated. When I reached this conclusion, I
thought something was wrong—and nothing
ever came of that article.
Then came rehearsals for “South Pacific,”
and I started with the feeling that a great
revelation was in store for me. But nothine
earth-shaking occurred. We rehearsed eight
hours a day for three weeks in New York,
and during the final rehearsal week in New
Haven we worked a few hours longer each
day. Practically every day they would give us
additional lines or change the old ones. At
first I had the sneaking suspicion that I was
the only one who was being thus “punished.”
After all there were moments when I gave
evidence of struggling with the English lan-
guage. But soon I discovered that the other
as an operatic basso.
members of the cast also spent their evenings
at home relearning their lines. Somehow this
procedure struck me as adventurous. Here
then was a definite change from rehearsing
an operatic role. In opera everything is rigidly
defined. You work on or with a rock, as it
were. Heaven help the opera conductor who
makes any changes in the orchestration, be-
cause it sounds better to him that way, or
the poor singer who omits a high note, be-
cause on that particular evening his vocal
cords are slightly handicapped. Certainly,
there have been operas which have been
adapted. Today we hear “Boris Godounoff”
with the orchestration which Rimsky-Korsa-
koff made for the Moussorgsky opera or see
“Coq d’Or” as sung and acted by the singers,
while in the original version the roles were
sung by the singers and acted by dancers.
But these are the exceptions to the rule. More-
over, a great deal of controversial talk always
seems to precede these adaptations and even
then there are those who prefer to see the
opera performed as written.
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On Broadway no one seems to get into
an
uproar when a line is changed, scenes
omitted
or changed around, characters eliminated,
etc.
It even happens to Shakespeare.
I hate to say it, but this just about
sums
up the difference between the two
media. Too
few people realize, for instance,
that a comedy
point in opera is made with a certain inflec-
tion in your singing voice, just as
it is ma< e
on the stage with a certain inflection
in your
speaking voice. For today, in opera
we do
not always sing solely with our
most beau-
tiful tone,” a fact which still seems to
dis-
turb some music lovers, who like nothing
else
but beauty in sound, whether it
makes sense
or not. But it is my firm conviction that real-
ism in opera is here to stay and that
even-
tually everyone will come to accept it
as “tra-
dition” when the interpreters of such roles
as
“Boris,” “Mephisto,” “Carmen,” to mention
only a’ few, utter some sounds
which are
fundamentally ugly. I say “fundamentally,
because, like the subjects which were painted
by the great impressionistic French
painters,
Cezanne, Manet, Monet, etc., these tones
be-
come actually beautiful because they
depict
reality. Often insinuation becomes more im-
portant than vocal production.
There have been a great many questions
about how it feels to portray the same role
eight times a week, without variation. People
have assured me that I should feel exhausted.
After all, in opera we only sing the same
roles 15 times at most during one season,
alternating with several other roles and al-
ways with several days of rest in between.
I don’t know how it feels to act the same
role every week for more than a year, but I
can assure any doubter that there has been
nothing boring during the several months that
I have been in “South Pacific.” Every night
a new audience has to be wooed and won
and since every audience is different from
the one the night before, every performance
offers a new challenge and has its elements
of excitement. Nor is there anything specifi-
cally exhausting in such a run, since you do
not have to worry about catching trains,
packing and unpacking, travelling from one
climate to the other—-all factors in a concert
tour—or about rehearsing 'for operatic per-
formances, studying new roles or new con-
cert programs. Any person with a sound
voice should be able to sing a few songs
every day and speak some lines.
I suppose it would be different if I had to
perform an entire opera every night, since
the singing assignment in an opera is so much
more taxing than in a musical or in a play
with music, such as “South Pacific. But
even in that instance opera dosn’t present a
unique problem. You may have read in Gene
Fowler’s “Goodnight, Sweet Prince” that
John Barrymore performed his celebrated
“Hamlet” for only some sixty-five times in
a row, because by that time he had become
too exhausted to go on with the run.
I’ve also been asked whether my playing a
role on Broadway was a sign of a new trend
in opera, or whether I believed that opera
was doomed. The second question I emphati-
cally deny, and to the first question I can
only cite my reason for
going mto South
Pacific.” During my 34 yea:
»
-in opera H
interrupted by four years in the
Italian Ai y
during "the first World War) I
have sung
some 76 different parts.
There were few
operas left with basso
roles which opera
managements are able or willing
to revive.
[ wanted a change of pace
and «nce‘ acttg
always has held a certain
fascination for m,
a Broadway show seemed
the answ •
have been others before
me-Jarnnla Novotna
in “Helen Goes to Troy,”
John Brownlee in
the revival of “The Vagabond
King, Grace
Moore in “Dubarry,” Irra Petma
in Song
of Norway” and “Magdalena
—who have
shown that it isn’t such a far cry
from opera
to the legitimate theatre for
someone who can
act I believe that one of
the indications ot
a new trend here is that
singers today are
concentrating as much on histrionics as
on
the vocal projection of a role,
believe this
to be one of the main reasons why
opera and
music in general have reached a
so much
wider audience.
.
,
Another new trend I can discover
is that
of giving opera an actual
Broadway run. in
the'” accepted sense of the word opera,
there
were “Porgy and Bess,” “Street Scene
The
Medium” and “The Telephone, and
The
Rape of Lucretia.” We also had that musical
novelty on an operatic theme, “Carmen
Jones
All these, I would think, show a definite
trend
toward making opera a really American art,
written about subjects which am of topical
interest to the American public, in English,
with music that is filled with American color.
Since a continuous Broadway run is finan-
cially more sound than a few performances
each season at an opera house, at first glance
it seems as if this new trend is emanating
from theatre rather than opera managements.
But even this I cannot underwrite whole-
heartedly. Opera managements, too, have
searched for and produced operas which seem
to indicate this new trend. Gian-Carlo Me-
notti’s and Benjamin Britten's works were
performed on the Metropolitan stage before
they were done on Broadway and there were
other examples of American opera intro-
duced by the Met such as “The Warrior,”
“Peter Ibbetson” and “Emperor Jones,” to
mention just a few.
A definite new trend I believe exists in
the fact that Broadway producers are willing
to consider an operatic production in the
first place. It seems to me that they have
finally been convinced that so-called long-hair
music can be something palatable to the great
American public indeed.
This automatically leads us to the question
upon which I touched before. Opera most defi-
nitely isn’t in the doldrums. I would say that
during the last twenty years it, and music in
general, have been rediscovered by millions.
In former years opera seemed to be the favor-
ite pastime of a few thousand foremost fami-
lies who thought it their special privilege to
subsidize opera. Today, however, communi-
ties which heretofore had never heard a single
real musical event not only have their annual
concert series, but through organized audi-
ence plans are able to hear the greatest artists
• the field. This is
equally true of large cities
( .-ail towns whose
populations often
alld
h° r no more than five
thousand. It is my
uTnhJt inusic has been democratized.b
This was
accomplished through radio, rec-
,
i
a„rae movies. Strange as it may
ords, an
also -was the familiariza-
SToi -SVA— public with the
°"s of the
artists they were hearing m a
to that in which it has come
to
3
know “its Broadway
and Hollywood stars.
Although some critics
and music lovers seem
to think that this
is cheapening true art, I
believe that this
familiarization campaign is
eSS
ifan example let me tell you of the nu-
merous letters I
receive at the theatre, from
people who apologize for
having gone to the
play with the firm
conviction that an opera
ginger must of necessity
be a ham and that
Umv have now changed their
opinion. I am
Grateful indeed for these letters
and the hon-
esty and thoughtfulness
behind them, but
frankly am quite amazed to discover how
many people have completely wrong notions
r bout opera. All I can say is,
they do not
’ iow any better because they did not have
in opera.
During recent months I’ve often been asked
whether '“South Pacific” means good-bye to
opera. My answer is, that no one can make
predictions; or, to quote my favorite sentence:
“You cannot mortgage the future.
Musikwiz
Operatic Sources
by Anne Lowall
Opposite operas write source from
which adapted: novel, drama,
legend, myth, fairy talc, history.
The Holy Bible.
Answers on Page 54
1. “Madame Sans Gene”
2. “Lucia di Lammermoor’
3. “Philemon and Baucis
4. “Samson and Delilah
5. “Les Huguenots”
6. “Tristan and Isolde”
7. “Le Cid”
3. “Herodiade”
9. “La Traviata’”
10. “The Sunken Bell”
11. “Carmen”
12. “L’Africaine”
13. “Orpheus and Eurydiee"
14. “The Flying Dutchman
15. “The Queen of Sheba”
16. “Rigoletto”
17. “Hansel and Gretel”
13. “The Merry Wives of
Windsor”
19. “Mignon”
20. “Lucrezia Borgia”
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T GOES without saying that one must have
talent before one thinks of undertaking
a musical career. But talent alone is no
guarantee of glory.
For more than 35 years I have been listen-
ing to artists. I have heard thousands of
youngsters with good voices, nimble fingers,
pleasant stage appearance, intelligence and
determination. Most of them have since faded
into obscurity. One vital quality was lacking.
Chaliapin had that quality. So did Pavlova,
Isadora Duncan, Tetrazzini, Ruffo and Nellie
Melba. No one who ever attended one of their
performances can forget the excitement they
generated, the whistling, shouting, handclaps
and stamping. These artists made spines
tingle. They communicated to their listeners.
That spine-tingling sensation is my guide
in engaging artists. When I experience it I
know the artist has the quality I am always
seeking. It is the ability of the artist to con-
vey beauty to an audience, to leave them
touched, exalted, inspired. That quality pro-
duces in me a reflex action. When I hear it
I bring out my fountain pen and a contract.
In my life as an impresario it has hap-
pened many times. In Paris, in 1934, I was
sitting at a sidewalk cafe with Mrs. Hurok
and a group of friends. I happened to see a
poster advertising a recital by an American
contralto. Should I go? It was to begin in
a few minutes.
“I think I’ll just look in at the Salle
Gaveau,” I said to Mrs. Hurok. “I won’t be
long.”
The concert hall was filled, hut I managed
to find a seat. A tall, handsome girl made
her entrance on the stage. She had great
dignity and poise. She nodded to her accom-
panist, closed her eyes and sang.
I was electrified. Who was this girl? Why
By S. HUROK
had she not sung in America? I could hardly
wait to get backstage. I introduced myself
and told her: “I want to present you in your
own country.”
“But I have an American manager,” Marian
Anderson replied.
She had made her debut at Lewisohn Sta-
dium. Lean years followed during which she
had sung concerts and club dates for small
fees. Her manager, though one of the best
in the business, had found it impossible to
obtain bookings for her. Her last contract
had been so disappointing that she could not
bring herself to sign it. Instead she had gone
to Europe.
At my insistence Miss Anderson wired to
her manager in New York. He would be
sorry to lose her, he said, but he could offer
no guarantee. I could, and did. I knew her
former manager, and respected his astuteness.
But the spine-tingling sensation gave me con-
fidence.
Miss Anderson returned to Town Hall in
December, 1935. Her recital was an unquali-
fied success. The critic of the New York
Times wrote: “Marian Anderson has returned
to her native land one of the great singers
of our time ... It is time for her country
to honor her.”
Anderson then was not the finished singer
she is today. Her voice was not a polished
instrument. Her musicianship did not have
its present depth and maturity. But to me it
made no difference. Her personality projected
across the footlights.
It may be heresy to admit, but I will gen-
erally choose an artist who makes music
exciting over one who is a fine musician but
lacks the indefinable spark. Following the
composer’s instructions in the music is not
enough. Perfectly-produced tone and a daz-
Impresario S. Hurok
zling technique in itself does not satisfy me.
The artist I am seeking is one who under-
stands music; who can recreate a masterpiece
in the spirit in which the composer created it.
Too often audiences today must listen to
talent which has no place in a public audi-
torium. A concert should be inspiring. Music
is capable of firing the imagination in a way
possible to no other art. Boredom and drowsi-
ness do not belong in the concert hall. The
artist who cannot produce in his hearers a
feeling of exhilaration does not belong on
the concert stage.
I remember the first time I heard Artur
Rubinstein. It was at Carnegie Hall, in the
1921-22 season. I thought him unique. His
range of dynamics was tremendous. His
technique was dazzling. It was altogether an
overpowering performance. I felt the spine-
tingling sensation that tells me an artist has
the qualities I am seeking.
But concert careers, like show business
careers, are unpredictable. Rubinstein in
those days had not won the popular acclaim
which I was certain would eventually be his.
His interpretations were too radical. His
Chopin was not delicate, languid and tubercu-
lar, in the fashion of the time. It was passion-
ate, fiery,- and at times heroic.
In Europe, Rubinstein was beloved. In
America he was merely one of a dozen
pianists. In 1927 Rubinstein left the United
States, vowing never to return.
I still believed America would change its
mind. Ten years later I saw Rubinstein in
Paris and begged him to return. I offered
him a sizable guarantee.
“Mr. Hurok,” Rubinstein warned, “you’H
lose your shirt.”
“I can borrow another one,” I replied. As
it turned out, this was not necessary, for
Rubinstein’s first concert with the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony was hailed as a
“triumphal return.”
The tastes of audiences are variable and
capricious. And, for that matter, so is the
judgment of the concert manager. Mistakes
are inevitable and I make my share of them.
Signing a young artist is as risky as bet-
ting on horse-races. My intuitive sense of which
S. Hurok with two artists whom he successfully introduced in America, Marian
Anderson (left) and Artur Rubinstein (right) Hurok signed Blanche Thebom
(center) after hearing her sing in a teacher's studio.
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formers will appeal to audiences has often
failed me. It is almost impossible to analyze
the factors that will result in a successful
career.
Even when all factors are seemingly pres-
ent, the artist may fall short of attaining his
goal. An artist, let us say, has a beautiful
voice. With study and hard work he will grow
in artistic stature. But no one can achieve
full maturity in a teacher’s studio. It is neces-
sary to determine when it is time for a debut.
Suppose that time has come. The young
artist sings and is hailed as a new discovery.
In a few years he is forgotten. Why?
Success is a notorious intoxicant. Some
people cannot stand prosperity. John Doe neg-
lects his studies. His public expects growth
and increasing maturity in later performances.
He is no longer a debutant.
But there is no development. John Doe be-
lieves what his press agent writes about him.
He is unwilling to make the sacrifices which
are necessary for a career. Advice is unavail-
ing. The result is a plummet into oblivion.
Sometimes the story has a happier ending.
Several years ago I heard of a secretary in
Canton, Ohio, who had given up the thought
of a career because her parents were finan-
cially unable to launch her. She had been
heard by Kosti Vehanen, Marian Anderson s
former accompanist, aboard a ship while tak-
ing her Swedish parents to the old country.
Vehanen insisted that she continue studying,
and Canton friends arranged a scholarship.
After two years of lessons, her teacher
called me to the studio. I was impressed by
her appearance. I heard a sumptuous voice.
The girl was not yet ready to concertize, but
I could see how much she had accomplished
in a short time. Evidently she was a hard
worker. She had not wasted a moment. Start-
ing from scratch, within two years she had
acquired a knowledge of acting, and of lan-
guages, as well as a fine singing technique.
I gave her a contract. I was to wait more
than a year after that before she was ready
to sing her first concert, in Sheboygan, Wis-
consin. It was three years later that she made
her Town Hall debut, in January, 1944, but
the event was worth waiting for. By the fol-
lowing December she was in the Metropolitan.
To Blanche Thebom, her Metropolitan debut
was not an end in itself, but a beginning. She
worked harder than ever, adding to her opera-
tic and concert repertoire. In addition to Ger-
man roles, she took parts in French and
Italian operas. Her concert tours grew longer.
Her fees were doubled and trebled. RCA-
Victor gave her a recording contract. She was
heard on the Bell Telephone Hour and other
nationwide broadcasts.
Today she is one of the leading figures of
the lyric stage. Blanche has never let success
turn her head. Her future looms even brighter
than her past.
I am not a magician, but a person with a
keen love for music. In appraising an artist,
I will read reviews, listen to the opinions of
teachers and musicians. But in the final analy-
sis I must weigh all the known and unknown
factors in my own mind to reach a decision.
To avoid speculation as much as possible,
I like to hear promising talent under actual
^4 Short Cut
TO CHORAL SINGING
HAVE you found it difficult to keep upinterest in your junior choir or chorus?
If so, don’t be discouraged. So has
everyone else, especially with a boys’ choir
or
teen-age chorus, most of whom have not
learned to read music.
In the early stages, organizing a choir
or
chorus is a race against time. Once your young
singers reach the part-singing stage, the prob-
lem takes care of itself. The pleasure of sing-
ing harmonies, plus the prospect of public per-
formance, will keep up attendance at re-
hearsals.
But preliminary steps often appear long and
difficult. Youngsters, perplexed by the unfa-
miliar musical symbols, may decide the game
is not worth the candle. It is up to the choir-
master or choral director to sustain their in-
terest during the critical early stages.
Using a method devised by my father, the
Rev. W. H. Tallmadge, which was successfully
used by him in Columbus, Nebraska, and later
by myself in Texas and New York schools, it
is possible for a community or schoolboy choir
to make a creditable showing in three months’
time. The young singers may be of only aver-
age ability. They need not even know how to
read music. Yet, given at least one hour of
weekly practice for three months, they will
have acquired a large repertoire which they
can sing with or without accompaniment.
The first step is to divide the choir or chorus
into three sections, “doh,” “sol” and “mi.”
Then the singers are taught the tonic, sub-
dominant and (incomplete) dominant seventh
chords. When the conductor holds up the in-
dex finger of his right hand, the chorus sings
the tonic chord. In the key of A-flat, the “sol”
section will sing E-flat, the “doh” section A-flat
and the “mi” section C. Four fingers of the
right hand indicate the subdominant (IV).
The “sohs” move up one scale degree to 1, the
“dohs” remain on A-flat, and the mis move
to D-flat. Five fingers of the right hand indi-
cate the dominant (V). The “sohs” move to
E-flat, “dohs” move to G, and “mis” remain
on D-flat, filling out the triad.
A great number of songs can be harmonized
with these three primary triads. “Swing Low
Sweet Chariot,” “Old Black Joe, Oh, Sus-
anna” and the Brahms “Lullaby” are a few
the chorus might begin with.
The choir may sing the words or hum on a
neutral syllable. Soloists are chosen and taught
separately. One group may sing the melody;
another solo group may be taught a counter-
melody, or descant, to the melody. I he result
will be five-part singing by the group. 1 lie mel-
ody and its accompaniment relieve the other-
wise monotonous chord changes.
The first pieces to be learned will have very
simple harmonic progressions, using no mod-
ulations. Later, using the same system, other
progressions may be added to the repertoire.
While using the system of hand signals, the
conductor should devote a part of each re-
hearsal to practice in sight-reading. It shou'd
be borne in mind that the ultimate goal is to
abandon the hand signals as soon as possible.
The method should be used in the same way
that a rote study song is used in grade schools.
In both cases the objective is to enable the
student to perform at a higher level than would
be possible if he were limited to music at his
own level of understanding. The pleasure of
singing in four and five parts, even before the
young performers can read music, appeals to
both singers and listeners. And the educational
value of the ear-training developed by this
method should not be underestimated.
performance conditions. A voice may boom
like Chaliapin’s in the studio, yet be infini-
tesimal on the Metropolitan stage. Audiences
may provide a positive or negative stimulus
for the artist. One performer may tighten up
and be unable to do his best; another may
find the inspiration to produce great music.
The reaction of the audience also will tell
me many things. Does the artist make friends
as he walks on the stage? Does his personality
project beyond the footlights? For music,
after all, is not produced in a vacuum. It >-
made for people and they, in the long run
determine greatness.
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Miss Mary at the Manuals
MARY VOGT has Played the Wanamaker Organ
For Millions, Few of Whom Have Ever Seen Her
as told to JAY MEDIA
I
T HAS often seemed to me that most peo-
ple are drawn toward their life work by
forces over which they have no control.
As a child I was very willful and frequently
played truant. I was happy in music and
I wanted to become a musician. My German
grandmother had started me with a little toy
piano which was the delight of my child-
hood. By the time I was twelve I had quite
a repertoire of folk songs and bits of the
classics.
Finally the day came when I just could
not seem to concentrate upon my school work,
and I applied at the Wanamaker Store for a
position in the Music Sales Department. I was
Lien twelve years old, and began as stock
girl. Soon I was promoted to the exalted po-
sition of dusting off the music counters. Be-
fore I knew it I was playing pieces for the
customers. The sales went up and the head
of the department congratulated me. Soon
some of the customers brought the music back
with the compdaint, “The pieces don’t sound
anything like the way that girl played them.”
Then I learned that it was not my job to put
on any frills but to play the notes and noth-
ing but the notes.
After I had been working for three weeks
at the store I informed my family about my
position, and they concluded that there was
little they could do about it, and let me con-
tinue. It was then that I found that a great
department store could be an education in
itself. With merchandise pouring in from
all parts of the world, with contact with all
manner of salespeople and customers, a curi-
ous child with eager eyes and open ears could
not fail to learn new things every day.
The Organ Is Installed
The installation of the great organ in the
Wanamaker Store came about largely through
the ideals and keen interest of Mr. Rodman
Wanamaker, himself a gifted amateur musi-
cian. One day Mr. Wanamaker and his father.
John Wanamaker, were standing in the Grand
Court, eleven stories high, around which the
store is built. Mr. John Wanamaker was
seized with the idea that a huge organ would
be a fitting finish for the Chestnut Street
Alary Vogt as
she looked the
day she went to
work at theWan-
aniaker store
and (right) as
she appears to-
day.
end of the Court. At his beautiful home at
Lindenhuist he had installed a fine pipe organ
for his son. Later the home was totally de-
stroyed by fire. It was then he stated that
he wanted to present a really great organ
to the stoi-e in honor of his son. He had in
mind the magnificent instrument made by the
Los Angeles Art Organ Company for the St.
Louis World’s Fair. The organ was then in
storage at St. Louis. Mr. George Till, an or-
gan expert, was sent out to St. Louis to sur-
vey the organ, and found that it fitted exactly
into the designated space. Since then the or-
gan has been rebuilt and increased in size. It
is now over three times the size of the original
organ and is the only instrument of its size
and quality in the world.
The organ was a dream to me. Could it
ever be possible that I might play the im-
mense instrument? I seemed so small, and the
organ seemed so colossal.
About that time we had an organist of
ability, Dr. J. Lewis Browne, who played
upon the smaller organ in Egyptian Hall. He
was also the concert director of the store.
Mr. Rodman Wanamaker was a firm believer
in music in daily life. He felt that the closer
music was brought to people the more value
it w7as to the city, the industry, and espe-
cially to youth. It was his idea that a great
organ could be an immense inspiration to
all of the employees and the customers. It
really did change the character of the store
from that of a stereotyped retail mart to an
institution with a unique public appeal.
I studied with Dr. Browne, but his health
was not of the best, and he was often indis-
posed. Mr. Rodman Wanamaker had me
transferred from the sheet music sales de-
partment to Dr. Browne’s office, where the
music and public events were planned. Ar-
rangements were made to conduct a com-
poser’s festival at the store, and among the
distinguished Americans who attended were
Dr. George W. Chadwick and Dr. Horatio
Parker. Dr. Browne being ill in the hospital,
I took it upon myself to rehearse a chorus
of two hundred adults in Horatio Parker’s
“Union and Liberty.” I was about fifteen or
sixteen, four and a half feet tall, weighed
about ninety-five pounds, and had pigtails
down my back. I was seated on the top of a
tall stepladder conducting the number when
Dr. Parker (then Professor of Music at Yale)
walked in. He was a grim kind of person, but
he exploded with laughter. At least I had
taught them the notes. From that point Dr.
Parker took the stick and finished the job.
Dr. Parker at the public performance pre-
sented me to the audience as his “musical
chickadee.” The soubriquet stuck for a long
time. It amused John Philip Sousa very much.
He used to call me his “Little Miss Mary.”
One night after the store was closed I heard
the organ and I went down to the console. To
my surprise I found that the performer was
my big boss, Mr. Rodman Wanamaker, him-
self. He was playing simple pieces and ex-
perimenting with the different registrations on
For more years than she cares to re-
member, Mary Vogt has play ed 15-minute
recitals three times daily on the great
organ in the Grand Court of the John
Wanamaker store in Philadelphia. Organ-
ists say the massive instrument is not only
the largest organ in daily use in the
world, but one of the finest of existing
organs. For more than 30 years this organ
has been played every workday, without
interruption of any kind. Although in
constant use, it has never broken down.
It has been under the continual main-
tenance of organ experts, the present staff
being headed by William Ruff.
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the manuals. His coordination was not
quite
ri»ht, so I sat behind him, moving his
feet
back’ and forth on the pedals. This was
the
first time that he had said very much to
me
On the next pay day, however, I was surprised
to find that my salary was jumped $1000 a
year. I was an audacious kid and
did not
hesitate to speak my mind right out. He liked
that and placed confidence in me. Once
he
scolded me for something that had gone
wrong, and I said, “I’m sorry, but I’m
not
afraid of you or any man. The only one I fear
is God, and I only fear Him when I offend
Him.”
, ,
Mr. Rodman Wanamaker’s ideals were ex-
tremely high. His business ideals were so
broad, so artistic, so human, and so far ahead
of his competitors in his researches that
he
stood alone. His reverence for his father’s
principles and great ability as a merchant
were boundless, as depicted in his book, The
Life of John Wanamaker.”
My first assignment in the production field
was to institute a series of programs in our
auditorium known as Egyptian Hall. We
brought from Europe a remarkable collection
of silent films dealing with the lives of the
masters, Wagner, Beethoven, Schubert, and
others. These were tied in with orchestral and
vocal accompaniments. On Saturdays the pro-
grams were given over to the children, with
dances and special music. We imported the
color organ created by a Danish inventor,
Thomas Wilfred, which attracted thousands.
The superior excellence of The Great Organ,
in addition to its gigantic size, attracted fa-
mous organists from all over the world, among
them Bonnet, Vierne, Dupre (French) ; Ger-
mani, Bossi, Yon (Italian) ; Courboin (Bel-
gian); Hollins (English). Many of the great
American organists, such as Palmer Christian,
Lynnwood Farnham, Richard Keys Biggs,
Alexander McCurdy, Yirgil Fox, Rollo Mait-
land, and Walter Baker have played upon it
repeatedly. All of these men have stressed
die fact that this instrument is one of the very
finest in the world. Among the famous artists
who have appeared at the Wanamaker con-
certs are Marian Anderson, Vivian della
Chiesa, Jan Peerce, Robert Merrill, Efrem
Zimbalist, and Joseph Szigeti. The Philadel-
phia Orchestra has played in the Grand Court
five times, under the direction of Leopold Sto-
kowski. Many of the outstanding choirs of
America and Europe have sung in the store.
Outstanding Musicians
Many music educators have urged broader
music training for performers. Mrs. Jeannette
Cass Stoughton, of the music department of
progressive Kansas University, decided to see
what professionals thought.
Her questionnaire was answered by 91 fa-
mous artists, from Marian Anderson to Leo-
pold Stokowski. Of the group, 53 were college
graduates. To the question, “Have you had
formal courses in these subjects?”, replies
were as follows:
Sight singing—Yes, 61; No, 30.
Among the great conductors
and composers
X have conducted .here a,. E.nc.
Leo Scverity, Eric Del.mart.r
R.ch. d
Strauss, Nadia Boulanger, and
John Phil P
Sousa. The seating capacity
of the Giai
Court during the great
programs was twelve
’'Tve^fworkday I play three
fifteen minute
recitals. I estimate that during
the period 1
have been playing at
Wanamaker s 1 have
given at least thirty thousand
recitals. Every
morning at 10:05 I play a program
over radio
station WIBG in Philadelphia. The organ
has
been heard repeatedly over national
and inter-
national networks in Europe and
in „outh
America. It was the first large American
organ
to be heard overseas. It has been
heard m this
way by millions of people.
The general public appetite for music
suit-
able for the organ of course
demands the
lighter classics and the better rhythmic
things
of the day. An occasional dose of Bach,
Cesai
Franck, Pierne or Karg-Elert is tolerated.
On
Wednesday morning before sales begin, when
the store is quiet, time is given over
periodi-
cally for the playing of better compositions.
We avoid all trashy and undignified works,
which are incompatible with the organ. We
leave jazz for the night club organs.
The organ has a six-manual console which
alone is eight feet high, fifteen feet broad, and
seven feet deep. The console is turnable to. a
forty-five degree angle, so that the organist
can see a conductor. There are 728 stop con-
trols, and 475 ranks of pipe, totaling over
30,000 pipes. The longest pipe is the low C
diapason, 37 feet long (32 foot pitch). Theo-
retically in some organ experiments there have
been built 64 foot pipes, but this is too low
to be practical. The smallest pipe is 4% inches
long. A crew of at least three men have been
doing a continuous tuning job all day long, day
in and day out, since the organ was installed.
Thousands of tourists visit Philadelphia an-
nually. They are attracted first to Chestnut
Street, “America’s most historic street, and
after they have visited the shrines downtown
on this street, one of their next objectives is
the Wanamaker Organ, only seven short
blocks from Independence Hall and the Lib-
erty Bell. The present management of John
Wanamaker’s is making a daily feature of
music, and the daily advertisements frequently
carry announcements and programs for the
information of the public.
Stress Broader Training
Dictation (ear training)—Yes, 57; No, 34.
Harmony—Yes, 77; No, 14.
Keyboard Harmony—Yes, 44; No, 47.
Form and Analysis—Yes, 58; No, 33.
Counterpoint—Yes, 60; No, 31.
Orchestration—Yes, 46; No, 45.
History of Music—Yes, 64; No, 27.
Keyboard harmony and orchestration were
considered essential for any musician by 60
percent of the famous artists queried. All other
subjects were voted indispensable in 80 per-
cent or more of the responses.
T, r „nflon Gramophone Corporation has
T
h
rehTa“ett an assortment
of recordings
' a in Germany before and during the
”ar and bearing the
Deutsche Gramophon
‘“There is an abridged version
of Weber’s
“Der Freischuetz..” The Overture is
omitted, presumably on the
theory that it
?s afieady widely
available ... recordings.
Otherwise most of Weber’s
memorable music
,S
Principals are Maria Mueller,
formerly of
the Metropolitan, August
Seider, Keinhold
Doerr Georg llann, Carla Sp
elter, ll.lde
Ahlendorf, Josef Greindl and1 Fell*
1 eischc,;
The orchestra is that of the
Berlin Mat..
Opera, conducted by Robert
Hcger. The
voices can be beaten at the
Metropolitan;
hut the performance is a
well-paced and
spirited one.
The Dessauer Quart*et plays agrccuhly
aml
expressively in Mozart’s “Milanese Quar-
tets in A Major, I« Major, C Major-and L-flat
Major. The recording is technically an ex-
celient one.
•
Mozart’s Divertimento in D (K. 251) lor
oboe, two horns and string quartet
was
recorded in 1943 by the Berlin Imhar
monic Chamber Orchestra, under the di-
rection of Hans von Benda.
•
Max Reger’s Variations and Fugue on a
Theme of Paganini arc played bv F.duar.l
van Beinuni and the Conccrtgcbouw Or-
chestra of Amsterdam. Beethovens Iro-
metheus” Overture is performed by I aul
van Kampen and the Dresden Philharmonic
Orchestra, and Respighi’s “Feste Roniana
is played by the Berlin Philharmonic Or-
chestra under the direction of Victor de
Sabata.
•
The list of Deutsche Gramophon recon I-
ings is completed by single, sides offering
Tiana Lemnitz, soprano, in arias from
"Lohengrin” and “Der Freischuetz”; Herbert
von Karajan conducting the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw in Salome’s Dance, from
“Salome”; the Bavarian State Orchestra
playing the waltzes from Richard Strauss
“Rosenkavalier,” with the composer con-
ducting; and Heinrich Schlnsnus, baritone,
singing arias from Verdi’s “Don Carlo ami
“The Sicilian Vespers.”
•
Decea also offers an imported work, the
Schubert Octet in F Major, Op. 166. Per’
formed by the Vienna Octet. Members of
the group are W. Boskovskv and I*. Matheis,
violins, G. Breitenhach, viola, N. Hubner,
cello, A. Boskovsky, clarinet, J- ^ eleba.
French horn, R. Hanzl, bassoon, and .)•
Krump, contrabass.
•
Columbia presents a song recital by Jennie
Tourel, mezzo-soprano, with George Reeves
at the piano. Miss Tourel, among the most
musicianly of singers, is at her best 111
this album, which includes songs of Bizet.
Chabrier, Poulenc, Faure, Ravel, Hahn and
Satie.
me Lieraur infantry Chorus, with
ard DePaur conducting, is heard in a new
album of Latin-American songs released b>
Columbia. The group sings lively Caly P**°
tunes and Mexican, Argentine and Brazilian
folksongs.
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Darius Milhaud, since 1940 a faculty member
of Mills College, Oakland, California, goes over
manuscripts with two students, and (top, right)
pauses during a stroll over the campus.
By DARIUS MILHAUD as told to Rose Heylbut
L
ET me begin talking about composing by
saying that I have absolutely no philos-
ophy of composition. I write what I
feel. I cannot conceive of anyone’s doing dif-
ferently. The only “philosophy ’ of compo-
sition is to have something to say, and then
to say it in a craftsmanlike manner. I heartily
dislike the term “modern” as applied to music.
“Modern music” seems to mean something
quite alien to the accumulated flow of music
that has come down to us from the past. What
nonsense! There are only two kinds of music
—good and bad, and some of each has been
produced in every age. Many works of the
thirteenth century reveal “modern” elements.
The term I prefer to use is contemporary.
That serves to place the music in point of
time, without characterizing it as to form.
Individual Forms of Expression
What are the characteristics of contempo-
rary music? I have no idea! They depend,
not on a given plan or system, hut on the
nature, the gifts, and the craftsmanship of
the person who writes. Every composer has
his own form of expression. That is because
each of us is what he is. It is quite impossible
to venture any prognostication of the music
of the future, because we have no means of
knowing what vision, what gifts, what imagi-
nation the future composers will have. Each
age and each nature will assert itself.
Musical composition is by no means easy;
still, it is much more simple—that is to say,
less complicated—than people seem to think.
No one sits down to write according to a
fixed set of theories. Music is like a river
—
there it is, and no one can stop it from flow-
ing. The changing characteristics of music
are simply a reflection of the changing charac-
teristics of the ages producing it. The twenti-
eth century has different needs, thoughts,
habits, from the thirteenth, the fifteenth, the
eighteenth. It isn’t a question of determining
to write something “different”—the differ-
ences happen by themselves, along with all
the other differences among the various
epochs of time. In 1948, we are accustomed to
motor cars, airplanes, deep-freeze units. How
can one suppose that with such changes in
our outward living, our inward living can
still cling to the needs of centuries ago?
The struggle between composers and critics
is as old as the hills. The composer has some-
thing to say that has never been said before;
among his critics there are sure to be some
who insist on judging his work exclusively in
terms of what has been said before. Then you
get an old-versus-new battle. The odd thing
is that people can still grow excited about it,
when we have only to recall the criticisms
hurled at works like “Carmen,” “Faust,
’
“Tannhauser” (to mention three among thou-
sands), when they were first produced. Yet
those works not only kept alive, but became
traditional favorites—with which newer works
are compared! We are amused to hear that
the orchestral musicians under Berlioz refused
to perform Beethoven’s Third Symphony be-
cause it was too new, odd, different. But
when old-school ears hear a work that sounds
new, odd, different to-day—ah! that is some-
thing else. People do not remember the amus-
ing old stories.
Even the structure of contemporary music
is not actually new. Atonality has its roots
in the chromatic scale and in the chord of the
Dominant Seventh; it has simply flowed on
from those sources as naturally as more fa-
miliar harmonies have flowed from the dia-
tonic scale. Can one reasonably say that one
set of flowings is “better” than the other ?
Clinging only to what is known is like remain-
ing in a prison for the love of the familiar
walls! Words like “discordant” and “cacoph-
ony” are entirely subjective terms. What
sounds discordant to one set of ears (and to
the musical potentialities inside them) sounds
quite delightful to another.
Naturalness An Asset
In attempting to give advice to the young
composer, I can set forth the only method I
know—write what you feel and work hard.
The young composer needs to learn the tech-
nique of composition, quite as he did in the
eighteenth century, or in any century. This,
of course, includes a careful study of older
forms, and so on. With his tools in his hand
and a genuine gift in his heart, he needs only
to work hard at writing down what he has
to say. The greatest mistake he can make is
to try to be “different.” That simply cannot
be done. You are as you are—you have your
own thoughts and your own way of express-
ing them. To try to get away from that is
like trying to change the color of your eyes.
Indeed, saying what you have to say is the
only excuse for composing! I do not believe
that any reasonable person will spend months
suffering over a score in order to hide what
he really thinks and fall in with some fad of
the moment.
The young composer may have some bad
moments because of this age-old habit, on
the part of listeners and critics, of clinging
to what has been said and stopping short
there. Then we hear of “revolutionary” music!
The term has been ( Continued on Page 58)
Born in Aix-en-Provence, Darius Milhaud came to this country in 1940 and
now makes his home in California. One of the most prolific composers of
modern times, Milhaud began his career as a violinist. After graduating from
the Paris Conservatory, Milhaud became one of the “Group of Six (Durey,
Auric, Poulenc, Honegger, Milhaud and Mile, Germaine Tailleferre) who at
the close of World War I sought to break with tradition in favor of newer,
more spontaneous tendencies in French music. By 1926 the group disbanded,
but individual members continued to go their separate ways. Milhaud’s widely-
performed works include ballet, opera, symphony, chamber music, incidental
music, instrumental solos and songs.
uL
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By Nicolas Sloniinsky
T
HE late Italian modernist, Alfredo Ca-
sella, drove in his newly acquired little
automobile to a meeting of the Society of
Italian Composers in Rome, just as Mascagni
was entering the door from the street.
I
bought this car from my earnings conducting
your music,” Casella told Mascagni with an
amiable smile. “You are lucky,” retorted
Mascagni. “If I were to conduct your music,
I would not be able to afford even a bicycle.”
Another story about Casella concerns the
use of polytonality in his symphonic and
chamber music. He was asked how his ears
could tolerate such discordant combinations.
“It is very simple,” Casella replied with mock
seriousness. “My right ear is tuned in C, but
my left ear is in D-flat. I hear in two keys at
the same time, and polytonality is the natui al
result of this condition.”
•
Henry Cowell, the formidable modernist
who invented the tone clusters which are
played on the keyboard of an unwilling piano
with forearms and fists, recounts his experi-
ence at a concert he presented in Poland in
the 1920’s. He was introduced by a speaker,
who, pointing at Henry Cowell, kept repeating
words that sounded like “pants awful.” Cowell
stood the ordeal stoically without showing
signs of dismay. After the concert he inquired
of an English-speaking Pole the meaning of
the strange phrase. “But this is your name!
exclaimed the Pole, “Pan Tsofel. Pan means
Mr. in Polish, and the letter “c” is pronounced
“ts” as in German. And the “w” has the
sound between “f” and “v”.
•
Ebenezer Prout, the author of famous books
on counterpoint, harmony, applied forms,
instrumentation, and practically every other
subject of academic musical training, liked to
indulge in frivolous treatment of serious musi-
cal matters. Thus he wrote a set of highly
undignified lyrics for Bach’s fugues. Here are
some:
From Volume I
2. C minor. “John Sebastian Bacli sat upon a
tack, but be soon got up again with a howl.”
7. E-flat major. “When I get aboard an ocean
steamer, I begin to feel sick.”
20.
A minor. “On a bank of mud in the river
Nile upon a summer morning, a little hippo-
potamus was eating bread and jam.”
21.
B-flat major. “A little three-part fugue, which
a gentleman named Bach composed; there’s
a lot of triple counterpoint about it, but it
isn’t very difficult to play.”
24. Ti minor. “The man was very drunk as to
and fro, from right to left, along the road
lie staggered.”
From Volume II
7. E-flat major. “Mary, my dear, bring the
whiskey and water in, bring the whiskey
and water in.”
10. E minor. “As I rode in a penny bus going
"
to the Mansion House off came a wheel.
down went the hus! and all the passengers
fell in a heap, on the floor of the rickety
thing!”
,
. j
11. F major. “Needles and pins, needles and
pins! when a man’s married his troubles
begin.”
22.
B-flat minor. “Oh. dear! what shall I do.
It’s utterly impossible for me to play this
horrid fugue; I give it up.
•
During Rachmaninoff’s last European tour
in 1938, he was asked by a reporter of the
“Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant why he
sometimes did not follow the published text
of his famous C-sharp Minor Prelude. He
replied: “A composer is entitled to take such
liberties. Critics and performers are always
squabbling. In London, after I had played
one of my own concertos, critics said that the
tempi were all wrong ! ” He was also asked
why he never played modern music beyond
Debussy and Ravel, and he replied that he
simply could not understand the later develop-
ments of dissonant harmony. Then he was
asked whether his biography, published short-
ly before, was authoritative. Rachmaninoff
remarked: “The writer states that I dictated
it all myself. If so, something must have gone
wrong with my mind at the time.”
It is generally agreed that when a person
buys a ticket fo- e concert, he cannot claim
his money back even if he dislikes the pro-
gram violently. But in one famous case a dis-
gruntled listener demanded not only the price
of the ticket, but the expenses incurred in
travel to the theater. And he collected the
money! The man (he deserves the immortal-
ity accorded to audacious souls) was one
Prospero Bertani of Reggio, Italy, who made
a journey to the nearby Parma to hear a
performance of Verdi’s “A'ida”. He did not
like the opera, but went to hear it for a
second time to give it another chance. How-
ever, his poor opinion of the work remained
unchanged. Being a methodic man and pos-
sessing a logic of his own, he took pen in
hand and wrote a letter to Verdi, in which
he said:
May 7, 1872
Senor Verdi Gentilissimo: On the 2d inst. I
proceeded to Parma attracted hither by the cele-
brated opera “Aida,” and half an hour before the
curtain rose I occupied seat 120, expecting much
entertainment After the opera was over, I
inquired of myself whether I was satisfied, and
received a negative answer. I returned to Reggio,
and in the railway carriage listened to the pas-
sengers’ opinions and agreed that “Aida” was a
•Treat opera. Then I detennined to hear it anew,
and on the 4th inst. journeyed to Parma again,
and tried hard to get in without a scat, but was
finally compelled on account of the crush to pay
5 lire for a stall, whence to watch the perform-
ance with comfort. Afterward I came to the con-
clusion that no number of the opera awakens
enthusiasm or electrifies, that without its spec-
tacular incidents it would never be permitted to
come to a finish, and that having been given in two
or three theatres it would he consigned to the dust
of the archives. Now, my dear Verdi, you cannot
understand how vexed I am at having expended
on these two occasions 32 lire, and especially
when I remember that I am dependent on my
family for support, the money laid out assumes
the shape of horrible spectres and disturbs my
peace of mind. Hence I look to you for a speedy
reimbursement of my outlay. My account is as
follows
:
Railway, one trip to Parma 2.60 liras
Return 3 39
Scat al the theatre 8.00
Wretched supper at station 2.00
Total 15.90 liras
Same trip repeated 15.90
Total 31.80 lira)
I hope that you will relieve my annoyance,
and in this belief salute you heartily.
Bertani Prospero
Verdi was both astounded and amused by
the letter. Fearing a hoax, he wrote to his pub-
lisher, Ricordi, to find out whether there was
such a person, and to pay him the sum oi
27.80 liras. “I am aware,” wrote Verdi, “that
this is not the entire amount he claims, hut a
for paying for his supper at the station. Oh,
no! He could have bail his supper at home.
Verdi added one condition to the payment:
that the man should promise not to go to any
of Verdi’s operas, or, if he did, to do so at
his own risk. Ricordi found the man, paid
him, and obtained the following receipt:
Reggio, May 15. 1872
Tlte
-undersigned declares that having received
from the maestro G. Verdi 27.80 liras in full
reimbursement of two trips to Parma to listen to
“Ai’da,” the composer of which operas sees fit
that I should be repaid for the journeys, I not
having found the work to my liking. It is also
understood that I shall not again hear any new
operas by Maestro Verdi, save at my own ex-
pense, whatever my judgment as to their merits.
(Signed) Bertani Prospero
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“I Used to Play Piano, But
.
“T’D GIVE anything to play the piano!” my
I neighbor, Mrs. Roberts, said wistfully. I
took lessons as a child, but now I can t
play a note.”
There it was again—a statement you and I
have heard from neighbors, friends and busi-
ness associates. It has made me wonder how
many students who come to me for lessons
will be playing in ten or twenty years.
In any other field, education ‘s expected to
last. We should not think hig ly of mathe-
matics teachers if grown-ups w:re to say, “I
studied arithmetic as a child, but now I can’t
add up my laundry list.” What would we think
of our schools if a large proportion of pipits
confessed: “I used to study reading and writ-
ing, but now I can’t even sign my own name.
Education begins in school, but doesn’t end
there. In the same way, piano teachers ought
to make sure their students will have music as
a source of pleasure and gratification for life.
Few people will be able to “keep up their
music” without interruption. Today’s student
is tomorrow’s housewife or businessman. The
pressure of a job or homemaking may leave
no time for music-making. Young couples set-
ting up housekeeping may not be able to af-
ford a piano at first. In everyone’s adult life
there may be periods of musical backsliding.
Therefore our aim should be to develop
pianists who can weather interruptions in their
music study without losing facility. This, I
think, requires a different emphasis in piano
teaching. I believe we should put more em-
phasis upon sight-reading, less upon memor-
izing half a dozen recital pieces.
Among adults I know who play the piano
for their own enjoyment, some are college or
conservatory products, while others have had
almost no formal training. Regardless of mu-
sical background, however, they all have one
thing in common : Whenever they have an op-
portunity they can sit down and play.
A housewife had practically no time for
piano when her children were small. Now that
they’re in school we can hear her going
through her favorite songs, spending pleasant
hours at the piano. A facile sight-reader, she
had been able to take up her music again with-
out difficulty.
One of my students, an engineering under-
graduate, has just returned from a year over-
seas, during which he had no opportunity to
practice. When he came home he went imme-
diately to the piano to play through his for-
mer repertoire and sight-read new pieces. He
also had above-average reading ability.
By GENEVIEVE RIES YAW
Many experiences like this have convinced
me that good sight-readers keep up their mu-
sic longest. Yet as teachers we tend to neglect
this side of piano study.
How many pianists can sight-read some-
thing as simple as a hymn-tune? High schools
have many students who can play one or two
difficult pieces well enough to enter—and win
—solo competitions; yet the worry of many
a high-school mu ic teacher is to find students
who can read we 1 enough to accompany the
glee club. And at mmpanying is fun, because
here one has the pleasure of teamwork—the
same pleasure he derives from performing in
orchestra, band or chorus.
Genevieve Ries Yaw
Many of my happiest musical hours have
come from ensemble playing with friends.
That demands good sight-reading, because
few adults have time to spend hours rehear-
sing in advance. When we have a free after-
noon we want to start right out playing some-
thing. That means we must be able to read
as we go.
Why do most teachers stress virtuosity and,
understress music reading? I believe there are
two reasons: Lack of time and the need for
acquiring a “good reputation.”
In the weekly lesson the teacher must hear
and correct the music the student has been
practicing during the previous week. He must
assign a new lesson and be sure the student
finds no pitfalls in it. He must work at ear
training and harmony. In addition he must
work toward the goal of public performance—
the recital piece. Unfortunately the teacher’s
“good reputation” depends on how his student
plays the recital piece. Consequently that gels
the biggest share of the half-hour. The rest
is crammed into whatever time is left.
If Mr. X’s students at the end of five years
can sit down and rattle off more difficult
showpieces than Miss Y’s, Mr. X is popular 1\
judged the better teacher. Public demand is.
for fast progress and showy (though often
inartistic) recitals. A teacher who works under
that sort of pressure cannot develop good
sight-readers. To become a good reader one
must play pages of new music every week. One
can’t do that if one spends six months of the
year concentrating on a single recital piece.
Many teachers maintain these “show-win-
dow” recitals are necessary to survival, since
they keep student and parent interest alive.
But if the center of interest is the temporary
limelight of the recital rather than enjoyment
of the piano, haven’t we failed as music
teachers?
Also, I have found that as a means of arous-
ing interest in piano, informal student get-
togethers at home are more effective than stiff,
amateur recitals which have the manner but
not the quality of professional ones.
Often in our home a dozen of my college
students, engineers and science majors, turn
up on Sunday afternoon to play for us and
each other. We begin with a planned program
from 3:00 to 3:45. Usually the cookies and
ginger ale are gone by 4:15. An hour and a
half later, however, some students are still
talking music, playing old pieces and reading
through new ones. We enjoy the informal
music-making as much as we do the “recital.
A big advantage of this sort of visiting-
playing recital is that it’s a good way to keep
posted on music in general. We enjoy dis-
cussing the local concert series. We exchange
information about good musical radio pro-
grams we have discovered, or articles about
music we think others would enjoy.
For younger students, too, musical parties
can be more enjoyable than conventional re-
citals. Parents and friends can be included
too. The children should be in a congenial
age-group, and it’s better to have those to-
gether who are playing approximately tin-
same grade of music. If the teacher can ar-
range his schedule properly, musical parties
can be held at lesson time.
It is the joint responsibility of parents
and teachers to keep alive the student’s
pleasure in music. The teacher must give the
student a wide knowledge of music, but must
make the training a pleasure instead of a
tedious chore.
By making music a pleasure rather than a
task, it may be possible for us as teachers
to do something about the adult who says, “I
used to play, the piano, hut . . .” Let us
try, through cooperation between parents,
pupils and teachers, to reduce this pianistic
mortality rate in the very near future!
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By PATRICIA BOWMAN as told to STEPHEN WEST
WHILE everyone knows that dancing isperformed to music, few people realize
the singularly close bonds which unify
—or should unify!—the work of the dancer
and the musician. In the earliest history of
art, music and dancing were almost synony-
mous human expressions; and, as we make a
rapid survey of later development, we find
that much of the greatest classical music was
written in dance forms. I have heard a fa-
mous pianist say that one cannot give a truly
musical and pianistic performance of a Bach
Suite without being able to perform (no mat-
ter how crudely!) the actual dance steps of
gigue, sarabande, courante, minuet, and so
on. On the other band, the dancer must know
music! An early study of the piano is almost
a necessity for anyone who aspires to dance,
for in this way one becomes familiar with
the musical elements of rhythm, melody, har-
mony, and timing, as well as phrasing and the
projection of meaning. I have never yet found
a really good dancer who was not also an
innately musical person, with a better-than-
average ear.
The chief musical value, for the dancer,
is, of course, rhythm. One must know the
various rhythms—waltz, polka, mazurka, gal-
lop, gavotte, minuet—not only as patterns but
as integral rhythmic unities—the differences
among them, why they are what they are,
and so on. This, of course, is vastly different
from making steps; one must aclftally know
the inner meaning of the various rhythmic
forms. To the dancer, melody is really her
theme, her style—the thing that decides her
best effects. I cannot do my best with music
that is unsympathetic to me. This matter or
sympathy, or style, naturally involves a close
familiarity with the various styles or schools
of music (which we express in motion just
as the musician expresses them in phrasing
and interpretation). Hence, the dancer must
make a thorough study of style, from Bach
to the ultra-moderns, quite as the musician
does. Even harmony has significance for the
dancer, since it is sometimes necessary to
dance to a contrapuntal theme which develops
across the melody proper. While it is not
actually necessary for the dancer to read
scores, it would be a tremendous help to be
able to do so. Thus, the dancer must take
the time to make herself into something more
than a passingly good musician!
Looking at the question from the musician’s
point of view, there is a good career-oppor-
tunity, to-day, in dance accompanying—either
as rehearsal pianist or as conductor. Taking
for granted that such a career-aspirant is a
well-trained musician, let us examine the
ing ballet companies here and abroad. A
delicate child, Miss Bowman began dance
lessons at the age of seven to build mi
qualities he should bring to his work. He
should be an extraordinarily good sight-
reader since, in playing for the dance, he is
constantly faced with the interpretation of
all possible kinds of music. For this same
reason, too, he should be intimately ac-
quainted with musical styles, giving just the
proper tone and expression to Mozart, to
Beethoven, to Chopin, to Brahms, and never
confusing them. In third place, he should ac-
quaint himself sufficiently with the whole form
of the dance, so that he is aware of the danc-
er’s physical needs and techniques
—
quite as
the opera conductor or pianist studies the
vocal needs of the singer in order to achieve
better performance.
Too Few Pianists
Have Dance Knowledge
The greatest difficulty in getting a really
good dance pianist is that so many (all of
them good pianists from a purely pianistic
point of view!) lack this fundamental knowl-
edge of the physical functions of dancing. It
is not enough to keep to the beat—indeed, a
too-mechanical beat destroys quality. The
dancer, like the singer, bases all work on
breathing. Between phrases, we require a
Lujtpause
—just the least, slightest relaxing
her health. She studied with Michel Fokine
and with Legal in London, Egorova in
Pans and Margaret Wallmann in Berlin.
Born in Washington, D. C., Patricia
Bowman has appeared as prima ballerina
at Radio City Music Hall and with lead-
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of the metronomic rhythm, not to be noticed
by the audience as an open, definite pause,
but which still must be there to enable us to
breathe, to give us the little edge or lift with
which to go on. When the dance accompanist
lacks this sense of the dancer’s bodily needs,
it is quite impossible to smooth out rhythms
with him. You ask him to take a phrase a bit
more slowly, and he goes too slowly—you ask
him to bring it up a bit, and he rushes you!
Only the accompanist who understands the
dancer’s physical needs can give the proper
support. That is why the best dance conductors
are those who, at one time or another, did
service as dance pianists.
The Dance Conductor’s
Requirements
The chief need of the dance conductor is
that he shall keep his scores in his head,
rather than keeping his head in his score!
The dancer must have quite complete rapport
with her conductor—he must watch her as
closely as an operatic conductor watches his
singers. The best conductor I ever had was so
completely familiar with his scores that he
never looked at them. By watching his danc-
ers, he could tell exactly what to do—where
to accelerate, where to retard, always in har-
mony with the dancer’s needs. Indeed, he
could tell, just by looking, whether the dancer
was tired, happy, excited, or suffering from a
dose of overeating! What with the recent and
encouraging increase in dance interest in this
country; what with the many dance com-
panies, concerts, schools, and studios (many
of the latter giving four and five classes a
day)
,
there is a very real field in dance ac-
companying. But here (as in every other
artistic calling), there is room only for those
who know what they are about. Thus, my
advice to aspiring pianists and conductors is
—know your styles, know your scores, and
make it your business to know what dancing
means
!
Believing, as I do, that both music and
dancing could be richly served by a closer
integration, I have frequently wondered why
the many music studios in our great land and
the many dancing studios do not develop
some means of working more closely together.
Would it not be a splendid thing if these
students could get together, occasionally, to
explore the many points of common interest
that unite their respective fields of work?
There is hardly a community that does not
have both a music school (or studio) and a
dance class. Naturally, their goals are differ-
ent, they are maintained by different teachers,
and so on; still, it should be readily possible
for these teachers to get together and plan,
let us say, a joint recital. The first, and most
obvious advantage would be, quite simply, a
more varied recital program. But the advan-
tages I have in mind would go much further
than that! The young musicians would have
a chance to accompany, to work with their
dance colleagues—they would perfect ensem-
ble coordination, they would be made more
aware of phrasing, they would develop a sense
of timing, of rhythm. The dancers, on the
other hand, would learn much more of music,
of musical approaches, of musical elements.
And few people realize how important is this
combination of dramatic and musical skills
to a finished performance.
An Experiment in
Art-Unification
When, in my work with various opera or
operetta companies, I have mounted the stage
to work with the local chorus, I h„ve often
been surprised to note how beautifully these
young people sing—and how little they know
about handling themselves, their bodies, on a
stage ! When a scene occurs in which members
of the chorus have to stand, to walk about, to
greet each other, to invite each other to waltz,
it is really surprising to observe how little
able they are to move their bodies! Dramatic
coaching can help this, of course, but many
young singers are not able to afford it. How
fine it would be if, from their earliest study-
years onward, they could get the feeling of
the stage, of the use of the body, in an easy
association with young dancers—their friends
and fellow-students—whose own work would
not only transmit certain values to them, but
would also be enriched by contact with their
musicianship. Further, such an extra-curricu-
lar association of local cultural forces could
bear fruit in helping to publicize the respective
teachers and their work in a way that would be
valuable to the community as a whole.
Smaller cities, where music and dance are
not already joined under the roof of one
school or conservatory (as they frequently are
in the larger centers) would benefit enormous-
ly from this association. However the juncture
is made, I believe that the idea itself deserves
some thought. Since music and the dance
cannot exist separately (certainly, they can-
not do so on the career level, for the dancer
must know music, and the aspirant to the
musical stage must have a knowledge of
using the body), and since, at some time or
other in their respective trainings, the dancer
studies music and the musician studies
rhythms and physical grace, what better start
could be made than one which brings the two
together informally—a better integration of
the arts, designed ultimately to help the
teachers and the communities quite as much
as the young students themselves?
There can be no doubt that the average
American citizen is becoming more and more
conscious of the sheer beauty and spiritual
release of good dancing to good music. If
proof were needed, I would have only to cite
the tastes of the patrons of the Radio City
Music Hall, where the number of people who
attend a show in two weeks is greater than
the population of most of our smaller towns.
At the Music Hall, I danced to music by
Chopin, Gounod, Massenet, Tchaikovsky,
Delibes, Glazounoff, Glinka, Rachmaninoff,
Moussorgsky, and Strauss. No “popular”
strains could have pleased the audience better.
It is a splendid thing that music-plus-dancing
can receive such a welcome by the millions.
Let us carry the work further by combining
the two from the very start!
A Boston Musical
Radio Census
RADIO station WBMS in Boston, Massa-.chusetts, undertook a poll to determine
the musical tastes of its listeners. They were
requested to state their favorite composers,
symphonies and operas. The survey lasted four
months, and the results came from the sta-
tion’s monthly program subscribers. Out of
twelve thousand votes, the results are unusual
for conservative Boston.
The composers most demanded were:
Beethoven 2,376 Berlioz 66
Mozart 1,602 DeFalla 56
Brahms 1,244 Prokofieff 52
Bach 1,162 Gounod 50
Tchaikovsky 892 Khatchaturian 48
Wagner 690 Rossini 48
Haydn 622 Ravel 38
Handel 312 Franck 34
Mendelssohn 308 Copland 34
Schubert 256 Britten 32
Chopin 250 Bizet 32
Puccini 250 Vaughan
Verdi 204 Williams 20
Rachmaninoff 170 Offenbach 18
Richard Delius 18
Strauss 170 Auber 18
Grieg 156 Saint-Saens 18
Liszt 154 Friml 18
Rimsky- Coates 18
Korsakoff 140 Romberg 16
Debussy 126 Corelli 16
Johann Lehar 16
Strauss 100 Kalman 16
Gershwin 96 Gilbert &
Sibelius 94 Sullivan 16
Schumann 92 Shostakovich 16
Dvorak 74 Smetana 16
Victor Herbert 72 Stravinsky 16
TOTAL 12,412
Naturally the votes were influenced by the
number and frequency of the performances
heard over the air. Yet the results are signifi-
cant and represent in some measure a cross-
section of musical taste as well as familiarity
with musical literature. Thus, we find in Bos-
ton at least, that Beethoven is nearly seven-
teen times as popular as Debussy, and two
hundred and eleven times as much in demand
as Shostakovich, Smetana and Stravinsky'. On
the other hand, the young Khatchaturian,
composer of the Sabre Dance, a comparative
newcomer with modern tendencies, is voted
three times as popular as the great master,
Stravinsky. This, however, is based on the
sensational success of one of his compositions.
Again, the poll shows that Victor Herbert
leads such masters as Berlioz, deFalla, Proko-
fieff, Gounod, Rossini, Ravel, Delius and
Saint-Saens. And this was in Boston!
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Conducted by MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc.
Eminent French-American Pianist,
Conductor, Lecturer, and Teacher
Musical Thesaurus
Recently a friend of mine gave me as a birthday
present the “Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Pat-
terns” by Nicolas Slonimsky. It looks very interesting
but I am somewhat puzzled by it. I am an advanced
pianist and I also study composition. Any suggestion
from you will be greatly appreciated.
-
—
(Miss) E. L. H., Massachusetts
I know the “Thesaurus” and find it one of
the most thought provoking, valuable publi-
cations offered to the musical public in many
years. The author, Nicolas Slonimsky, needs
no introduction to ETUDE readers who en-
joy his “Miscellany” full of information and
anecdotes written with fluency and a refresh-
ing sense of humor. But Mr. Slonimsky is
above all an explorer of new musical re-
sources, an investigator of hitherto unknown
possibilities, a scientist who can dissect the
fundamental forms of scale-making and de-
velop them into thousands upon thousands
of permutations. In fact, he shows us that the
number of possible scale patterns is prac-
tically inexhaustible. His work is a logical
sequence along the path already explored by
Busoni, whose research in this respect has not
been given yet the attention which it deserves
;
and Schoenberg, whose twelve tone technic of
composition is based on permutations of the
Semitone scale.
The “Thesaurus,” with its monumental
compilation of unfamiliar patterns, will be a
precious reference book for advanced pian-
ists who will find many of them helpful in
developing a superior technic, not through
“short cuts” but through intelligent practice.
Only recently in the Round Table of March
1949, I pointed out the immense technical
value of polytonal scales submitting both fin-
gers and mind to the acid test of working
in opposite directions. Thus an aural and
physical flexibility is developed, which it
would be difficult to acquire otherwise. And
in my Piano Clinics, I always emphasize the
need of lateral drilling of fingers and wrists
in order to gain wider stretch, better legato,
and a general sense of security, all combining
to permit an easier mastery of technical prob-
lems met in the most arduous works of the
classical and contemporary repertoire.
Similar principles are available in many
of the scales and arpeggios of the “Thesaur-
us.” Each pianist or teacher can use his dis-
crimination in selecting those which are best
adapted to his own, or his disciples’ needs.
The “Thesaurus” is presented in elaborate,
almost luxurious fashion; consequently its
price is proportionately high and probably
above the budget of the average piano stu-
dent. But since few public libraries could af-
ford to be without at least one copy, it should
be practicable for all those interested to con-
sult it at some time.
According to statements by the publishers
and several authorities, the “Thesaurus’ also
contains stimulating thematic ideas which
can be developed by composers and ar-
rangers into formal compositions in the mod-
ern manner. Perhaps so, but this is another
story. Those using it for that purpose must
have, first of all, ideas and “something to
say”, for when the creative issue is at stake,
ingenuity and scientific craftsmanship can be
no substitutes for the God-given Inspiration
which now as in the past is at the root of all
music that endures.
Wants Piano Duets
I would appreciate some suggestions concerning
four hand playing, on one, and two pianos. I have
Mozart’s D major Sonata, also Grieg’s second piano
part to others of Mozart’s Sonatas, but that is above
the level of my little students. I want something
really easy. Thank you.— (Miss) H. W., California.
How wise you are to start training your
early grade pupils in ensemble playing!
Nothing could be more valuable, for in addi-
tion to being fun, it stimulates the student to
greater concentration when practicing alone,
and he soon learns the value of accuracy both
in playing correct notes and keeping time.
This in turn prepares him already for cham-
ber music performance later on.
I can recommend “Let’s play Duets,” by
Sarah Louise Dittenhaver, as an excellent
elementary book which will awaken and hold
all children’s interest. These twelve short
sketches with words are cleverly written, and
most of the melodies can be sung. The orig-
inal French words of Brother John are also
printed next to the English text, and the
little Lullaby (ten measures only!) is the
popular nursery rhyme Dodo, I’Enfant do
used by none less than Debussy himself in
limbo’s Lullaby (“Children’s Corner”).
For two pianos, don’t miss the second part
written to Streabbog’s “Twelve Easy and
Melodious Studies,” Op. 64 by Basil D.
Gaunt’e'.t. Here is a clever adaptation, de-
signed to amplify, melodically and harmoni-
cally, the attractive Streabbog etudes which
for so many years have been a must in the
pianistic diet of the early grades.
Correspondents witli this De-
partment are requested to
limit letters to 150 words
Basil Gauntlett, as you probably know, was
that splendid musician and great gentleman
who after studying with I. Philipp in Paris
came to Columbia, Missouri, and spent the
thirty-five years of his teaching career build-
ing up the music department of Stephens
College. He will be remembered as a pedagog
of high attainments, a tireless worker, and
an excellent composer whose extreme mod-
esty prevented his works from reaching the
public at large.
The above numbers can be purchased from
the publishers of ETUDE.
Adapt Yourselves
During the last season I went up North to
give a recital in a large College of Education.
Upon my arrival I called at the Auditorium
in order to try the piano. There I found a
much disturbed man: the piano tuner. He had
just finished his work and was awaiting me.
While I ran through a couple of my pieces
he stood by with a worried look on his face.
“How do you like the piano?” he asked
after I concluded.
Fine,” I said. “This is a beautiful con-
cert grand. You did a wonderful job, for
which I thank you very much.”
The excellent man could have been knocked
over with a feather on hearing this. A broad
smile surged all over his face and he
shook my hand effusively. Then I learned
the reason of what had been a deep concern
to him. Two young (Continued on Page 52)
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by GUY MAIER, Mus. Doc.
Noted Pianist and Music Educator
New Materials for the New Season
AT THE beginning of the teaching season
do you outline each student’s repertoire
of technic, studies and pieces for the en-
tire year? It is by far the best plan, and is fol-
lowed by outstanding teachers everywhere
with great success.
Each pupil’s list should include one or two
waltzes. No other form equals a good waltz
in developing the live, “moving” quality so
necessary to the vital performance of all
music. The rhythm of its lifting bass and its
lilting two-measure swing is so infectious that
even the stiffest arms of the woodenest pupil
cannot resist it. To obtain the lift it is only
necessary to feel a kind of silent brushing of
the piano keys in the bass accompaniment be-
tween “one” and “two”—or a light swoop of
the hand upward toward the body from “one
to “two.” The second count of each measure is
played slightly too early, and the third count
a bit too late. The waltz lilt comes from
stressing the first count of every second meas-
ure only. Some waltzes stress the first, third,
fifth, and so on measures, others the second,
fourth and sixth. Curiously enough, the stress
is more often found on the second, fourth,
and so on measures . . . examples: “Blue
Danube” Waltz; Chopin, Valse Brillante in
A-flat Major, Op. 34, No. 2; Chopin Waltz
in A-flat Major, Op. 69, No. 1. A good ex-
ample of the one, three measure stress is
Chopin’s C-sharp Minor Waltz Op. 64, No. 2.
New Waltzes
For fresh, original Waltz material Presser-
Ditson are tops. Each year you can depend on
them to publish many intriguing w altzes in all
grades and styles. This season again their list
is especially rich in easy and moderately dif-
ficult pieces in three-four rhythm. . . . These
are all so good that it is hard to choose. Here
are 10: you won’t go wrong with any of them:
Lane, Sails on a Silvery Sea; and Stevens,
Moonlight on the Ice are both charming, short
second year cross-hands-arpeggio waltzes. For
dreamy (and lovely) third year waltzes you
have Oberg’s The Graceful Swan; Oberg’s
Lingering Memories, Lewis’ Azalea Trail,
King’s Dancing in a Dream, George’s Gay
Ballerina, and Dungan’s Pink Ballet. An em-
barrassment of riches, isn’t it? ... No other
publishers are so aware of the importance and
value of such lilting waltzes from the so-called
“Valse Lente” and “Valse Rubato” to the bril-
liant species.
There are two new waltzes by our old
favorite, Federer, for fourth or fifth year
Long Ago in Old Vienna, and Memories of
Vienna—which make even my old heart beat
faster in nostalgic remembrance. And for
good measure there is also Abram Chasin s
brilliant concert version for two pianos four
hands of themes from Strauss’ “Fledermaus.’
All the well known piano teams ( I despise the
appellation “duo-pianists”) ought to play it.
But look out! It’s a difficult task for even
twenty most expert fingers.
Other excellent two-piano four-hand pieces
on the Presser list are Ogle’s second piano
part to the third movement (Allegro) of
Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 7 (fifth year), and
Gauntlett’s arrangement of the Habanera
from “Carmen” (third year) and his arrange-
ment of the Gypsy Song from “Carmen”
(early advanced) which my wife and I have
played at almost every concert for three years.
New Volumes
At last we have an imaginative and thor-
oughly sound presentation of how to play
embellishments, particularly the Bach “orna-
ments” by Louise Robyn. A maiden appropri-
ately named “Grace” is followed from the
cradle to marriage and then to her first, sec-
ond and twin children, with birthday parties
and visits by grandparents all thrown in
—
told in a set of simple, embellishing variation
pieces on a theme of antique flavor. Robyn’s
“The Ornament Family” (third year) is a
“must” for all teachers and students (that
means everybody!) who need concise explana-
tions of embellishments. It is a unique book.
Our friend, Ada Richter, is in the front line
with the second volume of “My Everyday
Hymn Book,” (first and second year) even
better, I think, than Volume I. For your
Christmas party Miss Richter offers the old
but ever new tale with music, “The First
Christmas”; its eleven well-known tunes (sec-
ond year) are related to the story, and are
charmingly illustrated.
Then there is a useful volume by Ella Ket-
terer, another favorite, of 32 “Short Classics
Young People Like” (third year) which I
recommend warmly.
And if you haven’t played over Franz
Mittler’s “Gems from Gilbert and Sullivan”
(fourth year), you’ve missed a treat! It’s by
far the best G. & S. potpourri I’ve ever seen.
Even I, who am not a Gilbert and Sullivan
fan, could not close the book until I had
played to the end.
I have always fought for the teaching of
harmony first through the medium of the
keyboard . .
.
(It’s been quite a battle, too ! ) . .
.
And now, I think the first round of the fight
is won by Margaret Lowry’s excellent “Key-
board Approach to Harmony.” It’s a very un-
stufly book; you’ll probably want to start
several Keyboard Harmony classes if you
examine it. It would be good for you, too, to
put yourself through its paces!
Since my first Chopin Prelude “lessons”
appeared in the ETUDE in the early ’40s re-
quests have been coming in for their pub-
lication in permanent form. So now, you have
available all of the twenty-five Preludes in one
volume, each prelude with its separate lesson.
Some of the lessons have been revised, so
don’t be surprised by the changes! This vol-
ume is certainly a “must” for you and your
students.
Basil Gauntlett has written some beautiful
second piano parts to Streabbog’s “Twrelve
Easy and Melodious (Continued on page 58)
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ANSWERS
KARL W. GEHRKENS, Mus. Doc.
Professor Emeritus, Obeilin College
Music Editor, Webster’s New Inter-
national Dictionary
Rhythm in Czerny Etudes
Q. How does one play the right-hand part of
No. 26 from Czerny’s School of Velocity, Op. 299?
There are sometimes 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, or 13 notes
in the right hand against three in the left.
—E. N. M.
A. The right-hand part must be played as
smoothly as possible. The groups of 9 and 12
make no trouble, as they divide evenly into
smaller groups of 3 and 4 notes, respectively.
In practicing the other groups it will be best
at first to divide them into smaller groups of
varying numbers. This can be done in either
of the following ways:
Groups of 8= 2, 3. 3 or
3, 2, 3
Groups of 10= 3, 3, 4 or
3, 4, 3
Groups of 11= 3, 4, 4 or
4, 3, 4
Groups of 13= 4, 4, 5 or
4, 5, 4
In general I would prefer the second ar-
rangement, especially for the groups of 10
and 13. If you have two slower groups and
then a faster one, the effect will be that of
a rush at the end.
After you have mastered this version, relax
the strictness of the right-hand rhythm, and
you should be able to play the entire groups
absolutely evenly. —R- M.
Shall I Stop Lessons?
Q. 1. Do you not think it a good idea for an
advanced student to stop lessons ever)' two years
and work up half-learned material?
2. What is the best way to work up to the last
movement of the “Sonata in B-flat Minor” by
Chopin? As it represents the wind over the
graves, it must have !> . Woidd you work it
by phrases or by M.M. time? What would be
the finished M.M. marking?
3. Kindly give me the M.M. marking for the
following compositions
:
a) Etude, Op. 25, No. 11, by Chopin
b) Fantasie and Fugue in G Minor, by Bach-
Liszt
c) Irrlichter, by Liszt
My copy of the last named composition gives
/= 120-126. This is not bad for the first page,
but for me it is impossible after that. Would
,
r= 108 be too slow? —E. G. P.
A. 1. I heartily agree with
you about work-
ing up half-learned material,
but why stop
lessons in order to do it? In general
1 believe
it better to keep on working at a
composition
until it is thoroughly learned,
although some-
times even a fine teacher will
have his pupil
lay aside some composition for a
time, either
because it was too hard for him in the
firs
place, or because he has “gone stale
on it.
But, frankly, I don’t see why the pupil should
stop lessons in order to do this; m
fact, 1
should think it far better to go on studying,
but to take up some fresh—and
probably
easier!—material.
2. Some pianists play this movement pp
all the way through; others vary the dynamics
as you have indicated. Dynamic changes, if
made, must be done through the natural rise
and fall of the phrases, not by varying the
tempo. All artists do not choose the same
tempo for this movement; some play it rather
deliberately, others, such as Horowitz, take
it at a tremendous pace. Since this music is
a tonal picture, it may be interpreted as the
performer feels it; it can be done in a dozen
different ways, and each way be effective.
But whatever the tempo chosen, it must be
kept steady. I believe you will find J — 1» | to
be a sane rate of speed.
3. a) I would recommend J= 60. Most edi-
tors give J — 69, but that is too fast for most
pianists.
b) The first part must be kept very flexible.
Keep it at about .1=54-60. For the fugue
J= 100.
c) J= 108 is possible, but too slow to give
the true shimmer of tone that this composition
demands. At that tempo each individual note
will stand out, and that is not the desired
effect. The marking given in your copy is
correct. So keep on practicing it until you
can play it at least up to S= 112 or 116.
The metronome is primarily a device for
enabling the performer to find the correct
tempo of a composition, and it should be
used very little, if at all, during regular prac-
tice. -—R. M. and K. G.
The Acciaccatura in a Trill
Q. 1. When the acciaccatura appears on the
same degree of the staff as the principal note in
a trill, as for example in Chopin’s Polonaise
,
Op-
53, measure 32-36, and 47, should the grace note
Assisted by
Professor Robert A. Melcher
Oberlin College
' j
he played as taking the place of the principal
note or should both be struck?
2. Do notes always have the beat unit, such
as Allegro con brio M.M. J=108? In other
words, would all of the notes in a measure be
played in the time of one heat at this given
tempo? —R* ^
A. 1. An acciaccatura is often placed before
a trill merely to indicate the pitch on which
the trill is to begin. Some pianists so interpret
the notation of this particular passage. Others
play the acciaccatura and then start the trill
on the principal note. This creates the effect
of a repeated note, and is much more brilliant,
but also much more difficult to perform. If
your technique is up to the latter, I would
recommend that interpretation; if not, the
former is perfectly good. In either case, the
trill must start on the principal note, not on
the note above, in order not to obscure the
melodic line.
2. When the metronome marking J— R'”
is given, there should be one click for each
half-note, or for as many notes as would equal
a half-note, regardless of what the measure
sign is. Only in % or V2 measure would all
the notes of the measure be played to one
click. In % °r % there would be two clicks
to a measure, in •%, three clicks to a measure,
and so forth. —R- M.
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WHIT MIKES 1
COMPOSER GREAT ?
By SOULIMA STRAVINSKY as told to Gunnar Asklun.
AMUSICIAN
who is the son of a great
musician sometimes finds himself con-
fronted with an embarrassing situation.
People ask about my background, my early
home life, expecting, no doubt, to hear glow-
ing accounts of all the things that make an
artist’s household different from the ordinary
home. The fact is that growing up in such a
household, I had no idea that it was “differ-
ent!” It was simply home. It was the natural,
taken-for-granted course of events to hear
music at all times, to encounter distinguished
visitors, to live in an atmosphere of intel-
lectual striving. At home, my father never
taught us. He was, of course, interested in our
musical welfare and (again, of course!) we
absorbed musical values simply from being
near him, although he always worked pri-
vately at his compositions in a room at the
end of the apartment where his playing (he
always composes at the piano) could not be
heard or interfered with. I began piano study
at the age of five, in much the way that any
child learns to play. I loved it, but in those
days my great hope was to become a painter.
My brother, seven years my senior, had de-
cided, at the age of twelve, to become a com-
poser. We used to quarrel about the respec-
tive merits of our future callings! To-day, my
brother is a painter while I am a pianist and
composer!
I first awakened to musical responsibility
at the age of twelve. We were then living in
Biarritz and though I had a teacher, there
was nothing markedly distinguished about his
method. I learned my lessons, played jazz,
improvised, and amused myself musically.
Then my grandmother, my father’s mother
who had lived all her life in an atmosphere
of musical integrity, came to visit us. Hearing
me play, she was horrified. She said I had
talent and must be put to work! It was all
very well to play at the piano, but it was
better really to learn to play piano! There
was a family discussion as to what to do with
me, and where to send me for serious study;
but I solved the problem by deciding to stop
“playing” and to work by myself. For six
months, I put myself through the most ex-
acting course of study of Czerny, and thus
laid the foundations of a sound technique. In
the years since then, I have grown to believe
that the best kind of study is that in which
the student reaches out, not merely to absorb
instruction, but to help himself—with his
mind, his ear, his taste, as well as with his
playing fingers.
Studies with Philipp
This was again made clear to me when I
studied with Isidor Philipp, in Paris. I wished
to strengthen my technique, and I learned
from that splendid master a number of val-
uable ideas—never the mere “tricks” that
seek to cover up deficiencies, but the sort of
thoughtful ingenious self-help that probes to
the core of basic problems. For instance: I
asked Maitre Philipp to show me bow to play
my father’s “Petrouchka,” a difficult work
with many quick leaps of chords and octaves
which, if not exactly played, could ruin the
work. To overcome the problem of these leaps
Philipp advised me to place two books be-
tween my body and my upper arm, and to
play the passages thirty times, working from
my elbows only. This, of course, was much
more difficult than playing with the full arm!
The result was that, when I had performed
this “trick” thirty times, the normal playing
seemed, by comparison, very simple! Thus
the leap-problem was mastered, and I made
no mistakes!
This principle of solving a problem by
making it harder and then conquering the
extra difficulties is a very helpful one in all
kinds of playing. In practicing scales, for ex-
ample, I often cross my hands; or vary the
rhythm (always trying to bring out of the
familiar material some kind of variety which
keeps the mind alert, and which may even
result in bringing to light some problem not
discovered before). Another excellent trick
is to transpose a scale (or a simple exercise)
one half-tone, and then to play it with exactly
the same fingering the original form de-
Soulima Stravinsky, son of composer
Igor Stravinsky, is a well-known pianist in
his own right. He is recognized as the
authoritative interpreter of his father’s
works. Despite his Russian heritage, the
younger Stravinsky has never been in
Russia. He was born in Lausanne, Switzer-
land, and educated chiefly in France. He
studied under Alexander Napravnik,
Nadia Boulanger and Isidor Philipp. He
made his debut in this country during the
1948-49 season.
Soulima Stravinsky
manded. The scale of C major has its par-
ticular fingering, and the scale of C-sharp
major has its own fingering. The trick con-
sists in playing the scale of C-sharp with the
fingering of the scale* of C. The student who
invents little helps of this kind for himself,
will find not only his technique, but his entire
musical thought progressing. It is rather
mechanical to play familiar chords or octaves
for half an hour at a time. Try to work out
new chord patterns of your own, basing their
shape upon your finger needs—that is to
say, strengthen your fourth finger by seeking
chords that will give it the most stretch and
the most play.
The Advantage of Self-Help
Self-help can overcome most technical
problems. Take the matter of hand structure;
the large hand that releases full body weight
has a natural advantage, on the keyboard,
over the small, light hand—but the hand of
less weight can be trained to release full tone.
This is accomplished, less by hand exercises
than by alertness of ear. One should never
play a single note without being fully aware
of the way that note is to sound. By training
the ear, alertly, to the sound one wishes to
produce, the hands will follow of themselves.
Similarly in the matter of rhythm—the source
of far more pianistic errors than the average
student supposes. Here the trick is, not to
insist too mechanically upon the beats of the
individual measures, but to follow the rhyth-
mic flow of the phrase. Also, the student
should remember that the rests—the silences
—
of music have exactly the same importance,
in the phrase, as the notes themselves. It is
a good thing, too (although not an easy one),
to try to adapt one’s breathing to the rhythmic
flow of the phrase.
The music of our home always reflected my
father’s great love for the classics—this de-
spite the fact that Stravinsky was then hailed
as a “revolutionary modern.” Actually, he
never was that! This term, “modern,” is con-
fusing. Does it mean anything that is con-
temporary, or merely something that reflects
a particular and new trend? In either case,
the word “modern” ( Continued on Page 54)
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Don’t Worry tke next ^jbepreddion
INFLATION ? DEFLATION ?
HIGH COST OF LIVING! Here’s how one
teacher
Solved the Problem
By QUAINTANCE LEITH*
I
T HAS been the experience of a great
many teachers that at times of depression
and deflation the general public seems to
turn to more serious things, and business re-
ports that music sales are likely to increase
rather than decrease at such a period. How-
ever, these depressions 'are no longer a cause
of worry to me. I have learned how to beat
them and also provide myself and family
with many things we could not otherwise
alford. Now when some mother tells me that
Janie or Tommy will have to stop taking les-
sons for a while as the money is needed for
something else, right then I begin to inquire
what they have to barter for their lessons.
My discovery of barter as a substitute for
cash began when a dressmaker said to me
one day, “I do wish I could spare the money
to take some piano lessons.” I suggested,
“Why not do some sewing for me in return
for being taught?”
It was arranged, and since then I have
bartered piano lessons for a great variety of
commodities,
I am perfectly capable of doing every kind
of work required to care for a home and
family, and until I began to barter I did
these things myself, rather than spend the
money earned by teaching, to h ,ve them
done. There were so many other pmces to use
that money.
An Unexpected Asset
At first I feared this bartering might cheap-
en my lessons in the estimation of my other
pupils, but I soon found it so satisfactory and
such an asset that I was glad to have it known,
and mothers came to me offering to do all
kinds of work in return for lessons for their
children.
I found that it not only conserved my
strength but gave me time for more cash
pupils if I gave a lesson or two each week in
return for having my weekly cleaning done.
Sometimes, at first, the cleaners’ way of doing
was not so satisfactory, but after I had spent
a time or two working with them, they were
4 Quaintance Leith is the pseudonym of a well-
known Western piano teacher. In over half a century
of teaching she has used successfully, in good times
and bad, the “barter system” described in this
article.
trained to do as I wished. One of these women
declared that she too was being taught, as well
as her child.
Another mother did my washing and iron-
ing in her own home. It was a great relief to
strike “blue Monday” off the calendar in our
home. I also bartered lessons for a young
schoolgirl to do my baby sitting.
In the beginning I bartered for only such
services as would lighten the work in my
home. Gradually, however, my field broad-
ened. I taught the son of the piano tuner in
return for having my piano thoroughly over-
hauled, reconditioned, and kept in tune. A
neighbor had some beautiful antiques which
I had long coveted; I offered lessons in pay-
ment for them. We were both pleased at the
fair exchange. Violin lessons for my daughter
were paid for in the same manner.
An experienced typist did my secretarial
work, and, as I had a great amount of it
to do, that gave me still more leisure time
each week for her lesson. A woman who had
a small dry goods store was delighted to have
me take her merchandise in exchange for
teaching her two daughters. She reasoned she
was getting the lessons at a reduced price be-
cause of the profit she made on the goods.
Another of my acquisitions through bar-
ter is a large beveled plate glass mirror. It
was in the home of a pupil whose father was
an expert in this work, and I admired it
greatly. Later when he had his daughter ask
if I would teach him, I consented only if I
might have the mirror in payment.
For a long time my family dined sumptu-
ously one night each week at one of the best
restaurants in the city where we were living,
in return for lessons given the owner and his
daughter; and we were furnished the most
delicious home baked bread and Swedish
pastries by another pupil.
Lessons for Produce
I cast longing eyes at the surplus vegetables
and fruits going to waste in the gardens of
some farm families whom I knew, and per-
suaded them to turn this surplus into piano
lessons for their children. They had never
sold these things on the market and thought
them of little value. We were delighted to have
them brought to us fresher than they could
be bought in the market.
You can see that I was really conducting
a Woman’s Exchange with no cause for
anxiety that my offering should lack for cus-
tomers. Do not get the idea that all my pu-
pils paid in this manner. I had a large class
which was strictly on a cash basis, but it
certainly was gratifying not to be obliged to
use it for items I could get for exchange.
The barter portion of my class always
seemed to be connected with business that
thrived during prolonged depressions. There
was a time when one of the firms had a
strike. The fathers of some of my pupils were
temporarily unemployed. They were carpen-
ters and others in the building crafts. I hunt-
ed up a house that was for rent at a very
low price because of its rundown condition
and got these men to work on it. I had some
remodeling done, as well as papering and
painting of all the rooms, and the men were
glad to use their idle time to pay for lessons
many months in advance.
The improvement in the appearance of the
house was so great that w'hen better times
returned it sold readily—and we had to hunt
another place in which to live. Another time
while living in an apartment I wanted the
landlord to repaper and paint the woodwork
in three rooms. He refused and I decided to
have it done myself. At that time there were
i one of my pupils whose fathers were of these
crafts, but I just couldn’t give up the idea of
bartering for having it done.
A Fair Exchange
I took the classified section of the tele-
phone directory and went down the list al-
phabetically of those who did painting and
papering. I avoided the large firms, called
only those whose address showe’tl it was a
home where the wife would likely receive calls
and take orders for work to be done. I had
not gone far in the list until I found a mother
who was anxious to have two daughters study
piano. She said her husband would do the
work if I would pay for the material, which
he would furnish at wholesale cost. This I
gladly agreed to do as the price of the mate-
rials was small com- ( Continued on Pape 521
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THE TmiUCLI II II (HI It SALT LIKE CITY
By ALEXANDER McCURDY
A MILESTONE has been reached inorgan building in this country, if not
in the world, in the recent comple-
tion of the rebuilding of the magnificent organ
in the Salt Lake Tabernacle. It is certainly
the most outstanding example of great organ
building of its type in our generation in this
country.
The story of the organ is a romance in it-
self, a romance so unusual that I was inspired
to make a special trip to Salt Lake City during
last May just to spend some time hearing,
playing and inspecting this remarkable in-
strument.
No matter w7hat your faith may be, you can-
not fail to be impressed by the tremendous
courage and struggle of the Mormon people in
their dramatic flight from New York through
Ohio, Illinois, Missouri and other states to
their final haven in Utah.
The Tabernacle itself is a most unusual
building. Its acoustics are altogether unlike
anything I have ever heard. In that respect it
is the type of thing that is a dream to every
organ builder and every organist. It was
erected in the days of President Brigham
Young.
In order to give an idea of what kind of a
structure he wranted, Brigham Young raised
his umbrella and said to the architect, “I
should like to have you design the structure
with a dome like this umbrella, to seat from
eight to ten thousand people. There we shall
preach the gospel and produce music to touch
the very hearts and lives of our people.”
That was over 80 years ago. He certainly
could have had no idea that through the radio
the music of the Tabernacle organ and the
Tabernacle Choir would reach out to millions
and millions of people of all faiths.
The unique Tabernacle may be likened to
a gigantic bass viol with a wood back and a
wood belly. In this case the wTood floor and
wood ceiling of the building are like the
back and belly of the bass fiddle. Whereas
most buildings are built of steel and concrete,
this building is built entirely of wood. There
were no nails used in its construction but
wooden pegs and rawhide instead. It is very
probable that the superb acoustics of this
building may be accredited to the wood con-
struction. Everyone knows wood is more sym-
pathetic and resonant to sound than steel and
concrete slabs.
The Tabernacle building itself appears like
a giant turtle and its simple, severe and power-
ful architectural lines have been praised by
some of the world’s most eminent architects
and critics.
The organ as it now stands has 180 sets of
pipes. All types of music may be played on it.
It is truly the wedding of all the best in the
traditional classical period of organ building
together with all the best of the Romantic
Period. It has always seemed to me that most
large organs are not the success that they
should be. Nor are they the success that the
organ builder or designer had hoped for. In-
deed, it often happens that a great part of
some of these huge organs is lost, owing to
the fact that the organ is so placed in the
auditorium that not all the pipes can he
properly heard.
In the Salt Lake City Tabernacle organ
not one single pipe is lost. One may sit at
the very rear of the building and listen to
the Flute Celeste with the box closed. Every
note is as clear and perfect as though one were
right at the console. The definition of the
crescendi and diminuendi are so defined in the
soft stops that organists are always surpised.
The ensemble, as a whole, is, perhaps, one of
the most thrilling experiences that one could
have musically. It is a tremendous mass of
tone.
For purely musical reasons an organ does
not need to be overly loud. For instance, the
purist in music might be satisfied w ith a string
quartet, but the organ is an instrument which
is played for people of many artistic tastes.
Occasionally they enjoy a burst of powTer that
suggests the might of nature itself. The Taber-
nacle organ is just ( Continued on Page 591
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Get
Them
Started
Right
By Dr. William D. Revelli
Dr. Revelli Conducting the University of Michigan Band
THE highly personal
and subjective ele-
ments of expression in the art of music
make imperative a serious consideration
of the influence of the musician’s attitude to-
wards his art. The very nature of a medium of
art which requires an intermediary re-creator
in order to be presented to universal audi-
ences, of necessity, requires interest, in order
to arouse enthusiasm in appreciation and per-
formance, and, ideal attitudes, in order to as-
sure the best possible performance. It is obvi-
ous that the beginning instrumental student is
not equipped to understand the principles of
esthetics or to appreciate the fine details of
criticism of musical performance; yet every
educator is cognizant of the need for estab-
lishing in the formative years of early child-
hood, the habits and attitudes which are
expected to mature in young adulthood. There-
fore, it behooves the instrumental director to
give very careful consideration to the estab-
lishment of ideal attitudes in his beginning
instrumental pupils.
The necessity for arousing interest probably
is more obvious, even to inexperienced teach-
ers, than the influence of proper attitudes, be-
cause it is readily seen that children will not
undertake additional “elective” activities or
studies unless they are motivated by some
form of interest. It is obvious, also, that the
existence, promotion, and improvement of
every school instrumental ensemble are de-
pendent primarily upon the encouragement
of student interest in musical activities.
Stimulating Interest
Because the initial spark of interest in the
child’s imagination necessarily precedes the
establishment of his consciously formulated
altitudes towards music, it seems pertinent to
discuss this phase of the teacher’s responsi-
bilities first. The child’s interest in instrumen-
tal music may be the result of a consciously di-
rected program of interest-stimulation, which
should be planned for the elementary school
by the instrumental director, or, it may be in-
terest inspired by hero-worship of a neighbor-
hood cornet player, curiosity aroused by
“grandfather’s fiddle in the attic,” the thrill
experienced upon hearing the high school
band in concert or on the football field, or by
parental encouragement and pressure. Al-
though the music teacher cannot entirely con-
trol the latter types of influences, they are val-
uable assets which he should realize in his
initial acquaintance with each beginning stu-
dent and they should be used to full advantage
as motivating forces in the instrumental study.
The planned program of arousing interest
which, ideally, will be conducted by vocal and
instrumental teachers in cooperation, will seek
to arouse the children’s enthusiasm for enjoy-
ment of music through participation in appro-
priate activities. In addition to stimulating in-
terest in the general art of music, the program
will strive to arouse a specific interest in each
child with musical aptitude for the selection of
a particular activity through which he may
realize personal satisfaction. It will be the in-
strumental director’s responsibility to provide
demonstrations of a great variety of instru-
ments in order to guide the beginners’ interest
into as many diversified directions as possible,
so that balanced instrumentation in the upper
school levels will be assured. Because first im-
pressions are strong and lasting, it is essential
that the instrumental demonstrations be con-
ducted in the most artistic manner possible
and planned with the greatest of care. In addi-
tion to individual demonstrations and varied
instrument exhibits, there should be concerts
presented by advanced ensembles from upper
grades. These concerts can feature successively
different instruments with solo prominence.
After the interest of the students has been
aroused sufficiently to encourage them to en-
roll in the instrumental classes, the teacher’s
responsibility modulates to one of sustaining
the interest and using it as a motivating force,
not only during the pupil’s immediate musical
experience, hut in the most far-reaching rami-
fications imaginable—a lasting interest in all
music which will influence the individual
throughout his entire life! The predominating
factors here are the maintenance of the highest
possible musical standards in the school music
program and the selection of appropriate mu-
sical materials. If the child is experiencing
progressively the incomparable thrill of par-
ticipating in inspired performances of beauti-
ful music, artificial stimuli of interest will not
be necessary.
The Question of Attitudes
The establishment of proper attitudes is of
great consequence in the planning of the mu-
sic director as he combines his inter-related
functions of teacher, instrumental instructor,
and conductor of the potential high school
band. The music director, of course, will be
concerned not only with teaching the basic in-
strumental skills, but must also be conscious
at all times of his responsibility for promoting
each individual child’s personal growth and
realization of his highest potentialities. The
maxims so often reiterated
. . .
“education
through music”
. . . “What music does to the
child is more important than what the child
does to the music”
. . . are pertinent to a dis-
cussion of attitudes. The instrumental teacher
should endeavor from the very outset to assist
the children in the realization that music may
become a great moving force in their lives and
w'ill be of far greater consequence in the devel-
opment of their personalities than the obvious
surface results of any single day’s playing ac-
tivity. The attitudes which are established in
the music room will have untold consequences
in the formation of habits and attitudes in all
other phases of the students’ lives. The power
of the arts should not be limited to its most
in Bobby’s cornet lesson,
rsdays at 10:20.
1 or a more specific consideration of begin-
ners attitudes, let (Continued on Pape 50)
obvious instance,
Mondays and Thu
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WOODWINDS
Vibrato for Clarinet?
It was Edgar Schenkman, conductor of the
Norfolk Symphony, who first pointed out to
the writer the fact of the disadvantage which
the clarinet suffers by not employing a vi-
brato. In the first place, the clarinet must he
perfectly in tune because it has no vibrato
—
when not in tune it stands out badly all
through the orchestra, where flutes and oboes
can get away with a slight “out-of-tuneness,”
thanks to the covering-up effect of their vi-
bratos. In addition, the straight-toned clarinet
is at a disadvantage in many passages in mod-
ern works (Debussy, for example), where a
deadening effect on the orchestral tone-color
is inevitable when the flat-toned clarinet fol-
lows the vibrato tone of flute or oboe.
All of which brings up the question—and
a highly controversial and extremely touchy
one it is!—why not teach vibrato to this last
of the straight-toned woodwinds? Why not
have it match up equally with the other wood-
winds, instead of having the clarinet remain
at a disadvantage? (Naturally, we speak here
of the legitimate clarinet; the jazz clarinet
already uses a kind of vibrato, which is not
the subject of the present discussion.)
There are evidently strong undercurrents
already moving in this direction. Certain le-
glthmate clarinetists are already using vibrato,
from the wide vibrato of Reginald Kell, well-
known English clarinetist (now living in New
York), to the very slight vibrato employed by
F. Etienne, well-known French clarinetist. (An
interesting comparison of both vibratos as
well as of two quite different styles of clarinet
playing suggests itself at this point: both of
the foregoing clarinetists have made a record-
ing of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto, Kell
with the London Symphony Orchestra ( Co-
lumbia ) ; Etienne with a French orchestra di-
rected by M. Hewitt ( Les Discophiles Fran-
cois.) Two American clarinetists who have em-
ployed vibrato regularly are Gustave Langenus
and Augustin Duques, both top-flight players.
In addition, we find Vincent Abato, one of our
The “traditional” woodwind quintet
is demonstrated by James Hosnier, flute,
Luigi Cancellieri, clarinet, Gunther
Schuller, horn, Stephen Maxym, bas-
soon, and Josef Marx, oboe, all of the
Metropolitan Opera orchestra.
better-known younger players, recently stat-
ing, “I firmly believe we of this generation
shall see the day when a vibrato can be used
with finesse on the legitimate clarinet.”
(WOODWINDS, May, 1948.)
Perhaps the next ten or fifteen years will
tell the story on this: whether the clarinet is
to continue as the only woodwind of the or-
chestra which does not employ vibrato on
occasion.
Incentive to Invention
When Theobald Boehm, inventor of the
system of fingering and construction used on
almost all modern flutes and clarinets, visited
England in 1831, he had the opportunity of
hearing Charles Nicholson, England’s great-
est flutist. Nicholson was a tremendous man,
physically with hands and fingers twice the
size of the average person’s: he played a
specially made flute with enormous tone-holes
which a normal hand would never have been
able to cover. As a consequence, he was able
to produce a tremendous, majestic and bril-
liant flute tone, the like of which Boehm, a
very fine flutist himself, had never before
heard anywhere throughout Europe. Boehm
realized that he would never be able to match
.
Nicholson’s tone on any of the flutes manu-
factured to date, and determined to devise a
system of flute-fingering and construction
which would enable himself and other flutists
of average hand-span to compete on more
equal terms with the physically-favored
Nicholson. Boehm went home to Germany and
feverishly set to work on the new flute . . .
Hobby
A unique hobby among musicians is
claimed by Jack Linx of New York City. A
musical instrument dealer by trade, he often
turns up obsolete instruments like the straight
soprano saxophone, the Meyer system piccolo,
the A-flat soprano clarinet. It is his delightful
avocation to make fascinating and handsome
electric lamps from these old instruments;
fastened to a wooden plaque base, they make
a striking appearance in the living-room as
well as being thoroughly utilitarian.
Beethoven’s Oboe
The writer had the pleasure last summer
of a long conversation with Josef Marx, oboist
of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra. Mr.
Marx, a distinguished musicologist as well as
orchestral player, displayed an astonishing
array of seventeenth and eighteenth century
flutes and oboes which he has collected as a
hobby. He played on an oboe from Bee-
thoven’s time; the instrument had a consider-
able number of keys, was very well made in
fact, and the tone was peculiarly soft and
sweet, even though played with a modern
reed. The oboists of Beethoven’s day used a
reed nearly twice the size of today’s oboe
reed; this factor, (Continued on Page 49)
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MUSIC LOVER'S BOOKSHELF
By B. MEREDITH CADMAN
From The Library of Congress
“EARLY MUSIC BOOKS IN THE RARE
BOOKS DIVISION OF THE LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS.” By Frederick R. Goff.
Pages, 16. Publisher, The Library of Con-
gress, Washington, D. C.
The Library of Congress has sent your re-
viewer an important little pamphlet upon
“Early Music Books,” by Frederick R. Goff,
with the generous offer to send a copy free of
all cost to any ETUDE reader. The book has
reproductions of the earliest music printing,
made from metal type and wood block. Many
of our readers will very probably want to
frame one of these two-color pages. In writ-
ing to the Library of Congress, be sure to
mention ETUDE the music magazine.
Mr. Goff’s notes are most interesting. The
old musical manuscript in the Library of
Congress is Bartholomaeus Anglicus’ De pro-
prietatibus rerum. It dates from about 1400.
The oldest printed book in the Rare Books Di-
vision of the Library is the Institution.es ora-
toriae of Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (Quin-
tilian), the Spanish-born rhetorician who
taught oratory in Rome from about 68 A.D.
His Institutiones oratoriae is a collection of
twelve books giving an outline of the whole
education of a Roman and the methods used
in the best Roman schools. The volume in the
Library of Congress contains in the first book
the author’s short disquisition in praise of
music. It was printed in 1470.
As Others Saw Us
“THIS WAS AMERICA.” Assembled and
Edited by Oscar Handlin. Pages, 602.
Price, $6.00. Publisher, Howard Univer-
sity Press.
Historical anthologies are not new. Collec-
tions of reports and opinions upon historical
periods by actual observers could give a more
impersonal picture than that presented by a
single historian. Here we have a collection of
reports upon America from highly intelligent
men and women—all from the European con-
tinent, who visited our country. The first re-
port is from an anonymous Hollander, and
the second from the Swede, Peter Kalm, who
came to our shores in 1753 and remained un-
til 1761. The last of the forty reports is from
the vivid Andre Maurois (Emile S. W. Her-
zog), who has traveled frequently in the
United States as a lecturer.
On the jacket the compiler presents this as
a series of “true accounts of people and
places.” Inasmuch as these observers are lia-
ble to many errors which would be difficult
to check, these accounts may or may not be
absolutely true. As a long procession of lively
opinions your reviewer has found this work
one of the most engaging and informative
books he has read in many years. He trusts
that many ETUDE readers will find it pos-
sible to enjoy this exceptionally interesting
book.
The only part that makes this book eligible
to the Music Lovers’ Bookshelf is a review
by the Viennese-born pianist, Henri Herz
(1806-1888), one of the most brilliant and
popular virtuosi of his day. He graduated
from the Paris Conservatoire, where he won
the first piano prize. For a time he was Piano
Professor at the Conservatoire, where he
taught for thirty-two years. He was a volum-
inous writer, but few of his compositions are
ever heard today, save for occasional books
of exercises. From 1845 to 1851 he toured
America and wrote a book of travels, “Mes
Voyages en Amerique.” From this extremely
picturesque and entertaining work an ade-
quate extract is made, which music lovers of
this day will find most enjoyable.
What Part Does Music Play?
“MUSIC IN THE MODERN WORLD.”
By Rollo H. Myers. Pages, 211. Price,
$2.00. Publisher, Edward Arnold and Co.,
London.
This excellent English publication is a
series of estimable essays upon modern mu-
sic, designed for the attention of serious music
lovers. The chapter captions include, “Music
and the Listener,” “Music and the Interpre-
ter,” “The Claims of the Opera,” and “The
Makers of Modern Music.”
Musical Miscellany
“A THING OR TWO ABOUT MUSIC.”
By Nicolas Slonimsky. Pages, 304. Price,
$3.00. Publisher, Allen, Towne and Heath.
Mr. Slonimsky’s “Thing or Two About Mu-
sic turns out to be about a thousand things
about music, all told in his very peculiar
combination of deep scholarship and a kind
of ingenuous and charming style which makes
every page good reading. There is no sophis-
try about Mr. Slonimsky’s work, no fallacious
reasoning, and he does not miss a chance to
dig out the humorous and the extraordinary.
What with oddities, absurdities, and para-
doxes, his brilliant Russian mind, developed
by long residence in America, has tempered
itself to the American conception of things.
He is a tireless worker for precision and ac-
curacy, and he always knows what he is
talking about. ETUDE readers will enjoy this
unusual book by one of the smartest lacon-
teurs in music. The book makes an admirable
prize for recitalists, and also an excellent gift.
English Maker of Dreams
“DELIUS AS I KNEW HIM.” By Eric
Fenby. Pages, 234. Price, $4.25. Publisher,
Quality Press, Ltd., London.
The life of Frederick Delius, who wfas born
of German parents in Bradford, England, in
1862, was one of the most unconventional of
all the composers of his period. At first he
was self-taught in composition. This he did
while for two years he managed an orange
grove in Florida. For a while he was an or-
ganist in New York. Then he went to Leipzig
to study at the Conservatoriuin with Reinecke,
Sitt and Jadassohn. He then became an in-
timate of Grieg. Because Delius wrote gen-
erally in larger forms, because many of his
works were esoteric in character, because he
was indifferent to popular success, he has
been surrounded with a kind of atmosphere
of remoteness. It has taken years for the pub-
lic to realize the wealth of beauty in his work.
As early as 1922 he developed a malady
which resulted in gradual paralysis and total
blindness. Eric Fenby lived with him from
1928-1933 as his amanuensis. Mr. Fenby has
given us the story of his life, which only one
with his close association with the composer
could write. Notwithstanding Delius’ esoteric
nature, Mark Twain and Edgar Wallace were
among his favorite authors.
English composer, Frederick Del
alter he had become blind.
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A Kinesthetic Approach
to Violin Fingering
by KELVIN MASSON
The whole is the sum total of its parts.”This axiom, when analytically applied
to the various kinesthetic sensations of
violin fingering, is quite effective in building
left-hand technic. The “parts” may be con-
sidered as various sensations of “posture”
and “motion.”
Let us begin with the manner of holding
the violin itself. It is held well off toward
the left so that its own weight, as applied
against the jaw, is sufficient to keep it up in
playing position. This attitude requires that
the player avoid any tendency toward a
hollow-chested posture, and that he tilt the
head toward the left rather than hunch the
left shoulder. However, this tilting of the
head can and should be minimized. One way
of doing it is to pad evenly over the left
shoulder, covering all but the little bump on
the right extremity of the left collar bone.
Players having longer necks usually prefer
to hold the scroll a little lower than those
having shorter necks. When the instrument
is correctly held, the jaw never feels the need
to pull the instrument in closer to the neck.
To a small extent, the thumb does help
to support the instrument. In the lower posi-
tions it is usually placed so its first joint is
but decoration, the neck of the instrument
resting just below its first inner crease. In
ascending into the higher positions, the
thumb contacts more and more toward its tip;
this same bit of advice applies in progressing
to an “uncomfortably” fingered chord in the
lower positions.
The elbow belongs well under the violin,
more and more so in progressing from the
E-string toward the G-string and in moving
the hand up the fingerboard. This will assure
that the third and fourth finger knuckles are
on a higher plane than the fingerboard, so
necessary for facility.
In passage work, too fast for vibrato, and
in the lower positions, the side of the index
finger lightly contacts the edge of the finger-
board. This contact point on the index finger
is usually just below and adjacent to its third
inner crease (counting from the end of the
1 VIOLINIST’S FORUM
finger)
;
however, while playing on the
G-string in the lower positions the contact
point is about one-eighth inch deeper into the
palm. The base of the index finger is freed of
any contact with the neck of the instrument
when (1) using a vibrato, (2) progressing
to an “uncomfortably” fingered chord, and
(3) playing in the higher positions. If the
upper bouts of the individual violin are rela-
tively full, then the base of the index finger
will always need to be freed of its contact
while playing in positions above the third;
but, if these bouts are well rounded, the rule
must be altered to specify positions above
the fourth or fifth.
In performing harmonics, it is helpful to
move up the contact on the side of the index
finger to a point a little higher than its third
inner crease. Thereby, the fingers are ap-
plied more obliquely than usual.
In going from a lower-lying finger to a
higher-lying one, the stretch between the
fingers is increased in direct proportion to
how much the knuckle of the index finger is
advanced up toward the face, while the
lower-lying fingertip is in place. In going
from a higher-lying finger to a lower-lying
one, the stretch is increased in direct propor-
tion to how much the lower-lying fingertip
reaches back toward the peg-box, while the
higher-lying fingertip is in place.
The keeping down of fingers that are no
longer being sounded, and the advance place-
ment of fingers yet to be sounded, do not
take place among tones of long or moderately
long duration.
Trills in the higher positions, especially
among half-steps, require the “goats-trill”
—
the trill not activated by the finger but, in-
stead, by a quasi-vibrato movement of the
hand. The higher-lying fingertip is applied
lightly on its corner, passively. The lower-
lying fingertip is in constant contact with the
string throughout a trill that begins fast;
only when a trill begins slowly on its upper
neighbor may we wait until necessity de-
mands that the lower-lying finger be tapped.
Transitions between tones should usually
be heard only when they are intended to be
heard as a matter of style.
Single Position Fingering
Ex. 1 Slow and moderate pace: “Walk”
from finger to finger, using a vibrato and
Conducted by
HAROLD BERKLEY
ascertaining that there is sufficient pressure
on the finger last playing before the change
of string.
Very fast pace: At the same time the G-
sharp is tapped, the second finger begins to
move toward B and the first finger begins to
move toward E; the second finger maintains
contact with the strings while moving. The
fingers clamp simultaneously on the B and
the higher E. Throughout the example the
elbow moves gradually toward the left.
Ex. 2
4
Ex. 2 Slow and
marks as those cor
tention to the dott
Very fast pace:
lines, retaining the
its string until th
Throughout the c
gradually toward t
Ex. 3 ^
t-’--
moderate pace: Same re-
lcerning Ex. 1. Pay no at-
ed lines.
Pay attention to the dotted
indicated finger solidly on
e end of its dotted line,
xample the elbow' moves
le right.
I rts.'cz
Ex. 3 Slow and moderate pace: Same re-
marks as those concerning Ex. 1. Very fast
pace: The first finger simultaneously stops
both the A- and E-strings. The third and
fourth alternate up and down rhythmically.
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Ex. 4
Ex. 4 Slow and moderate pace: Same re-
marks as those concerning Ex. 1. Very fast
pace: The fingers are set and released as if the
figures were written as double stops.
Ex. 5 Chords across the strings require a
simultaneous setting of the fingers. Exceptions
to this rule cover only awkward or slowly per-
formed chord sequences.
Ex. 6 If time is available the first finger
may be set in advance.
Silent Shifting
Ex. 7 Here is an example which may be
used to observe the physical actions of the
fingers in basic shifting. One type of shift
occurs on the D-string simultaneously with
another type on the A-string. In all shifts,
violent movements of the arm are avoided as
much as possible.
Ex. 8 It is very important, in the course of
a shift between quickly moving tones, that the
fingers do not spread out or get closer together
on the basis of the distance to be covered by
the shift. Rather, the fingers spread or get
closer on the basis of the intervals to be played
in each of the two positions concerned. When
this example is played at a fast pace, the shift
is made on both fingers; the second finger
loses its contact with the string in the midst
of the shift, hut the first maintains light con-
tact with the string. The first and second
fingers get closer together during the shift.
Ex. 9 Same remarks as those concerning
Ex. 8, except that during the shift the fingers
involved spread apart.
Ex. 10 in
Ex. 10 This type of shift is coming more
and more into favor—the “crawl-shift.” In a
slow or moderate pace "walk from finger to
finger. The shift is practical, for the most part,
when the intervals do not unduly tax the reach
of the fingers. In fast ascending passages, the
lower-lying finger is not lifted until the next-
higher has ceased sounding; in descending
passages, the lower-lying finger is not put
down until necessary I see Ex. 6 for an excep-
tion) .
Ex. 11 Slow and moderate pace: The finger
playing just before any of these position
changes slides off the string in the midst of
the shift; simultaneously the finger to play
just after any of these shifts cleanly taps its
tone.
Very fast pace: The slide to the new posi-
tion is on both fingers; the first finger does
not lose contact with the strings but the second
loses contact i i the midst of the shift.
Ex. 12 Shifts like these, at a fast pace, are
manipulated as they w ould be at a slow pace
—the slide to the new position is only on the
finger playing just before the shift. The fingers
alternate rhythmically their contact of the
strings.
Ex. 13 Same remarks as those previously
made concerning Ex. 12.
4 4
Ex. 14 At any pace, the slide off the strings
is exclusively on the first and third fingers;
the second and fourth tap cleanly. During the
shift it may be noted that on the A-string the
third finger begins to slide off D at the same
moment the second begins to tap E-flat.
Ex. 15 This type of movement is practical
only at a slow or moderate pace. It requires
portato bowing if it is to be manipulated
inaudibly. Finger pressure is lightest at the
midway point between any two tones.
Ex. 1G
Ex. 16 In contrast to Ex. 15, this type of
shift is practical only at a fast pace. Between
each tone, a release of the bow from the string
is required. The playing finger is drawn
steadily down the string by arm movement
alone, the wrist bent well outward.
Audible Shifting
Ex. 17 Like Ex. 16, this shift is practical
only at a fast pace and with a steady arm
movement. The tremolo is correlated with the
glissando by lightly and rapidly moving the
third finger on and of! the string.
Ex. 18 The half-steps in this example are
accomplished by coupling a quasi-vibrato with
a steady arm movement.
Ex. 19 iv
J 0
Ex. 19 A shift to a quite distant-lying tone
often necessitates an audible transition. In this
example, pressure on the second finger is
lightened more and more as the shift pro-
gresses. At the moment the higher D is heard,
the playing finger leaves the string entirely.
Conclusion
It is apparent that the proper physical
manipulation of any tone is greatly dependent
upon both its preceding and succeeding tonal
patterns. Accordingly, it sometimes becomes
(rarely) advisable to revise a few passages of
some composers when their “originals” are
distinctly “cross-grain”
:
Ex. 20 striagenda
v,jj
After practical application of the principles
set forth herein, the student is ready to com-
mence the serious study of porlarnenti—the
intentionally heard lateral movement of tl'e
fingers. Of course, concurrently with these
activities the study, analysis, and applicati 011
of bowing principles should receive equally
serious attention. An adequate technic can be
made to speak more expressively and more
easily than an inadequate one.
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HE old lady owned a rare and beautiful
gold-plated music box, made in Switzer-
land over a hundred years ago. When a
key was turned, a tiny bird appeared, sang a
sweet little melody and flapped its metallic
wings. The box actually was smaller than a
pack of cigarettes, and the old lady prized it
dearly. Then one day the musical antique
broke down and no one could fix it.
From her home in Pelham, just outside
New York City, the lady journeyed to Geneva,
Switzerland. Surely, she thought, the music
box could be fixed there. Instead, she learned
that the Sw’iss craftsmen lacked the tools and
parts to do the job. “Only one man can help
you,” she was informed. “His name is Adrian
Bornand and he lives in a little town in the
United States called Pelham.”
To Adrian Bornand and his wife, repairing
the music box was all part of a busy career
during which they have helped arouse interest
in an almost forgotten art. In those pre-atomic
days when Grandma wore a bustle and Grand-
pa a handlebar mustache, music boxes were
the rage. Then Thomas A. Edison developed
a more satisfactory way of reproducing sound.
His invention of the phonograph apparently
doomed the music box to extinction.
For almost forty years music boxes lay for-
gotten in attics and trunks, or in musty curios-
ity shops
—
quaint relics of another age. But
just as the zither and the harpsichord some-
how survived in a musical world of electric
guitars and organs, so did the music box. A
few people collected them as antiques, a few
cherished their tinkling tunes, but time seemed
to have passed them by. Certainly, they were
no match for the modern radio and juke box.
They were not forgotten by Adrian
Bornand, however. Music boxes were in his
blood, so to speak. Son of a Swiss craftsman
who came to America in 1882 to pursue his
trade, Bornand, as a boy learned the almost
forgotten art of repairing music boxes. From
his father he inherited the only master tuning
forks used to check the notes on a music box
comb and the only lathe for turning down the
pins on a music box cylinder in this country
Ruth and Ad-
rian Bornand dis-
play prize items
from their music
box collection.
Above is a hand-
carved mahogany
Swiss music box,
made about 1870.
The Regina Au-
tomatic Record
Player, at top of
page, was ances-
tor of the juke
box. Several were
coin-operated.
today, as well as other invaluable tools. For
a number of years Adrian Bornand and his
wife, Ruth, have conducted a thriving busi-
ness, buying, selling, and repairing the tin-
kling boxes. Today, people pay fancy prices
for these outmoded instruments, and celebri-
ties clamor for them.
Calls from Celebrities
Recently, for instance, the Rornands got a
call from Andre Kostelanelz, the famed or-
chestra leader. He wanted a box playing the
William Tell Overture. Actress Dorothy
Stickney likewise called upon the Bornands
when a music box playing My Love Is Like a
Red, Red Rose was required for the new play,
“Life With Mother.”
A while ago Bing Crosby, who has a fine
collection, purchased an antique mahogany
music box from the Bornands. It is 36 inches
long, plays eight tunes for a half hour at a
time, and has an unusually soft, sweet tone.
Another enthusiastic collector is the famous
blind pianist and composer, Alec Templeton.
When he came to the Bornands’ combined
home and workshop, some time ago, he was
able to identify the key in which each box
was made, the instant it was turned on for
him. He has all his repair work done by the
Bornands.
Other collectors include Lily Pons, Leonard
Warren, Nelson Eddy, and many other celeb-
rities. Some time ago a New Yorker presented
a music box to Princess Elizabeth in London.
She was delighted with the gift. The late J. P.
Morgan was another famous collector. He
once ordered three identical walnut music
boxes of an orchestral type made with bells,
drums, castanets, even built-in organs. One
that was presented to the Porcellian Club, at
Harvard University, was restored to working
order last year by Adrian Bornand and is
again on exhibition there.
In the living quarters over their shop, the
Bornands store the finest pieces in their col-
lection. They keep more or less open house for
visitors who come from all over the country
to see their music boxes. Last year people
from twenty-six states, as well as Canada and
England, dropped in on them. Besides a num-
ber of large and unusual pieces, there are
musical fruit dishes, toys, jugs, jewel cases,
and other specimens which illustrate the
evolution of the ( Continued on Page 56)
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WU: and BARNUMISM
WHEN the incomparable Gracie Fields, queen of theMusic Halls, who was London’s joyous contribution
to the war-torn twentieth century, boasted of “the
biggest aspidistra in the world,” in the song that sent
mil-
lions into hysterics, she satirized the very human trait of
bragging about the biggest, smallest, tallest, tiniest, fattest,
thinnest, finest, poorest, richest, fastest, slowest thing in
ex-
istence. Perhaps you are not interested in the British house-
hold plants of the legendary aspidistra family, but you may
be like Thomas A. Edi-
son, who said that he
could never pass a side-
show with a two-headed
calf without going in to
find out whether it were
stuffed or alive. Inciden-
tally, Miss Fields’ aspi-
distra was crossed with an
acorn and grew to alleged
Paul Bunyan heights.
Once at an interna-
tional conference in Lau-
sanne, Switzerland, we
heard a caustic critic
from the English mid-
lands refer to the late
Phineas Taylor Barnum
as “the patron saint of
America,” a kind of God
of Publicity which
marked the activities of
all Americans. Barnum,
with his bombast, his
startling humbugs, and his incessant audacity, was all that.
Everything he touched was superlative, and from these
“greatest things on earth” he made “the Greatest Show on
Earth.” Jenny Lind found his methods insufferable and
paid Barnum a handsome sum to break her contract.
At this day Barnum is far from being our “patron saint.”
We have come to appraise real values for their own worth.
An era of refined judgment is now widespread and dominat-
ing in our country.
Ever since Etude was established, however, hundreds of
letters have come in yearly from readers wanting to know
“Who is the greatest composer?” “Who is the finest pianist?”
“What soprano sings the highest note?” “Which is the largest
orchestra?” It reveals the somewhat damning fact that the
public is influenced by size or the lack of it. Ellen Beach
26
Yaw, a prima donna of some years ago,
made her reputa-
tion,’ not by the quality of her voice or
her interpretations,
but because she could sing the highest
note ever sung.
All Europe used to frown upon America as the land of
braggarts. There can be no question that we did ship over-
seas °in the armies of tourists many who were insufferable
braggadocios, who seemed to feel that the only way to show
their patriotism was to crow about things in America in
which Europeans were not in the least interested.
While we in America
have stood the brunt of
much deserved criticism
for this vice of boasting:
about American musical
prowess, all in all we are
not so different from
other peoples all around
the earth. Ever hear a
Scot hold forth about the
irresistible glamour of
his pipers? Or a Welsh-
man extol the enchant-
ment of an Eisteddfod?
Or a Bavarian carry on
about a Tyrolean bell-
ringer, or a Parisian
praise the wonderful
band of the Garde Re-
publicaine? They all ad-
mit they have incompara-
bly the finest of their kind.
The Illustrated Lon-
don News of June 1857,
presents a picture of the greatest drum in the world. It was
seven feet in diameter, and its frame was twice the height of
the performer. The skin was made from a huge buffalo hide,
imported from the American prairies for the purpose. This
drum proved very popular, and was a great drawing card for
years at London concerts. Superlatives seem to be relished
by all the people of all the countries of the world. It is a trait
we all inherited from Adam and Eve, who probably extolled
the apple tree as the source of original sin.
American musical sophisticates make great fun of the
Patiick R. Gilmore Peace Jubilees given in Boston in 1859
and 18/2. In the latter festival there was an orchestra of
2000. However, in London in 1859 similar festivals on only
a slightly smaller scale were given at Crystal Palace under
the direction of Sir Michael Costa, ( Continued on page 64)
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Barnum exploited Jenny Lind and Jumbo in equally ex-
travagant terms. In order to get the singer to America he
posted a bond of $187,000 with her London managers. His
gross receipts upon her first year were $712,161.84. The
following season Jenny Lind paid $28,000 to break her
contract with the world-famous Connecticut impresario.
PETITE BERCEUSE
A delicate pastel is this little cradle song; by one of America’s leading younger composers, Gardner Read. Born at Evanston, Illinois, in
1913, Mr. Read studied at Northwestern School of Music; the National Music Camp at Interlochen, Michigan; the Eastman School of Music
(Mus. B. 1936, Mus. M. 1937); and held a Mac Dowell Colony Fellowship, a Cromwell Traveling Fellowship, and a fellowship for study with
Sibelius. His Symphony in A won the Philharmonic Contest, and was performed in 1938. Petite Berceuse is as nebulous as an August twi-
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STARRY NIGHT
Keyboard orientation is always benefited by overhand pieces like this. Play very evenly and smoothly.
Both hands must sti ike exactly
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BY A SINGING BROOK
BENEATH A WEEPING WILLOW
Do not hurry the performance of this work. Employ the pedal precisely and watch the phrasing carefully. Grade 4 .
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SPANISH EYES
This is an interesting serenade-like composition in tango rhythm. Latin in type, it must move along in tempo rubato with a dream-lit,,
languidity. Grade 3.
Andantino con molto rubato (J= 66) LEWIS BROWN
Artists who have Sung this new song before large audiences
of performance will make it most effective.
Slowly, but flowingly
LITTLE SONG
feel that it has promise of_becoming a real success. Simplicity and
sinceej,
7
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.YAQUEEOS
VIOLIN
.
SPANISH COWBOYS
Quite slowly and very marked; in Tango style
SAMUEL GARDNER, Op. 19
v.. Both parts may be played an octave higher, in the first two bars adCopyright MCMXXVIII by Oliver Di,„„ C»p,hy
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Those Fascinating Woodwinds
( Continued from page 21)
coupled with the relative thinness
of the tubing and the use of such
w00ds as rosewood and boxwood,
leads Mr. Marx to believe that the
characteristic oboe tone of this pe-
riod of musical history was much
softer, gentler and less penetrating
in quality than is characteristic of
oboe tone today. This would ex-
plain why the oboe parts to some
of these early symphonies, played
today on modern oboes and mod-
ern reeds, now appear to overbal-
ance the score ... to be too loud
for the ensemble called for.
Flute Note
Have you ever taken up a flute
.
—
probably a high-priced model
—
and found to your astonishment
that the notes of the right hand
just won’t come at all — even
though the instrument appears to
cover perfectly ? What you had was
an “open G-sharp” flute, an instru-
ment now being seen less and less
frequently. On this flute, the
G-sharp key works exactly in re-
verse to the usage of the ordinary
or “closed” G-sharp; that is, the
pinky of the left hand must be
on (pressing the G-sharp key
down), for all the notes of the right
hand. The note G-sharp itself is
played with the left-hand pinky
off! This flute was played and
taught by Carl Wehner (a pupil
of Boehm)
,
who was active in New
York during the latter decades of
the nineteenth century and extend-
WITH THIS ISSUE, ETUDE
begins a new service to its read-
ers—inclusion of a choral com-
position in the music section.
This month’s selection is the
lovely German folksong, “The
Heather Rose,” as arranged by
Robert Hernried. The arranger
has featured this work with his
University of Detroit chorus.
The work is suitable for most
high school choruses. It may be
done a cappella or with piano
accompaniment.
The song should be done in
easy, Rowing tempo. When the
melody is in the tenor part, be-
ginning with the words, “On
Meadow White,” other voices
should be subdued. There should
be a broadening effect for con-
'rast in the closing section, but
*be tempo should not be re-
tarded.
ing into the early twentieth. Weh-
ner played variously in the Metro-
politan Opera Orchestra and in the
New York Philharmonic Sym-
phony, and had many pupils, all
of whom were required to learn the
open G-sharp flute which Wehner
himself played. There are still
Wehner pupils today playing this
flute (likewise piccolo)
,
especially
in New York, although it is not
often taught today. Ernest Wagner,
who played in the New York Phil-
harmonic Symphony from 1901
until his retirement about five
years ago, has played open G-sharp
flute and piccolo all his life. Carl
Wehner was not the only flutist of
the day who played open G-sharp;
a number of others played and
taught this system, and it is in-
teresting to note that Boehm him-
self preferred it and stoutly de-
fended it in his treatise on the
flute. Open G-sharp flutes are al-
most invariably high quality in-
struments; they can be “convert-
ed” to closed G-sharp quite inex-
pensively by any one of the well-
known American flute-makers.
Bass Clarinet
This instrument was perfected in
its present form by Adolphe Sax
(inventor of the saxophone) in
1835. Originally bu'lt in three
keys, B-flat, A and C; the B-flat is
now standard, the C being obsolete
and the A seldom met with outside
of Germany. Parts are written in
the treble clef, except in German
scores where bass clef is used for
the low register and treble clef
for the higher notes: it is to be
noted that in these German scores
the bass clarinet in B-flat sounds
a major second lower than writ-
ten, equally whether treble or bass
clef is being used. This differs from
standard American scoring prac-
tice wherein the B-flat bass clarinet
sounds one octave plus a major
second lower than written. For
practical purposes its introduc-
tion into the orchestra is credited
to the composer Meyerbeer, who
employed it in his scores to “The
Prophet” and “The Huguenots.”
There is a contrabass clarinet an
octave lower than the bass clarinet,
which is used in many European
military bands. Though at present
little used in the United States it
is very favorably regarded by Dr.
William D. Revelli and a number
of other leading American band-
masters.
‘Music Organizations of today
CHOOSE BALDWIN
./Idanta, Baton Rouge, Boston,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Hartford,
Kansas City Philharmonic,
Oklahoma, Shreveport and
St. Louis Philharmonic . . . these
Symphony Orchestras, and the Berkshire Music Center,
New Friends of Music, Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera,
Ravinia Festival, Salt Lake Philharmonic Choir— as well as
many others— prefer the Baldwin.
Let this distinguished recognition be your guide in selecting
a piano for your own use.
^attain
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
BALDWIN ACROSONIC • HAMILTON 4 HOWARD PIANOS BALDWIN ELECTRONIC ORGANS
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NOW Get them Started Right
—to examine material tor next tall!
Interesting Century Edition teaching
pieces await you at your tavorite mu-
sic store. Use our new graded and
classified catalogue as a convenient
guide.
The cample below is typical of the
method of listing used in this cata-
logue. 20c a copy.
FIRST GRADE PIANO SOLOS
ALTERNATING HANDS
3522 Boom Boom, March, C Scarmolin
3588 Bushy Tail, C Arnold
*3682 Down by Merry Matanzie, C Porter
*3531 Gems of Stephen Foster, F—G.Arr. Rolfe
FINGER STACCATO
2074 Firecracker Galop, C Martin
*3677 Grandpa's Clock, C Hopkins
*2981 Hallowe'en Night, Am Hopkins
3145 Little Dutch Dance, F Armour
STACCATO STUDIES
*3589 Busy Little Clock, F Arnold
3800 Mystery Story, A, C Hopkins
*3150 Nannette, F Armour
FOREARM DEVELOPMENT
*3452 Indian Boy, Em Richter
*2984 Little Injun Brave, Am Hopkins
*3101 Little Redskin, Dm Hopkins
DOUBLE NOTES
*3007 Big Soldier, The, March, C Hopkins
*2999 Fairy Lake, The, Barcarolle, C... Hopkins
*3076 Little Blue Eyes, Waltz, F Greenwald
CHORD STUDIES
3403 At Vespers, C Armour
3404 Consolation, F Armour
1608 Cuckoo Song, C Martin
LEFT HAND MELODY
*2750 Big Bass Fiddle, The, C Hopkins
1216 Bluebird, Melody, C Schiller
*3154 In Rose Time, F—
- Bj? Armour
*These pieces have words for singing.
Our graded and classified or our complete
catalogue listing over 3900 numbers is free at
your dealers or on request from us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd St. New York 23, N. Y.
MUSIC TEACHERS:
Let your beginners have the thrill of lean
ing to read this simple and effective way
You will enjoy it, too, for the large moving
note vitalizes note studies and gives new
clarity to music reading principles. With the
FINDER you may teach the rudiments
of notation (notes, lines, clef signs, etc.), drill
individual notes, demonstrate melody patterns
(based on a Starting Point and a sense of
Direction and Distance), and introduce scales
and chords. Daily assignments are outlined
in the compact instruction booklet "FIVE
MINUTES A DAY." Obtain from your local
music dealer or write direct to
MILO WRIOHT 2346 alomalYU KJ KIUrll WICHITA 9, KANSAS
Wright-Way Note Finder
NEW COMPANY PRESENTS NEW SACRED MUSICPassion Lamentation
—50c; The Groom and TTiq
?4th'
,
0
7?re Bride ,A Viol™ DueO-sl
r, ^.?
saIra
,
(Ltalian lyrics)—50c ; New Hymns forthe Glory of God (Italian Lyrics) 50 »»
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( Continued from Page 20)
us turn to the actual instrumental
class. In the guidance of the child’s
initial interest, the teacher will be
directing him towards ideal atti-
tudes concerning motivation for
participation in music activities in
such a manner that the child will
be conscious of a stronger and
more permanent urge than the
mere superficial attraction of a
shiny brass horn in the store win-
dow. He will be led to appreciate
the need for devoted effort in order
to attain technical skills which will
permit enjoyable musical perform-
ance. He will be prepared to accept
the teacher’s guidance in the study
procedure, despite his childish
feelings of impatience at seeming
delays when he is eager to “finish
the book this term.”
The child must have a proper
attitude towards the extreme care
which must be exercised in the es-
tablishment of correct breathing
habits, playing posture, and em-
bouchure development, so that he
will devote adequate attention to
these basic problems. In fact, as
each of the teaching steps occurs in
the lesson procedures, the teacher
will greatly expedite their accom-
plishment if he will take time to
establish a favorable student atti-
tude towards the relation of each
phase of instrumental study to the
final objective of artistic musical
performance and enjoyment.
Ensemble Participation
As the child begins to make
progress with individual skills, he
needs proper attitudes towards the
acceptance of criticism. At this
time, the teacher may begin, also,
to teach favorable attitudes to-
wards group participation, in such
a way that the students will appre-
ciate the importance of every mem-
ber of the ensemble or class group,
without developing undue “prima
donna notions” in regard to solo
chair positions.
The beginner’s attitude towards
ensemble participation is extreme-
ly important, not only for his own
sake, but for the future of the or-
ganization, and therefore should
be prepared carefully from the out-
set. The child’s natural instinct of
gregariousness and the social val-
ues of group activity should be
utilized and appealed to in a form
appropriate to the ten-year-old im-
agination. When admittance has
been gained to the Beginners’
Band, the child needs many ideal
attitudes which will assist him in
the development of good habits of
rehearsal routine. The power of
“esprit de corps,” even on the in-
termediate grade level, should not
be underestimated and it can be a
strongly motivating force in sug-
gesting correlated ideal attitudes
towards group feelings, ensemble
performances, and individual re-
sponsibility within the group. Re-
peated demonstrations by more ad-
vanced players and ensembles can
strengthen immeasurably proper
attitudes towards ideals of careful
technic necessary for best perform-
ances. The young players will emu-
late the example of their high
school band heroes if they can ob-
serve the results of good habits of
instrument care, proper care of
music, enthusiastic performance,
attention during rehearsals, and
pride in technical progress.
The full effectiveness of the in-
fluence of stimulated interest and
attitudes in beginning instrumen-
talists becomes evident in the mu-
sical activities of their subsequent
years of musical performance.
Even the Beginners’ Band will
demonstrate the youthful enthusi-
asm which is generated by care-
fully stimulated and guided inter-
est. Every time the child produces
a single tone on his instrument,
the astute judge will be able to
ascertain how much time and effort
have been devoted to establishment
of proper attitudes towards the art
of music, the study of the chosen
instrument, and towards educa-
tional growth and personal devel-
opment.
As was stated in the introduc-
tion to this discussion, the highly
subjective character of music ex-
pression imposes undeniable re-
sponsibilities on the teacher for the
encouragement of progressive in-
terest and the use of proper psy-
chological approaches which will
induce the development of whole-
some, ideal attitudes towards every
phase of the child’s participation
in the world of music. If the music
director is to have an outstanding
high school concert band which
will wield a conscious influence
over the lives of the young adults
in the educational community, he
must plant the seeds of that influ-
ence in the very first contacts with
instrumental music, which are ex-
perienced by the intermediate
grade children when they first be-
come aware of an undeniable urge
to “blow that horn.” With these
attitudes firmly embedded in the
beginning instrumentalists, we may
well say, “Play on”!
THE
TIME
ISNOW
—to examine material for next fall!
Interesting Century Edition teaching
pieces await you at your favorite
music store. Use our new graded and
classfied catalogue as a convenient
guide.
The sample below is typical of the
method of listing used in this cata-
logue. 20c a copy.
SECOND GRADE PIANO SOLOS
EASY TRANSCRIPTIONS OF STANDARD
TEACHING PIECES
3653 Alla Turca, Am Mozart-Rolfe
3214 Aragonaise, Le Cid, G Massenet-Rolfe
3538 Blue Butterflies, C Dore-Rolfe
2515 Dream of the Shepherdess, The, Bb
Labitzkv
2154 Faust Waltzes, G Gounod
RHYTHMIC STUDIES
3428 Andante con Moto, 5th Symph., G
,
Beethoven
1438 Chasing the Squirrels, G Reed
3760 Coronation March, Simp., C.. Meyerbeer
3666 Estudiantina, Simplified, C
Waldteufel-Rolfe
SCALE PASSAGES
3694 At The Playground, C Schwab
3667 Barcarolle, June, Simp., Am .Tschaikowsky
3758 Fluttering Leaves, Simp., C. . Kolling-Rolfe
3391 Silver Nymph, Simplified. C. . Heins-Rolfe
3555 Valse Chromatique, Simp., G
Godard-Rolfe
BLACK KEY STUDIES
3527 March on the Black Keys, Gb Steiner
3526 Song From Old Chinatown, Gb... Steiner
LEGATO STUDIES
1694 Cedar Brook Waltz, C Perry
*3665 Consolation, Simplified, F. . Mendelssohn
1864 Dream, of the Waltz, G John
3359 Fantasie Impromptu, Simp., C
Chopin-Rolfe
DOUBLE NOTES
3664 Ase's Death, Simplified, Am
. Grieg-Rolfe
3357 Butterfly, The, Simplified, C. Merkel-Rolfe
3358 Christmas Eve, Simp., G Heins-Rolfe
*3053 Dreaming, Barcarolle, Eb Hopkins
*These pieces have words for singing.
Our graded and classified or our complete
catalogue listing over 3900 numbers is free at
your dealers or on request from us.
CENTURT MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd St. New York 23. N. Y.
Ve
Paul
U N I VERS I TY
"
_
CHICAGO
THE SCHOOL OF
fflusic
Offers accredited courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ,
Public School Music, Theory,
and Orchestral Instruments.
Confers degrees of B.M., A.B.,
and M.M.
Distinguished Faculty
Address Registrar for Bulletin
DePAUL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Room 401, 64 East Lake Street
Chicago 1, Illinois
JACK EPSTEIN
BARITONE
.... .
Inquiries to
1401 Steinway Bid!.. New York City
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VOICE QUESTIONS
Answered by DR. NICHOLAS DOUTY
he a Tenor or a
Baritone
0 When l was twenty-one, I
went to
an opera singer,
because I had a strong,
hut inhibited desire to
sing, and because
" peaking voice had always attracted
Mention and drawn remarks which em-
boldened me all the more to
want to
une In the seven
years since then two
things have frustrated my efforts. I have
read everything
available on the voice
and because of range (I could do High-C
after my third lesson), I was classified
as a tenor. In 1945,
when I attended
Trinity College of Music in London, my
teacher Mr. W. confirmed this classifica-
tion, but only after several weeks. It ap-
pears now that I am a baritone. I am
now twenty-eight, and am gaining rapidly
the naturalness and resonance which I
never had before. Altogether I have
studied less than a year.
2. The one singer with whom I find
absolutely no fault, is Jussi. Boerling. He
sings like an angel. Perhaps it is perti-
In add finally that I have a B.A.
A. It is very difficult sometimes accu-
rately to determine whether or not the
voice of a young man of twenty-one is
a tenor or a baritone. 1 he reason is
rather clear: it has developed unusually
late and is not at that period entirely
settled. Although we have not heard you
either at twenty-one or now at twenty-
eight, your letter makes us rather con-
fident that our diagnosis is correct. You
are fortunate that you have not strained
your voice and that, at long last, you
have discovered the teacher who under-
stands you and has restored your voice
to normalcy. Work honestly for her with
all your heart and brain, and you may
yet amount to something as a singer.
2. Your description of the beauty of
vour speaking voice makes us realize
clearly that you would be (and are) very
valuable as announcer for a broadcast-
ing station. What we cannot quite under-
stand is, that you did not realize that
the production of the singing and the
speaking voices, is fundamentally the
same. Control the breath, keep the tone
away from the throat, make use of the
resonance chambers of the chest, mouth,
nose, and head and you cannot go far
wrong. We join you in admiration for
the lovely voice and the fine art of Jussi
Boerling. To our ears he sings like a
man rather than like an angel.
all too often it was strident and unpleas-
ant. The other day a young and beauti-
ful girl accompanied by her mother sang
for us a song which ranged to A-flat
above the High-C. Both mother and
daughter seemed to enjoy it, but to our
ears although it was extraordinary, it
was quite thin and shallow. These re-
markably high tones are seldom written
in the score by the composer, but are
interpolated by the singer herself, or by
her ambitious teacher.
2. It is not particularly unusual for a
very young soprano to be able to achieve
a few extraordinarily high notes. As she
becomes more mature, marries perhaps,
and has children, while her voice will
become lovelier in quality, more com-
fortably emitted, and in every way more
musical, some of these higher tones may
become tense and wiry in sound, and
quite insecure.
3. It would seem to us that perhaps
Marchesi Op. I, some of the exercises
of Viardot, or even Abt’s “Singing Tutor”
(the portion designed for coloratura
soprano) might be even more useful for
your young soprano than Concone’s
"Studies for the Middle Voice,” excel-
lent as they undoubtedly are.
4. For the young lady’s recital song,
you might look at The Doll Song from
“The Tales of Hoffmann” by Offenbach,
or Grieg’s charming Solvejg’s Song, or
one of similar range and character. Be
careful that she likes the one that you
select for her, or she will not sing it
well.
Was the Adjudicator Right or
Wrong?
Q. Our music festival of three days’
duration ended last Saturday. The com-
ment of an English vocal adjudicator on
my sixteen-year-old daughter was that
she had tremendous talent but was
given a lower mark because of a trem-
olo that was developing in her voice,
which he considered very serious unless
something was done about it immediate-
ly. 1 would like to have spoken privately
with him afterwards, but that was im-
possible, as he and the other adjudica-
tors were so badly rushed by an un-
usually large number of competitors.
My question is this—Is it characteristic
of some voices to acquire a tremolo? Is
it due to faulty training or lack of
breath control? What exercises or treat-
ment could you recommend to overcome
this defect? We would appreciate any
suggestion you may have to offer.
—Mrs. A. E. Falk.
A Young Girl With Extraordinarily
High Tones
Q. What is the highest note reached
by a soprano voice, and by whom? I am
® piano and voice teacher and this year
,f
mve ® pupil who goes to third G above
Middle-C with seeming ease. Isn’t this
rather unusual? I started her with “Fifty
progressive Studies” by Concone, for
middle voice. She is not yet seventeen,
is a senior in High School, studies piano,
band, and with all this has only limited
practice on her voice. Just how would
you proceed with such a pupil? Fd like
a song of not too difficult and high range
tor her recital in June. Will you suggest
something? I will be very grateful for
ttn early reply and any suggestion you
may offer.—Mrs. D. E.
A- We regret that we have not the en-
cyclopaedic knowledge to tell you ex-
a°tly what was the highest note ever
sung by a soprano and the name of the
My who sang it. We have heard the G
®. °ve High-C sung many times. Some-
mes it was beautiful and exciting; but
A. A tremolo may be the result of
several different defects of production.
1. Exerting a too great pressure of
breath upon the vocal cords; in other
words, habitually singing too loudly.
2. A trembling of the tongue, the lips,
the jaw', or the soft palate during the
emission of the tone. 3. Holding the
tongue in a high, stiff position during
vocalization. 4. Intense nervousness.
You should remember that your
daughter w:as under an unusual nervous
and^emotional strain, in singing against
such severe competition before a board
of famous judges. It may be that the
tremolo is not habitual to her but was
caused or aggravated by her intense
desire to win. You should have her
sing for three or four other singing
teachers, and ask their advice and help.
The opinion of the chief adjudicator,
which was that she had tremendous
talent, should be a great encouragement
to her and to you. If you can find out
the true cause of the tremolo in her
voice, before it has become habitual, it
should not be too difficult to cure it.
You don’t have to take your musicsecond hand. You can play the
Hammond Organ. Your Hammond
Organ in your own home
!
Your children can know' the thrill
of playing great music themselves.
When your fingers touch the keys
of the Hammond Organ, music leaps
to life. It cries, it laughs, it lives, and
it’s yours. You create it with a depth
of color and breadth of expression
that your music never had before.
You control it from the soft whisper
of woodwinds to the surge and swell
of a great vocal chorus.
And it doesn’t take long to learn
howl
If you can play the piano,
you can quickly learn to play the
Hammond Organ'
Yes, if you can read simple music, or
if you're an average piano player,
you can quickly learn to play the
Hammond Organ.Y'ou won’t be ready
for the concert stage after a few les-
sons, but you will be able to express
yourself in music as you never have
done before.
And you can afford the Hammond
Organ 1
Costs no more
than most fine pianos
!
The Hammond Organ costs no more
than most fine pianos. Just plug it in-
to an electric outlet and play. There
is no installation problem. The beau-
tiful Hammond Organ is at home in
any living room. And it is the only
organ in the world that can’t get out
of tune.
When you buy the Hammond
Organ, you buy the world's most
widely-used complete organ. You buy
an organ proved by many years of sat-
isfactory performance in thousands of
churches and homes.
Mail coupon for more information
For complete information on the
Hammond Organ, for the address of
the nearest dealer where you can see,
hear, and play this magnificent in-
strument, mail the coupon now'.
Hammond Oh&an
MUSIC'S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
Name
Street
Hammond Instrument Company
4210 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois
Without obligation, send me full details about all models
of the Hammond Organ.
P. O. Zone State
€1949
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COURSE FOR PIANISTS
by JURE WCyBRICHT
BOOK ONE— The Beginner’s Book
Includes: Reading up and down from the middle of the
staff, from the space notes of the treble clef, from the
space notes of the bass clef and introduction to musical
playing.
BOOK TWO— The Follow-Up Book
The student is introduced to chords and intervals,
staccato and legato playing, phrasing, finger planning,
key signatures, tone shading, the apoggiatura and
accents.
BOOK THREE— The Key Signature Book
Accustoms the pupil to black key positions of the
keyboard. After introducing rhythm studies, and major
and minor music, the subject of key signatures is
treated.
BOOK FOUR— Scale and Chord Book
This book has been designed to aid the student to a
working knowledge of the tonal combinations known
as KEYS.
BOOK FIVE— The Dance Form Book
The material extends from the dance forms used by the
Master Composers of the Classic period through the
modern music of today.
BOOK SIX— The Classics Book
Contains the works of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, etc.,
through Sonatinas and easier Sonatas — completes a
course of study leading to intelligent playing and real
understanding of music.
75 cents each book
TECHNIC FOR PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Modern Dexterity Exercises for the technical growth
of the young student, without causing tension — psy-
chologically and musically coordinating the eyes, ears
and hands. ____
, , ,
...
BOOK ONE .60 descriptive folder __
BOOK TWO 1
-'D,"
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC ,INC.
Sole Selling Agents: MILLS MUSIC, INC.
WORK
BOOKS
to accompany
“Course
for
Pianists"
Coordinated Work-
books for "stock-
taking" and as-
sured progress.
Checks the stu-
dent’s comprehen-
sion of his subject.
May be used at
the lesson or as-
signed for home-
work. Designed to
supplement the ma-
terials in the first
four study books
of the course.
50 cents
each book
1619 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.
PIANISTS
Improve your playing
by Broadwell Technique
Learn how the Broadwell Principles of Mental-Muscular Coordination and
the Keyboard Patterns Method to gain proper keyboard habits can greatly
improve your Accuracy, Technique, Memorizing, Sightreading and Playing.
REDUCE PRACTICE EFFORT—10 TO 1
Tour piano practice can be scientifically applied to eliminate Waste Effort and Time,
learn how one practice repetition can do the work of ten; how memorizing and sight-
reading are reduced to logical practice principles. The Broadwell System makes memo-
rizing automatic. Makes sightreading a natural, rapid and accurate process.
GAIN IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Value of the Broadwell Methods applied to your own playing is appreciated not only In
the improved quality of playing, but also the speed with which improvements in tech-
nique, accuracy, sightreading and memorizing, etc. become noticed. Improved mastery
of skills such as trills, arpeggios, runs, octave passages, chord skips, is unmistakably
evident after the first ten days.
ADOPTED BY FAMOUS TEACHER-PIANISTS
The Broadwell Methods are used by famous Concert Pianists. Professional Pianists,
reputable Teachers. Students and Organists the world-over. These methods may be
applied by the student who has had but 6 months of previous piano instruction as well
as by advanced students. The methods are as valuable to the player of popular music
as to the classical pianist. The Broadwell Methods have been successfully used for over
twenty years by thousands of pianists.
BROADWELL PIANO TECHNIQUE
TEACHERS—ASK ABOUT ATTRACTIVE FRANCHISE.
Mail Coupon—No obligation for
FREE BOOK -"TECHNIQUE''
BROADWE'Ll'STUDl6s,"DEP"T' 69
3
—
Covina, California
Gentlemen:
Send me your FREE Book “Technique" showing how I may quickly improve my Technique, Accuracy,
Memorizing, Sightreading and Playing. I understand there is no obligation.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
Don't Worry About the Next Depression
(Continued from page 18 )
pared with that of the work to be
done.
This transaction suggested a
new opening for my activities. I
had a couch and a chair that need-
ed reupholstering. In the list of
N’s I found a woman who wanted
her son to have lessons and she
said her husband would do the
work in exchange.
The next of my wants was some
one to do dry-cleaning of cloth-
ing, curtains, and drapes. My calls
in this instance were always an-
swered by an older person, as I
found the small shops were usu-
ally owned by an elderly couple.
They of course were not in-
terested, but I persevered and
when I reached the S list a lilting
young voice responded to my ring,
and when I stated my proposi-
tion she said gaily, “I’m getting a
piano next week, of course I shall
want a teacher and I think your
plan will be fine.”
Later when we built our home,
the plumbing was done, a small
job of bricklaying, and one hun-
dred dollars worth of cement work
was bartered for lessons. On the
days these children had their les-
sons I would tell my family I Was
really exhausted when evening
came for I had been doing plumb-
ing, bricklaying, and cement work.
I have found it is best to take
in exchange the kind of work in
which the person is most experi-
enced. I learned this when I al-
lowed a man who was an expert
engraver to pay a bill by helping
in our garden. I put him to plant-
ing a patch of corn for roasting
ears. I told him to make the fur-
rows two feet apart and plant the
hills the same distance apart.
I had to be absent for a time
and when I returned he asked me
to see if it was done as I wished.
He was accustomed to exactness
in his own line, so he got a yard-
stick from the garage and meas-
ured every space. I shudder to
think how long it would have
taken for him to plant ten acres.
I am writing this hoping that
other teachers will find bartering a
wonderful way to save cash. I have
been so successful in it that I am
confident that if a depression
should come and I needed a house,
I could get all the labor done
—
and perhaps help furnish it—by
bartering.
THE TEACHER'S ROUND TABLE
(Continued from page 14 )
pianists had been there in months
past
—
probably winners of some
contests whose ego became inflated
by these little chips of fleeting
glory—and their overbearing atti-
tude had been very harmful to
that capable, serviceable techni-
cian. In spite of his best efforts to
satisfy them, one complained that
“the action was too hard and mal-
adjusted,” while the other found
that “the basses were too loud and
the whole piano was badly voiced.”
None of which was true, of course.
The fault lay squarely with those
immature upstarts who probably
thought that temperamental antics
would raise their prestige, without
the slightest consideration for the
effect which such reports could
have for the tuner who, in fact,
almost lost his job.
Ferrucio Busoni once said:
“When I play in a new hall and
on a new piano I study carefully
the acoustics, the carrying power
of the tone, the resonance of the
different registers, the effective-
ness of the pedals, the response
of the action. Then I adapt my
playing accordingly.” How logical
and how wise.
In plain language, that even
conceited freaks will understand,
let’s advise them:
“Stop putting on an act. Adapt
yourselves ! ”
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Classified ads
.^WASTED MUSIC ex-
Y0V» niece for piece, each;
changel P ed Burpee's Specialty
Shopp®' pelton,
Mich.
. . mmNY, Composition, Orehes-H
:
lK Musical Theory. Private or
tration. Instruction. Manu-
Correspondeiic ^ corrected Music
SC
ranfteti Frank S. Butler. 32-46 107
gt^Corona, N. Y.
, ,.nl vn» SYSTEM. Booklet free./V
-onocher, Box 12-E, Ottawa. Can-
J
S (Rack numbers popular songs
tor' sale Old songs
wanted. List lOtf
coinj
r ,, piANO TUNING—Simpli-
Authentic instruction $4.00—Lit-fIe<
't free Prof. Boss, 456 Beecher
SU Elmira, N. Y.
t !' V II V PIANO TUNING AT HOME.
o nrae bvDr. Win. Braid White Pay
as you lekrn. Write Karl Bartenbach,
1001A Wells St., Lafayette, Ind.
,,, VNO PRACTICING ANNOYING
OTHERS t Mayo's Muting Device Bas-
ov Attached or Detached by Anyone
without harming mechanism State
uorisht grand or spinet. Send $5.00
for muteT full instructions.
Money
back guarantee. Richard Mii\o, I iano
Technician. Dept. 003, llfO Latona
Street, Phila. 4 7, Pa.
ORGLNS FOR SALE: Guaranteed
nine organs, reed organs and pianos.
Car?narsa Organ Company. Hollidays-
burg, Pa.
OBOE HEEDS. Hand Made. Tuned
and Tested. $1.50 each; $15.00 dozen.
C. Robison, 216 W. 41st St., Marion,
Ind.
BLCK POPULAR SHEET Ml SIC to
1850. Ballads, Ragtime, Everything.
List 100. Classics exchanged for Popu-
lar. Fore's, 163151 High, Denver 5, Colo.
MASON -HAMLIN GRAND, 6'-2”,
ebonized finish, reasonable. Joseph C.
Holstad, 337 Oak Grove, Minneapolis,
Minn.
MUSICAL PERSONALIZED STA-
TIONERY. Beautifully printed with
YOUR name and Photocut of ANY In-
strument—100 Letterheads—75 Enve-
lopes. Both $2.00 Postpaid. WONDER-
FUL Christmas — Birthday GIFTS.
TERMINAL, 4818^5 Kimball, Chicago
25.
JERRY JUZEK, Metropolitan Music
Co., endorses Violin Tonepost fitting
—$15.00. 150 “Old/New” Masters
$35.00
—
$42.00. Revolutionizing! PAT-
MOR (Tonepost) FIDDLERY, Zion,
WRITE SONGS: Read "Songwriter’s
Review” Magazine, 1650—ET Broad-
way, New York 19. 20tf copy; $2.00
year.
BOOKS ON MUSIC hard to find I
locate. No obligation, quick service,
tfend list of wants. R. MacCallum,
4 92 44th St., Oakland 9, Calif.
For SALE: Fine Lyon & Healy
Harp; write Nels Remlin, Red Wing,
Minn.
LYON & HEALY' Grand Concert
Harp—write Gladys Dolloff, 1204 Bos-
ton Avenue, Fort Pierce, Florida.
New
-PIPE ORGANS -Used
Builders of pipe organs for church and studio.
Mneient, up-to-date used instruments on band
jw..j tiroes, priced very reasonably. We also
Jrn -
ami modernize tracker and tubular or-
Editions of stops, couplers and chimes
insianed. Yearly care of organs. We solicit in-
quiries.
Delosh Brothers—Organ Experts
3tI 0 108th Street Corona, L. I.. N. Y. City
ORGAN QUESTIONS
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
Q. Our church (seating capacity 204)
is interested in buying a new organ jor
use in Divine service. Several years ago
the church had a three manual pipe
organ, but this was destroyed by fire.
Afterwards a small, parlor type reed
organ was used, and for the last several
years we have had only a piano.
We have heard and examined several
makes of electronic organs, but have
found nothing satisfactory to us. We feel
we cannot afford even a small pipe
organ, even if room for it could be pro-
vided; consequently we have been won-
dering about the possibility of larger
reed organs. While recently in New
York, I saw in a second hand organ
dealer’s store, a three manual (Great,
Swell and Pedal) reed organ, with a
blower attachment priced at $600.00 . I
was impressed that it exactly fits our
needs.
That was before Easter, and we fear
the organ may be sold now. However,
we would be indebted to you if you
would send me a list of dealers handling
such instruments. Also, advise if you,
think a second hand instrument of this
description would be worthwhile, and
if so what a reasonable price would be.
—R. C. H.
A. In view of your reactions to the
electronic instruments, and your finan-
cial inability to purchase a small pipe
organ, your suggestion as to a second
hand two manual, pedal reed organ
would offer the best solution. If the
organ you mention is in good condition
we should consider this an excellent
buy, and the price is well within reason.
Even a couple of hundred dollars more
would not be out of order. Incidentally,
such an organ is known as “two man-
uals and pedal,” the Great and Swell
being the manuals (played with the
hands), and the other keyboard the
Pedal (played with feet).
Q. Our church is interested in the
purchase of a new electronic (name)
organ, and the committee is much im-
pressed with it, but perhaps we are not
as qualified as we should be. to judge.
Have you heard this new instrument,
and just what do you think of it? W e
have a very nice country church seating
about 400 people, and the room required
for a pipe organ is rather limited. This
particular organ can be installed for
about $3650.00
.
Then, we have been investigating a
(name) pipe organ, the specifications of
which I am enclosing, and the price is
$3961.00, plus excise tax. Please look
over the specifications, and offer an
opinion. Please return the specifications.
It has been suggested that the elec-
tronic organ would cost less in m_"ln
~
tenance than the pipe organ—W
.
/V. J.
A. In deciding matters of this sort it
is better, if at all possible, to
listen to
organs similar to the ones you are con-
templating in both styles. We are sore
the manufacturers will be able to ai-
range this for you, and an actual demon-
stration of this sort would help you de-
cide more wisely than any sales talk.
Since the two prices are very close to
each other, we should rather incline to
the pipe organ in view of the specifica-
tions submitted. We rather think from
these specifications that there is
consid-
erable “borrowing” of the same pipes
for the different manuals, but
ttie
“analysis” at the foot seems to
make
everything quite clear and aboveboard.
In the “accessories” we fail to
find any
mention of couplers, and believe the
normal couplers between manuals and
pedals, 4 - 8 - and 16 feet would prob-
ably be included. It is true that the up-
keep cost of the electronic instruments
is probably less than the pipe organ,
yet the latter should not involve any
very considerable amount if a regular
servicing contract is arranged.
Q. I will appreciate it if you will give
me some definite information about the
pedal signs for hymn accompaniments.
The enclosed illustration explains what
I have in mind. IEhen I used the old
Mason & Hamlin reed organ l used
both feet, and am anxious to play the
pipe organ, practicing according to your
instructions. / have the use of a two
manual organ, but do not understand
the stops. I have been told that the left
hand should play only the tenor part
when playing hymns, but my left hand
always wants to follow the line of the
bass notes as I do on the piano. I will
also appreciate suggestions about books
jor practice.—E. M.
A. First of all we suggest that you get
a copy of The Organ Method by Stainer.
This will give you a practical descrip-
tion of the organ, explain the purpose
and use of the various stops, and ex-
plain thoroughly the best procedure in
pedaling, including a full explanation of
the markings mentioned in your illus-
tration. In brief, we might say that the
sign “V” means “use toe,” and “O” means
use heel. When these are placed below
the notes they refer to the left foot, and
above the notes to the right foot. The
Stainer book will give you practice in
this work, and also exercises to develop
independence between the hands and
the feet, especially enabling you to get
away from the tendency to have the left
hand and feet follow ing the same notes.
It is often desirable to have the left
hand emphasize the tenor part on an-
other manual for the sake of effect, but
by no means imperative. Sometimes the
left hand may effectively play the mel-
ody an octave lower while the right
hand fills in with the harmonies, even
playing the tenor notes on top (an
octave higher), provided the stops are
properly balanced to bring out the
melody. The pedal invariably follows
the bass notes. Another book to help
you wdth registration and a fuller under-
standing of the stops is Nevin’s “Primer
of Registration.” Both these books may
be had from the publishers of this
magazine.
Q. Will you tell me if it is correct to
use the tremulant for church work? Are
there any good books on church work
for the organist?—M. M.
A. The use of the tremulant in
church work is correct under proper
circumstances, but the tendency of most
organists is to overdo it completely. In
playing organ numbers, the tremolo
should be used only wdth the softer
stops, and where it is in good taste, and
where the tremolo itself is moderate in
effect. Unfortunately some tremolos are
rather extreme and make almost a shak-
ing tone instead of a pleasant wavering
effect. In such a case, better forget you
have such a stop and don’t use it In
many cases the tremolo is very effective
with a soft or medium solo stop, but
never use it with full organ. Use it
sparingly with the choir, and in hymns
only for very special soft effects.
For literature for the organist we sug-
gest: “Primer of Organ Registration,”
Nevin, or “Organ Registration,” by
Truette, for information on the subject
of effective registration.
V
” 1 Amazing
Electronic Piano-Organ
Attaches to Your Piano-
V
nfZG^-OMMZP/ANO-
U
piANO ALONEf
Richly styled.
Finely crafted.
Protects music
against damage .
By maker of
nationally known
Tonic furniture.
Special drawer
trays for easy
filing; quick
finding.
FILE IT-
Don't PILE it!
TONKabinets keep your sheet music neat,
clean, orderly, safe, easy to find. Every
sheet always at your finger tips. Beauti-
ful styles. Sizes for home, schools, bands.
Style 648 shown, holds 750 sheets. Write
for nearest dealer’s name and pictures
of other styles, Tonk Mfg. Co., 1912 N.
Magnolia Ave.t Chicago H.
TONKa hinets
for SheetMusic
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BIG NOTES
for the
FIRST YEAR
IN MUSIC
Popular Song Classics for Piano Solo
MALAGUENA
AMAPOLA
ANDALUCIA
PAPER DOLL
GLOW-WORM
DOWN SOUTH
YOURS
TANGO OF ROSES
POINC1ANA
EL RANCHO GRANDE
TOYMAKER'S DREAM
PLAY FIDDLE PLAY
PARADE OF THE WOODEN
SOLDIERS
LOVE'S OWN SWEET SONG
FRASQUITA SERENADE
IN THE LITTLE RED
SCHOOLHOUSE
IDA SWEET AS APPLE
CIDER
SONG OF THE ISLANDS
THERE'LL BE SOME
CHANGES MADE
Price 35c each
MARKS SIMPLIFIED PIANO DUET ALBUM
for the FIRST YEAR IN MUSIC
Contains 12 piano duet selections, simplified and with BIG NOTES.
Price 75£.
EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA Building Radio City New York
JFTdDS A
NEW THRILL TO
PIANO TEACHING
THE ART OF MUSIC
FOR THE ADULT BEGINNER
;
This book is intended for use by an adult who will have at
least some help from a teacher. Therefore it has the advantage of
not being complicated with baffling looking directions and devices
which fend to make simple things seem difficult. Price, $1.25.
WHERE THE TONE FOLK LIVE
—-
—
An introductory book to BOOK 1—THE FOUNDATION. A
collection of songs which the teacher sings with the child and teacheshim to play upon the piano, at first by imitating her. Immediately the
notation is seen as a picture of the song just played. Opposite eachpage of music is a story book page which may be read with the
child. Price, $1.00.
THE FOUNDATION
—__Folk songs and classics for beginning pianists. THE FOUNDA-
TION is intended for three purposes:
(DA book to follow WHERE THE TONE FOLK LIVE.
(2) A beginner s book for older children who are too mature for thejuvenile approach used in the preceding book.
(3) A book to follow any preparatory material. Price, $1.00.
WILLIS MUSIC CO.
124 EAST FOURTH STREET, CINCINNATI 1, OHIO
What Makes a
(Continued from page 17)
tells us very little. All music
was, at one time, modern! The
difference is that the great classics
are those which have survived
the passing of time. There was
much music written at the time
of Bach and Beethoven of which
we know nothing today, .simply
because it was not sufficiently
good, strong, and talented to live!
In the music we hear today
—
“modern” music—there has been
no opportunity for time to do its
work, with the result that we listen
to everything. That, perhaps, is
why much of the new music does
not measure up with what has sur-
vived of the old. My father has
never allied himself with the “mod-
ern” movement. He has simply and
conscientiously worked out his
musical utterance in his own form
and in his own way. What char-
acterizes Stravinsky’s work is that
he was born with a talent that set
him ahead of his times.
A Baffling Question
This matter of talent is, really,
the final answer to any questions
of how a composer writes, or why
he writes as he does; and it is a
baffling matter because no one can
explain it. Even the historical facts
we learn about composers and
their lives are not too helpful in
getting at the essence of the mat-
ter. We are told, for instance, that
Beethoven had a great tempera-
ment—that he had certain politi-
cal views, and so forth. Well, at
the time that Beethoven lived,
there were many men of tempera-
ment who also held interesting
political views—but their work has
not the life, the vitality of his. No,
the answer does not lie in facts
about a composer, no matter how
interesting they may be. It is al-
ways the magnitude and vitality of
the inborn talent that marks the
value of a composer—and how to
explain that, no one knows! Every
composer has exactly the same
materials to work with—the chro-
matic scale (from which he fash-
ions melody and harmonies), and
rhythm. What he does with them
—ah, that depends on something
that no text book can account for!
In the strictest sense, then,
Stravinsky is and always has been
a classicist, because he has never
concerned himself with fads, but
solely with purely musical prob-
lems, and he has solved them ac-
cording to the language of his
times and the nature of his talent.
Composer Great?
This question of musical language
is also interesting. I remember
that, of all the Russian composers
my father always loved Tchaikov-
sky best—because, despite marked
French and German influences, he
managed to work out his own
thoughts in his own Russian way!
The same may be said of Stravin-
sky. Doubtless, certain harmonies
in “Firebird” reflect the influence
of Rimsky-Korsakoff and Debussy
—yet despite such influences
(which Stravinsky is the ixrst to
admit), the ultimate result is
clearly, unmistakably the personal
utterance of Stravinsky. And this
utterance is an unbroken evolu-
tion. He has not “changed his
form.” He has continued his own
line, his own language, adapting
it, unconsciously, to the spirit of
the time in which he worked, quite
as he adapted his taste in dress
or decoration. “Le baiser de la
fee” reflects the same personality,
the same aesthetic feeling as “Le
sacre du printemps.” The consci-
entious composer is not swayed by
the (so-called) inspiration of a
moment. He knows in advance
what he wishes to say, plans for
it, strives for it, and—-if he has
sufficient talent—says it effectively.
As I stated in regard to piano
playing, striving and self-help
“bring it out!”
Musikwiz
Answers to
“Operatic Sources”
(Page 4)
1. Historic drama, Sardou
2. Novel—“Bride of Lammer-
moor,” Scott
3. Greek myth
4. The Bible
5. History'— Massacre of the
Huguenots on the night of
St. Bartholomew’s Day
6. Legend
7. Spanish history
8. The Bible
9. Novel—“Camille,” Dumas, fils
10. Fairy tale
11. Novel—Prosper Merimee
12. Portuguese history
13. Greek myth
14. Legend
15. The Bible
16. Drama — The King’s Diver-
sion, Hugo
17. Fairy tale
18. Drama
—Shakespeare
19. Novel—“Wilhelm Meister”
20. Italian history
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Learn Violin by Mail
iTloo While
learning.
Finney Violin Keyboard System
2537 N. Bernard
St. Chicago 47E, III.
UVilluvn cCeiViA- an<{Son
30 E. Adams St.
—Chicago 3, 111.
Specialists in Violins,
Bows. Repairs, etc.
,„Hf D IV 1874. WRITE FOR CATALOGSH "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year—Specimen Copy 35?.
•RARE VIOLINS •
$50 up. Send For New List 0#
FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD
« 50 Chippewa
Road - Tuckalioc. N. Y. •
t^HTmahkert <s co
.
Ul'wEST I5TH ST., NEW YORK II, N. Y.14 VIOLIHS OLD & NEW
Expert Rcpairing^_Sotuj_for_Cataloo_^_^M
No musical knowledge needed. Piano
tuners in great demand everywhere. 1 ram
under experts. Learn with phonograph
recordings in 30 days. We furnish record-
ings, instruction books and professional
tools (including record player if needed).
We show you how to line up part or full
time work for big earnings. Send for
FREE literature today.
CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Dept. 940, 211 E. Michigan Ave., Lansing, Michigan
CHOIR DIRECTORS—
Looking for good anthems that arc easy? (Nark's
Antliem List -l for Volunteer Choirs will save
you time. An invaluable aid to busy choir dl*
rectors. .Supply limited. $1.00 postpaid.
A. E. CLARK
P.O. Box 265. Wall St. Sta., New York 5, N.Y.
LEARN "SWING" MUSIC
Quirk courae to playara of all Inatrumanta—maka rout
own arranftenianta or "hot” breaks. choruaaa. obbligatos,
•mbelllahroenta. ftjruratloos, blua notaa. whole tone*, ate.
MODERN DAN^E ARRANGING
Duett, trloi. euartettet and entemblea—tpecltl rhoruiaa
—modulating to other keyi—atitpenatona— antlclpatlona
—organ pointi—color effect*—awingy background!—
Write today.
ELMER B. FUCHS
935 Eait 19th 8t. Brooklyn 29. N. Y.
>Wote: CHURCH ORGANISTS <
ORGAN HYMN TUNE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Choice collection of 19 popular hymn
Lanes; registrations for pipe and electric
organs. Perma-plastic binding S1.2-*
Write for complete choir catalog.
-Available at religious book stores
ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING HOUSE
i Grand Rapids 2. Michigan _
2nd EDITION. COMPLETE TREATISE ON
TRANSPOSITION
Covering ALL problems of Transposition
Send for folder or send $2.00 for book
Charles Lagourgue, 35 W. 57th Street New York 19
PIANO TUNING PAYS
Learn this Independent Profession
AT HOME
10
GAUGE is a scientific teaching-tuning
instrument that simplifies learning and
assures accuracy with or without knowl-
edge of music. Action Model and tools
furnished. Diploma granted. Great
shortage of tuners makes this a PROF-
ITABLE and UNCROWDED field.
PIONEER SCHOOL—50th YEAR. G.I.
APPROVED. Write for free booklet.
^
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
Bryant Bldg., Washington 16, D. C.
VIOLIN QUESTIONS
Answered by HAROLD BERKLEY
A Magazine for String Teachers
J. R. R., Ohio. I do not know of any
magazine that eaters to the require-
ments of public school and college
string teachers. I have made extensive
inquiries that have produced no tangi-
ble results. T e “Strad” magazine is
excellent reading for string players and
teachers, but it does not have the par-
ticular slant you wish for. However, I
would suggest that you get the bulletins
of the American String Teachers Asso-
ciation, for they often carry the mate-
rial you are interested in. Write to Mr.
George Poniar, the Baldwin-Wallace
Conservatory, Berea, Ohio. He is the
Ohio representative of the Association.
Only Experience Can Teach This
A. D. N., Maine. There is no book
that I know of that would instruct a
layman “how to distinguish if a violin
is of any original make.” I doubt very
much that any such book could exist.
The knowledge that enables an expert
to distinguish between a genuine instru-
ment and an even fair imitation comes
only from handling and carefully examin-
ing a very large number of instruments
over a period of years. This cannot be
learned front books. If you are anxious
to know who made your violins, you
should take or send them to a recog-
nized expert in Boston or New York
and ask for an appraisal, which, for a
small fee, he would be glad to give you.
Concerning Various Studies
A. C. B., California. The various
hooks of exercises by Bytovetzski have
a great deal to commend them to the
serious student, hut I don t think they
outclass Sevcik. However, they do con-
tain some technical ideas that Sevcik
does not have. But the works of both
men are based on pattern exercises,
which do not in the long run, tend to
promote fluency and which can become
deadening to the musical sense. Such
exercises should be used only for spe-
cial reasons and not as a full course of
study. The “Urstudien” of Carl Flesch
are valuable and many violinists use
them regularly. I am probably preju-
diced, but I prefer my own “Basic Vio-
lin Technique,” which is published by
the Theodore Presser Co. If you are
interested in courses of violin study, 1
would suggest that you refer to E1UDE
for February 1945. August 1948, Febru-
ary and June 1949.
A Course of Studies
W. D. P., British West Indies. If your
nine-year-old son is really interested in
learning to play the violin, you should
certainly begin to give him a sound
technical foundation—and lie cannot
^et this from playing simple pieces.
Scales yes, but he also needs some good
studies. On the Violinist’s Forum page
in ETUDE for February of this year 1
outlined a course of study, from the
very beginning, that would suit him very
well. A book you would find useful in
your work with the lad is “Practical
Violin Study” by Frederick Hahn. You
can obtain it from the publishers
of
ETUDE.
Ruzzart or Ruggeri .
W W H. Tennessee. You have prob-
ably’ not been able to decipher accu-
rately the faded label in your
violin.
There is no Francisco Ruzzart listed in
the books. But there was a
Francisco
Ruvo-eri who worked in Cremona dur-
ingThe last half of the seventeenth cen-
tury. He was a very fine maker.
But
don’t jump to the conclusion that you
have a genuine Ruggeri. The label may
be a fake inserted long ago in an in-
ferior violin. That was a common prac-
tice at one time. However, it might pay
you to have the instrument appraised by
an expert. The second label indicates
merely that the violin was repaired by
Georg Low in Pressburg in 1842. I
cannot tell you how to repair a bow.
That is an art which must be taught
personally : it cannot be learned from
the printed word.
The “Best” V iolin Method
H. R. S., Michigan. I don’t think
there is any such animal as the “very,
very best violin method.” What is good
for one person is not necessarily good
for the next. For the pupil who is old
enough to work intelligently I recom-
mend the Method by Nicholas Laou-
reux, in four Books and two Supple-
ments. But this work is not complete:
the student needs other studies and
exercises if he is to acquire a well-
rounded technique and the ability to
express himself musically. If you will
refer to the Violinist’s Forum page of
ETUDE for February and June 1949
you will find a course of study ranging
from the beginning to the most ad-
vanced technique. I certainly can’t
agree with your friend in thinking that
if you practice all the work of Sevcik
you will not need any other material.
Interesting Questions
R. B., Maine. Each of your questions
would need a full-length article in
reply if justice were to be done to it,
but I will do my best to answer you in
the space at my disposal. (1) The work
you are engaged in need not prevent
you from becoming a very competent
violinist—if you can give the necessary
time to your practicing. And that means
at least three hours a day. You do not
tell me what your ambitions are, but I
hope they do not embrace a professional
career. You are starting serious study
too late for that. (2) C-sharp must be
close to D on any string if you are
playing in the key of D major. The
seventh step must always lead up into
the tonic. But in the key of A major,
for example, the C-sharp can be slightly
lower. (3) Theoretically speaking,
there is a difference between D-sharp
and E-flat: if one plays in a string
quartet exclusively one soon finds that
there is a decided difference, for a
string quartet tends to use the untem-
pered scale. But if one plays most of
the time with the piano one must play
the two notes at the same pitch. Theo-
retically. D-sliarp is very slightly higher
than E-flat.
For a Talented Six-Year-Old
Mrs. J. K. II., Near Jersey. From what
you write me, it is quite evident that
your daughter is extremely talented.
You should he prepared to make sacri-
fices for her advancement—I think it
will be money well invested. She is
doing remarkably well for the age of
six—and the material you are giving her
is all good—but I don’t think she is old
enough yet to go to a Conservatory.
_
I
would suggest that you place her in
the hands of an experienced private
teacher for two or three years, and
meanwhile give Iter all the theoretical
knowledge you can. For study mate-
rial, I think the first book of the
Laoureux Method, some shifting exer-
cises from his second book, arid the first
book of Wohlfahrt’s Op. 45 would be
good. I shall be bappy to know how she
gets along.
IMMEDIATELY ON PUBLICATION
The fascinating, definitive
study of
Franz
Schubert
ROBERT HAVEN SCHAUF-
FLER’S good fortune in
gaining access to the re-
markable Schubert docu-
ments recently discovered
by Professor Deutsch has
meant the good fortune of
every music lover, ama-
teur or professional. He
has been able to correct
many basic misconcep-
tions about that .baffling
genius, and this
.
new
material has led him to
approach Schubert’s work
as well as his life from a
new standpoint. Deserv-
edly famous as a musical
biographer, Mr. Schauffler
has here produced what
will surely become the
definitive study of its
subject. Opus and record
lists, a glossary, bibli-
ography and index.
Illustrated with hundreds of
music cuts
FRANZ
SCHUBERT
Ariel of Music
By ROBERT HAVEN SCHAUFFLER
$5.00 at all bookstores or from
G. P. Putnam’s Sons
2 West 45th Street, New York 19
MUSICIANS!
For perfeci control of rhythm,
use a good metronome.
110 Volt, 60 Cycle A C.
At your dealer or Send Direct
Cash enclosed, please send me:
Standard Franz Electric Metronome... Q $15.00
With Perfect Flash Baton Q $15.95
Book, Metronome Techniques Q $ 1.00
Name
Address
FRANZ MFG. CO., INC.
New Haven, Conn. ^
Has Your Child
the advantage of piano study with
a member of the
NATIONAL GUILD
of PIANO TEACHERS
Inc.
A goal of achievement for every student
suitable to his age and advancement.
(NOT A CONTEST)
The Better Teachers Are Members
Chapters in every large music center
FOR INFORMATION WRITE
IRL ALLISON, M. A.
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
Box 1113 AUSTIN, TEXAS
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They've Revived the Music Box
( Continued from Page 25)
music box from its inception in
the seventeenth century.
The first boxes which were made
in France, Germany, Austria, and
somewhat later, in Switzerland,
were very small and were inserted
into snuff boxes, watches, clocks,
chairs and various other articles.
As the demand for them increased,
Switzerland became the center of
the industry which boomed until
about the year 1900. In fact, most
modern musical units found in
powder and cigarette boxes, toys
and other articles still are manu-
factured there.
Among the interesting items in
the Bornands’ collection are a copv
of a Swiss Chalet, which opens to
show a jewel compartment and
plays two old Swiss tunes; an old
musical stein from Germany : a
four foot long cabinet with Louis
XIV table to match; and an ex-
quisitely hand-carved jewel case
showing the Swiss bear on top.
An early musical unit that
plays four tunes is a good ex-
ample of the sort that were never
made by mass production methods
but were hand-made and presented
as gifts. And, speaking of gifts,
this story is one of the Bornands’
favorites. When fashionable ladies
first wore bustles, the tune God
Save The Queen was installed in
a miniature music box, placed in
a bustle and presented to Queen
Victoria. No one has recorded for
history the Queen’s reaction when
she first sat down to musical ac-
companiment !
A music box with ten cylinders,
each thirty-six inches long, is dis-
played by the Bornands as the
largest of music boxes. Each cylin-
der plays six pieces of music. The
cabinet housing this music box is
about the size of an upright piano.
It is supposed to be a duplicate of
one owned by a Russian Czar, and
was copied for a Texas cattle
rancher in 1875. The Bornands
bought it from one of his descen-
dants.
America’s greatest contribution
to the development of music boxes
seems to have been in the man-
ufacture of large, disc-type in-
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University Extension Conservatory
1903 _ THE WORLD'S LARGEST HOME STUDY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC - 1949
MEMBER OF
Extension Courses by noted teachers, leading
to Diplomas, and Degree of Bachelor of Music.
You can prepare yourself for a better position
by studying at your convenience by the Ex-
tension Method.
No entrance requirements except for Degree
Courses. Credits earned by using your spare
time for advancement.
Catalog and illustrated lessons sent without
obligation to you. Check coupon below.
A DISTINGUISHED FACULTY OF ARTIST TEACHERS —
WHAT PROGRESS ARE
YOU MAKING?
Your musical knowledge
—
your position and
income today—are the result of the training
you have given your natural ability. Addi-
tional training will open up new fields, new
opportunities, greater income and higher
standing in the musical world.
This valuable training, through our Exten-
sion Courses, may be taken at home with no
interference with your regular work just by
devoting to self-study the many minutes each
day that ordinarily go to waste. The progres-
sive musician, as busy as he may be, realizes
the value of such study and finds the time for
it. Well paid positions are available to those
who are ready tor them.
HIGHEST STANDARDS OF MUSIC INSTRUCTION
EQUIP yourself for a better position This is Your Opportunity—Mail r j »a proof of quality is important for one in-
^ r .f ! the Coupon Today!
terested in further musical training. Our
courses offer you the same high quality of
preparation which has developed and trained
many successful musicians and teachers in
the past.
NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
The Council is an Association of which we
are a member. It includes the outstanding
correspondence schools in the United States
with headquarters at Washington, D. C. Mem-
bers are admitted only after rigid examination
of the training courses offered.
We are the only school giving instruction
in music by the Home-Study Method, which
includes in its curriculum all the courses
necessary to obtain the Degree of Bachelor
of Music.
A Diploma Is Your Key to Success!
YOU can do it too! It's up to YOU!
University Extension Conservatory
28 EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT. A-678) CHICAGO 4. ILL.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY. Dept A-678
28 East Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. Illinois
tion^reaardina
Cata!°<J ' samPle lessons and full informa-g g course I have marked with an X below.
Piano, Teacher's Normal Course Voice
Piano. Student's Course Choral Conducting
Public School Mus.
—Beginner's Clarinet
Public SchoolMus—Supervisor's Dance Band Arranging
Advanced Composition q Violin
Ear Training 4 Sight Singing Q Guitar
History and Analysis of Music
Harmony
Cornet—Trumpet
Professional Cornet—Trumpet
Name
Street No.
City
Mandolin
Saxophone
Double Counterpoint
Banjo
Age
. State
.
Are you teaching now? If so
. how many pupils have
yOU? Do Y°u h°ld a Teacher's Certificate’
Have you studied Harmony? WouId you uke tp eQrn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music?
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,pnts One in the Bornands’
flection, a
Regina built in Rah-
aV New Jersey,
might be called
forerunner of the modern juke
box.
Although made over fifty
°
’
s a
<r0
,
these machines still
change discs
automatically and
function perfectly.
As the machine
js Wound, a
disc rises into posi-
tion, plays> and then
returns t0 its
place in the rack by means of a
mechanical arm, as another comes
into position to
play. A dozen se-
lections, all told, can be played in
this manner.
When the talking machine out-
moded the music box, people gen-
erally forgot all about their once-
prized instruments. Frequently,
customers remember their parents
or grandparents years ago calling
in a iunk man and paying him to
finest old music boxes in the
Bornands’ collection, in fact, was
found by the experts in the corner
of a coal bin, covered with layers
of dirt and soot.
Meeting an Emergency
While collectors, like most hob-
byists, wouldn’t part with their
music boxes for anything, rarely
do the instruments have a practical
use today. Last year, however, the
Bornands were gratified when they
were called upon in an emergency.
During the big blizzard, the mu-
sicians who were scheduled to play
at a society wedding in Pelham
became snow-bound in New York.
The Bornands received a frantic
phone call for he’p. Would it be
possible for them to provide a
suitable music box? The music
box experts came up with just
the thing. In their collection was
a disc box that could play the
Lohengrin Bridal March, 0 Prom-
ise Me, and Mendelssohn’s Wed-
ding March. The wedding went
through on schedule, and no one
was happier than Mr. and Mrs.
Adrian Bornand.
Determined to bring the music
box within everyone’s range, Mrs.
Bornand herself hit upon a new
idea a couple of years ago. Just
before Christmas it occurred to
her that many people would like
to hear carols played by the mus-
ical antiques. The boxes were too
expensive for most people, of
course, but they could easily pro-
duce the music for records.
She took her idea to several
large record companies. They liked
the notion, but thought it would
be unprofitable. Undiscouraged,
Mrs. Bornand approached an im-
portant music publisher. He him-
self had a fine collection of antique
music boxes, and immediately was
enthusiastic. His company made
the master recordings, the discs
were manufactured by a record
company right in Pelham, and Mrs.
Bornand distributed them herself.
The records of music box tunes
have proved such a success that
several more albums have since
been released and Mrs. Bornand
is planning more.
Collectors’ Items
Recently, a resident of St. Paul,
Minn., wrote the Bornands as fol-
lows: “I am a collector of old
time records—in fact, all sorts of
recordings—having over 8,000 in
my collection. Of them all, I think
the Music Box records will always
he my favorites.”
Others apparently feel the same
way. Jinx Falkenburg some time
ago brought her staff and made a
recording for a broadcast. Arthur
Godfrey sent for an album to play
on his morning program. The Fitz-
geralds of the radio, as well as
Mary Margaret McBride, also have
the Bornands’ record albums.
School children in Pelham fre-
quently visit the Bornands’ little
shop or peer interestedly into the
window at the music box display.
Blind children from the N. Y.
Institute for the Blind have come
to enjoy the tinkling sounds. Mu-
sic from seventy different music
boxes were played for them during
a single visit, and their joy was
boundless. The same was true of
deaf children who could only feel
the vibrations emanating from the
boxes but nevertheless were de-
lighted. The Bornands also have
exhibited at the Museum of Nat-
ural History and at the Children’s
Musical Fair; and Mrs. Bornand
herself has enthralled high school
audiences with entertaining and
educational lectures accompanied
by unusual music boxes from the
family’s collection.
“No! No! No! Not like
Caruso—like Sinatra
!
The Simplicity of
VIOLIN PLAYING
BOOK II
By ROBERT JUZEK
List Price—$7.50 Just ready for distribution!
Contents Pa9*
Preface
Bow Arm:
STACCATO up and down: a) Broad Staccato, b) Thrown Staccato, c)
Hand
Staccato, d) Finger Staccato, e) Fast Flying Staccato, f) Standing
Staccato.
Analysis of the arm; how to attain perfect coordination on staccato;
change
of bow on staccato. Where does the motion originate?
FAST DETACHE, SAUTILLE, (Spiccati); Crossing of Strings; coordination
of
, , L 3b-oZ
ARPEGGIO, Springing and Legato
53-60
Left Hand:
TRILL, Double Trill
61-74
GLISSANDO, Chromatic Glissando
75—84
VIBRATO
85-92
What should we practise daily? 82
97
RELAXATION, COORDINATION, Mental Attitude
98-107
This volume offers the most thorough explanation of all the technical
motions
of viol’n playing. It is written simply and understandably for any
player from a
beginner to the greatest artist! It offers the most complete analysis of all
me-
chanical motions, coordination and relaxation; it shows the student how to
study
or correct technical motions at any stage of playing! It gives adv.ce
to violinists
hampered by any possible errors or bad habits. It will leave no doubt in
the
violinist's mind about any technical motion of either arm.
Published by METROPOLITAN MUSIC COMPANY
222 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y.
Piano Teachers who are using
MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
By Sister M. Xaveria
maintain that teaching beginners is fun.
The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM fascinates the
child, gratifies the teacher, and delights the parents.
MY MUSIC PICTURE BOOK—A pictorial approach
to piano playing via the black keys.
MUSIC AND GUIDE BOOK — For teachers and
parents only.
MY MUSIC COLOR BOOK—A work book to be used
gfe simultaneously with "My Music Picture Book."
MY MUSIC LETTER BOOK—An introduction to the
letter names of the musical alphabet and their rela-
tion to the wh'te keys.
MY MUSIC NOTE BOOK—An introduction to the
staff position of the musical alphabet.
Price, 75 cents each, except "Music and Guide Book," which is $1.00.
THE SERAPHIC PRESS
1501 South Layton Boulevard Milwaukee 4. Wisconsin
WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
Flutes of Distinction
STERLING SILVER— GOLD-PLATINUM
Catalog on request
108 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 15, Mass.
PIANO BREAKS
Our Monthly Break Bulletin enables you
to build up and glamourize the songs on
the Hit Parade with clever breaks, novel
figures a fid tricky boogie effects.
Send 10 cents for latest copy or $2 for a
year. Mention if teacher.
THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN METHOD
Studio E, P. O. Box 185, Wheaton, III.
NEED EXTRA CASH?
HERE'S HOW TO GET IT
Earn money easily, quickly, selling subscriptions to ETUDE and other magazines
in your spare time. For information write direct to
M. E. NICHOLS, Mgr. of Agents
CURTIS CIRCULATION CO.
Independence Sq., Phila. 1, Pa.
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WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
Private Teachers (Western)
HAROLD HURLBUT
PARIS—NEW YORK—HOLLYWOOD
Singers Who Have Studied with Him Include
NADINE CONNER
Distinguished Soprano Metropolitan Opera
HENRY CORDY, N.Y. City Center & Havana
Operas. ..EVELYN HERBERT. .. ROBERT HALLI-
DAY... LOIS LEE and other Stars of Opera,
Stage and Radio
Address: Hollywood, Calif, Phone: GL. 1056
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Teacher for Piano Teachers
Modern Piano Technic: Group work for Teach-
ers: Coaching concert pianists: Conducting
"Piano Teachers Forum."
BROOKS MAYS MUSIC STUDIOS
1 005*/2 Elm Street, Dallas 2, Texas Phone C-6214
EVANGELINE LEHMAN
TEACHER OF SINGING
Opera—Operetta—Oratorio—Concert.
167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5-8413
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianiit—Artist Teacher
22? So. Harvard Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.
FE. 2597
THE SAMOILOFF
BEL CANTO STUDIOS & OPERA ACADEMY
The only place where you can learn the original
Samoiloff Bel Canto Method which developed
such outstanding voices as NELSON EDDY
BIANCA SAROYA. DIMITRI ONOFRI and
many others. Now under the direction of Zepha
Samoiloff.
Write for Catalog, 3150 West Sixth St.
Los Angeles 5
Phone FE 8294 No charge for Audition
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory
work required for the degrees of Mus. Bach.,
and Mus. Mas. Special Chopin interpretation^
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Detroit, Mich.
Private Teachers (New York c;ty )
CECILE JAHIEL
CONCERT-PIANIST—COMPOSER
1st Prize of the Conservatory of Paris
Former pupil of Cortot and Ravel
Coaching concert-pianists for recitals
Courses for piano teachers and advanced pupils
Private lessons Resigster now for Summer classes
Special class for beginners
Telephone At. 9-0436 19 E. 98 St., New York, N. Y.
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
Interesting course
—
piano, harmony
Many Successful Pupils
146 W. 72nd St., N. V. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385
MARY BOXALL BOYD
(Pupil of Leschetizlcy)
Pianist—Teacher—Coach—Program Building
"The resulls she can obtain are miraculous"
Writes Leland Hall—Prof, of Music-
Smith College
Address—Steinway Hall—Nola Studios—
1 13 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y.
(Also 9 Chambers Terrace. Princeton N J.)
Tel. 207? M
ROY CAMPBELL
Teacher of Successful Singers of
Radio—Theatre—Pictures
—Concert—Opera
"STYLE-IZING" for Radio and the Theatre
—Studio
—
607-8 Carnegie Hall New York City
Telephone Cl 5-9244
Private Teachers (New York City)
LUCIUS DUNCAN
Concert Violinist—Teacher
Pupil of Schradleck
WESTCHESTER CONCERT BUREAU
White Plains, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa.
54 Bank St. 104 N. Mole St.
White Plains 9-7808 LO 7-0723
EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR UNIVERSITY.
COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS
WINTER TEACHING SEASON: SEPTEMBER
TO JUNE
For full information address:
338 West 89th Street New York 24, N Y.
Tel. SChuyler 4-0251
MONTHLY SESSIONS IN WASHINGTON. D. C.
CHARLES LAGOURGUE
STUDIOS
VOICE PRODUCTION—SINGING
COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION
fl ,
Mr. Lagourgue is the author of
The Secret"—Doily Vocal Exercises.
Expert in solving all problems of the SINGING
and SPEAKING Voice — huskiness, nasality
,
throatiness. Also stammering corrected.
35 West 57th Street, New York
EL. 5-2367
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice—Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib-
bett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.
MOO Park Ave., Corner 89th St., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Exponent TOBIAS MATTHAY
Private lessons, class lessons in Fundamentals
Summer-class, Southwest Harbor, Me.
801 Steinway Bldg. New York City
EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist—Artist-Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Mosz-
kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837,
57th St. at 7th Ave.
Tel. Columbus 5-4357 New York City
Summer Master Class—June 15 to August 15.
MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing—"Bel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singing
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
608 West End Ave. New York City
CRYSTAL WATERS
Concert Singer — Teacher
Voice Building, Breathing,
Diction, Expression, Style.
In preparation for
Radio, Screen, Stage,
Concert. Opera.
Write for Circular
405 E. 54 St. New York City
Tel. Vo-5—1362
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist and teacher
Teacher of Aron Copland, Elie Siegmeister
and many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia. B’way at 73rd St., New York City
JACK EPSTEIN
BARITONE
Concerts — Opera — Teaching
Music Studios Palm Beach, Fla.
Inquiries to
1401 Steinway Bldg., New York City
THE PIANIST'S PAGE
(Continued from Page 15)
Studies,” Op. 64 (second year).
It will pay you to look these over;
I know how good they are, be-
cause I recommended their publi-
cation.
New Short Pieces
Presser-Ditson also offers an
array of short pieces of all grades,
more attractive and of better qual-
ity than ever. . . . And Allah be
praised
. . .
even the titles do not
make me blush! There are no
“Chirruping Chipmunks,” “Palsied
Pansies,” “Clinging Catfish” or
“Ice Cream Cones’ Carnivals”
among them.
For first year pieces I like es-
pecially Rovenger’s amusing Chi-
nese Pigtail Dance, Eckhardt’s
beautiful little Sandy’s Lullaby,
and Vandevere’s exciting (but
easy) Here Comes the Train.
. . .
All of these have large notes.
. . .
And for second year boys Robin-
son’s Riding Down the Trail and
Milligan’s Wagon Trails will de-
light even the tough ones. The
girls will enjoy Wright’s senti-
mental A Southern Air.
. . . There
are also two lovely chord pieces,
Dungan’s Chimes at Parana (sec-
ond year) and Dungan’s Blue
Haze (third or fourth year)
which is especially good for large
handed adolescents. Boys and
girls of all ages will like Vande-
vere’s Pedro and Pepita, a short
waltz dialog with the melody al-
ternating in treble and bass
—an
excellent and easy study in waltz
rhythm.
For rapid or brilliant third year
recital pieces get Bentley’s Frost
Fairies, Scheroff’s Russian Peasant
Dance (both short) ; Steiner’s very
original Cherry Drops (in alter-
nate thirds) ; Marry ott’s brilliant
and tarantella-like Swirling Waters,
or Wigham’s short and dashing
Scottish Song
.
. . Fourth year
students will love Frank’s Harp
Sounds at Eventide and Leone’s
Gypsy Lament, both dripping with
sentiment.
The indefatigable and adroit
Henry Levine has arranged a flock
of twelve of Sousa’s marches
(third to fifth year) ... All the
favorites are there and some
bouncing ones that I didn’t know,
published in a single volume or
separately as you prefer.
A Memo for Santa
If you haven’t yet secured your
copy of James Francis Cooke’s
“How to Memorize Music,” why
not do your Christmas shopping
early and give it to yourself now
as a holiday gift? Dr. Cooke’s
authoritative and delightful style,
and the hints and observations
on memory given by 18 well-
known musicians are eye-and-ear
openers.
. . .
Santa should put the
book in his sack for you, without
fail.
"MODERN MUSIC" IS NONSENSE
(Continued from Page 9)
levelled at me, even though I have
never thought of myself as revo-
lutionary. We should distinguish
between revolutionary and evolu-
tionary. No one has ever revolu-
tionized music. Music simply flows,
adapting its course to the needs
and the spirit of the age that pro-
duces it. When people think of
music, I find that they tend to see
an all-over picture of nineteenth
century music, especially the nine-
teenth century symphonies. They
know little of the music of the
Middle Ages, of the Renaissance,
and are surprised to have “modern
audacities” pointed out to them in
the works of Monteverde or of
J. S. Bach. Yet those works are
full of “modernisms!” The great-
est composers have always been
“modern,” imaginatively—that is
why they looked forward instead
of backward. Why look back?
Look ahead and follow your heart.
No, there has never been any revo-
lutionary break in the flow of
music. The sources of atonality, as
I have said, lie in the chromatic
scale, and the sources of poly-
tonality are found in Bach. What
has followed from those sources
is not a break, but an evolution.
Everything systematic—that is,
written according to a precon-
ceived system, and held in bounds
so as to conform to that system
—
is dead in advance. How could it
be otherwise? A system conceived
in advance leaves no room for
imagination, for the unexpected.
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. freshness is important, espe-
“!L in melody. No one can tell
ToJto ^cure
that splendid feeling
f something
new, untrammeled,
sympathetic. It is a
part of talent.
One has it or
one has not. Certain-
,
it cannot be
calculated, meas-
ured out,
put into sizeable limits.
One cannot
be taught to set down
ei„ht bars
of fresh, human, ap-
neafing melody. The composer
|¥ho can do it, though—ah! he is
the one who wins. Also, he needs
more than mere technique. Systems
exist, of course, and some of them
are interesting. If
one is interested
in any system, he should explore
it to its
fullest possibilities—and
then get out! Fortunately, there is
no rigid system in contemporary
music.
It is curious how people go on
believing that the composer knows
less about what he is doing than
those who judge him. 1 have
heard it said that my style has
changed. Well ! I began by writing
what I felt, and have kept on doing
just that. What has changed, per-
haps, is the ear of the listeners.
The audacities of 1920 seem quite
natural in 1940. After listening to
a work, or a style, for twenty years,
people get used to it. Then they
think that the music has changed.
Audiences—and especially critics
—could bring about this “change”
in less than two decades if they
gave themselves the chance of hear-
ing a new work several times be-
fore forming an opinion about it.
Once, after the first performance
of a work of mine, a critic came to
give me his opinion. He said that,
while the work had interest, it was
far, far too long. After the work
had had its third performance,
this gentleman came back to say
how glad he was that I had profited
by his advice; the work was much
better now that I had cut it. The
fact is that I had not touched it in
any way. The music he heard at
the third performance was exactly
what he had heard at the first. The
“change” was in his ear. He had
become familiar with it. I have
long felt that the future of music
lies in the ears and the attitudes
of the hearers. The composers can
take care of themselves.
For myself, 1 carefully detach
myself from trying to write to the
needs of any time, scheme, fad, or
system. I write what is in my heart.
Naturally, since I live in 1949, the
very air I breathe will make my
writing different from that of a
man who wrote in 1649. But that
is not of my doing. My counsel
to the young composer, then, is
really a simple one—let him make
sure of his technique, and then
work hard at saying what he has
to say. There’s nothing else for
him to do.
Completing the Tabernacle Organ
(Continued from Page 19)
this. What is more, its tone is so
transparent that one can almost
see through it, and there is great
weight in the tone as well.
The builder of the organ was
Joseph H. Ridges, an English con-
vert to Mormon ism from Australia.
The construction required nearly
eight years after Elder Ridges took
up the task in 1860. He made a
far-reaching search for the best
wood suitable for the pipes and
this was found in the Parowan and
Pine Valley regions of southern
I tah, 300 miles from Salt Lake
City. The wood was cut out of the
'ugin forest and drawn by oxen
and wagons to the site of the Tab-
ernacle, where the logs were tested,
seasoned, shaped and prepared for
the organ. The magnificent 32'
Pipes in the case are made from
those original logs and shine like
gold. Their richness is such that
they sound like string basses and
•heir tones seem to be an everlast-
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ing memorial to untold sacrifice.
The organ was dedicated in
Oc tober, 1867, although it was not
entirely complete at that time. A
large choir under the leadership of
Elder George Careless gave a serv-
ice of songs accompanied by die
organ, which even then had 700
pipes. Like a great cathedi al the
organ started to grow through the
decades. By 1870 the total number
of pipes had reached to 1662. In
1885 1.900 new sets of pipes were
added and in 1900 nine more sets
of pipes were included together
with a new four manual console.
It wras occasionally necessary
to
replace some of the older sets of
pipes and this was done locally or
hv organ builders in the East.
The improvements were made un-
der the direction of Elder Ridges
who continued his work on the
organ until 1900.
(This is the first of two articles
on the Mormon Tabernacle organ.)
StHtC t&C Ticux
with the FIRST NAME IN PIANO METHODS!
IRICHREI RflROH PIRRO COURSE
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence
MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER. -60
. .
i.oo
. .
i .oo
. .
i.oo
rnAne rmiD . . i.oo
MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE .. i.oo
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC-—Book One. .
.
..
.75
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC—Book Two.
.
..
.75
CHORD PLAYING
FOR PIANO
by WILLIAM KREVIT
The Three Basic Hand-Shapes of Early
Keyboard Harmony in Short, Tuneful
Pieces for FINGER STRENGTH, IM-
PROVED SIGHT READING and BET.
TER MUSICIANSHIP.
T.00
Let’s Learn About Music
by STANFORD KING
A music appreciation book—16 early
grade piano solos—descriptive stories
—representative thematic exam*
pies of principal musical forms
—composers’ photographs-
—musical quiz.
1.00
HAZEL
CDBB
Piano Books
THIS WAY
TO MUSIC
RHYTHM
with RHYME
and REASON
|
'WCtUC'it
jYOUR CHOPIN BOOK
j 23 Chopin compositions especially
\
compiled by the gifted teacher
—
| Preludes, Mazurkas, Nocturnes, Waltz-
j es.
Polonaises, etc. 1.00
(thinking fingers
I
GUY MAIER and
I HERBERT BRADSHAW
| Not only
HUNDREDS of finger exer-
I
cises for intermediate and advanced
I pianists—but exact, stimulating and
I original directions on how to practice
J
them. 1-00
' MOZART: Sonata in Bb
Major (K.570)
with Introduction and Fingering
by Guy Maler
Beautiful Sonata available for first
lime in single American
edition.
.75
An easy reading
approach to the
piano.
Counting made
"Easy as pie."
GETTING ACQUAINTED
WITH THE KEYBOARD
Book One: PRACTICE
PATTERNS
Book Two: SCALE
PATTERNS
each book 75 cents
A
Learning
Music Program
by
FLORENCE FENDER BINKLEY
Supplements the student's beginning
material and aids the teacher in
planning a well-balanced study pro-
gram.
MY MUSIC DRAWING BOOK
Correlates staff with the keyboard
MY MUSIC WRITING BOOK
Helps student to think and reason
MY MUSIC SPELLING BOOK
Stresses minor scale in three forms
MY MUSIC READING BOOK
Supplementary reading material
PRACTICIN’ TIME
Makes practice more enjoyable
each book 60 cents
FR EE! 32 Page Thematic Catalog I Write Dep’t. [-9.
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Chicago 4, III. -Los Angeles 14, Calif..
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The Concert in the Chapel
Important Notice
Have you ever moved? If not,
probably some of your relatives
or friends have, and you know
how important it is to remember
their new addresses.
And now, you must remember
the new address of ETUDE. Yes,
the ETUDE has moved, so the
next time you write to the Junior
Etude or enter the contests be sure
to address your envelope to JUN
IOR ETUDE, BRYN MAWR,
Pennsylvania.
Bryn Mawr is in the suburbs of
Philadelphia, not very far away
but of course it has a different
post office. So, remember the new
address, Bryn Mawr, Penna.
by William J. Murdoch
THE old surgeon shook hishead. No, no, no! His boy, his
youngest son, would never be a
musician. He would be a lawyer,
a fine and respected citizen. Sure-
ly, he told his wife, a child of six
could be made to find other
amusement besides playing in a
neighborhood children’s band of
drums and jew’s-harps and toy
horns. He must! Furthermore,
there would be no more music in
the home until all thoughts of mu-
sic had been driven from the
child’s head.
But somehow a tiny clavichord
was smuggled into the home by
an older relative. It was taken to
the attic. There the youngster
played to his heart’s content,
learning the keyboard by himself,
creating his own music in the
muffled tinkling of the little in-
strument. His father never sus-
pected the truth.
One day the old doctor had
business at the court of the Duke
of Sachse-Weissenfels. It would
take several days. The little boy
asked eagerly if he might go, too.
No, he was too young.
Bitterly disappointed, the boy
watched the carriage drive away.
After it had rounded a corner, he
ran after it. And ran and ran.
When he caught up with his father
he pleaded his case again, and at
length was permitted to ride
along
—
perhaps because it gave
his father an opportunity to lec-
ture him further on obedience!
The lad made many friends at
court. Among them were the mu-
sicians who played in the chapel
of the Duke, himself a great mu-
sic lover. One Sunday, after serv-
ices, the organist hoisted the little
fellow up on the bench and bade
him play.
And the boy did—beautifully
and tenderly
—
playing some of his
own simple works he had secretly
composed on his clavichord, as
well as some he had heard in
church and on the streets. The
Duke happened to be nearby, and
he watched and listened in amaze-
ment. Immediately he summoned
the boy and his father before him.
Now it was the old surgeon’s
turn to be amazed. He listened to
the story, saw the Duke fill the de-
lighted youngster’s pockets with
money as a sign of appreciation,
heard the Duke urge that every-
thing be done to encourage such
remarkable genius.
The father was convinced at
last. He not only lifted the ban
against music, but as soon as they
returned home he arranged for the
church organist to begin the for-
mal musical education of his little
Georg—Georg Frederich Handel.
September Birthdays
Engelbert Humperdinck opens
the month with his birthday on
September 1 (1854). Composer
of the opera “Hansel and Gretel.”
Grieg’s death occurred Septem-
ber 4 (1907).
Dvorak s birthday is celebrated
September 8 (1841). Composer of
the well-known symphony “From
the New World.”
The composer of some of your
sonatinas Kuhlau was born on
September 11 (1876).
and Anniversaries
The wife of Schumann, Clara
Wieck, who played many of Schu-
mann’s compositions in her con-
certs, was born September 13
(1819).
The Constitution of the United
States of America was agreed
upon on September 17 (1787).
Francis Hopkinson, considered
the first native song composer in
America, was born on September
21 (1737). He was a signer of the
Declaration of Independence.
Instruments of Former Times
WHEN you hear anyone speakof a hurdy-gurdy, what do
you usually see in your mind’s
eye? A hand-organ, or as it is
often called, a barrel-organ or a
“grind-organ.” It has other names
also, and it is frequently used as
Old Hurdy-Gurdy in
Museum in London
an accompaniment to the antics of
a trained monkey on a rope.
But even though this instrument
is called a hurdy-gurdy, the real
hurdy-gurdy is an old-time curi-
osity, specimens of which can
sometimes be found in museums.
It looked more or less like a very
clumsy guitar or lute
; it had
strings of gut or wire, and even
copper. The sound was produced
by a revolving wooden wheel un-
der the strings, which were pressed
down by keys or levers. It had tun-
ing pegs, similar to other string
instruments, and the wooden wheel-
rim was resined. The wheel, which
took the place of a bow, was kept
revolving by a little crank, or han-
dle, which the player had to turn
continuously. Some of the wander-
ing minstrels in the Middle Ages
used this instrument, and it was
also used in other forms of coun-
try life.
Odo of Cluny, in France, who
died as long ago as the year 942,
left instructions as to how an “or-
ganistrum” (as the hurdy-gurdy
was called in those early centu-
ries) was built. These instruments
were usually less than three feet
long, but in the Twelfth Century
longer ones, about five feet, were
made, which required two players
for their manipulation—one to
press the keys, or levers, and the
other to turn the handle.
Had it not been for the strange
instruments of the past, our beau-
tiful instruments of today might
not have been developed.
Quiz Number 47
(Keep score. One hundred is perfect)
1. What is a Lute? (10 points)
2. What is meant by Tutti? (10
points)
3. In what opera does Hans
Sachs appear? (15 points)
4. What is meant by unison?
(5 points)
5. Who wrote Tr'dmerei? (5
points)
6. Is Koussevitsky an operatic
conductor, a violinist, a composer,
or a symphonic conductor? (15
points)
7. What is the term used to
express “with spirit”? (5 points)
8. What is the letter name of
an augmented fourth from G
sharp? (15 points)
9. How many flats in the major
scale whose leading tone is G?
(15 points)
10. How many thirty-second
notes in a dotted sixteenth note?
(5 points)
(Answers on this page)
Answers to Quiz
1. A string instrument of Oriental ori-
gin resembling a Mandolin in appear-
ance, now no longer in use. 2 All
instruments together. 3. “Die Meister-
singer” by Wagner. 4. Two or more
instruments or singers on the same tone
or in octaves of the same tone. 5. Schu-
mann. 6. Symphonic conductor. 7. Con
spirito. 8. C double sharp. 9. Four, scale
of A-flat major. 10. Three.
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Junior Etude Contest
JUNIOR Etude will award which you enter on upper left cor-
* nn/oL winnlhThe i
attractive prizes each month
for the
essays
Contest is
,,.,e
v -
neatest and best stories or
,r<l for answer, to
pussies.
Sest OP*" >»
a11 and
Th under
eighteen years of age.
8
Class A, fifteen
to eighteen years
f affe;
Class B, twelve to fifteen;
flass C, under
twelve years.
Names of prize
winners will ap-
pear on this
page in a future issue
of the
ETUDE. The thirty next
best contributors
will receive
honorable mention.
Put your name, age
and class in
ner of your paper and put your
address on upper right corner of
your paper.
Write on one side of paper only.
Do not use typewriters and do
not have anyone copy your work
for you.
Essay must contain not over one
hundred and fifty words and must
be received at the Junior Etude
Office, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania,
on or before the first of October.
Results in January. Subject for
essay this month, “Starting the
New Season In Music.”
Singing in a (.horus
(Prize winner in Class A)
This year I'm a senior.
Of all my expe-
nses in high school I have benefUed
most from my experience with the
glee
d
My personality has been greatly
en-
riched by these experiences. I have
added
self confidence, a growing interest in mu-
sic a greater understanding of music,
mowth socially, a greater understanding
of my responsibility toward others as well
as my own dependence upon them.
To
elaborate briefly on these. I wish to say
that public performance with the glee
club has made me unafraid of large
groups. I now love good music, living it,
and not feeling aloof as though it were
for some other person as 1 once did. I
can't even begin to express my apprecia-
tion for the opportunity to be in the glee
club and for enjoyment of high school and
the further enjoyment of life. I highly
recommend singing in a glee club or some
kind of chorus.
Patricia Klckel (Age 17).
"Wisconsin
(Send replies to letters on this page
in eare of Junior Etude and they
will be forwarded to the writers.)
Dear Junior Etude :
After finishing high school I plan to
complete my educaUon at a university. X
have played piano on several programs
and also over the radio. I would like other
Junior readers to write to me.
Jimmy Harris, Texas
I have played the piano for six years
and my mother has some copies of the
ETUDE back to 1900. I would like to hear
from boys in other countries.
John Fitzpatrick (Age 12),
Michigan
1 have been studying music for five
years and plan to become a concert pianist
or teacher. I am going to give lessons to
a few beginners this year and would like
to hear from someone with similar ideas.
Shirley Park (Age 14),
Ohio
,
Play the piano and flute and play first
chair in our high school orchestra. I am
entering a district contest soon. I would
me to hear from someone about my age.
Carolyn Judd (Age 14),
Indiana
I am a piano student and am studying
or my diploma. My interests are classical
nusic, ballet and opera. I would be
P eased to hear from other girls interestedm music.
Daphne Keith (Age 18),
Dear Junior Etude:
Eng 'and
sin<y
h
^
VG
J:
aken Piano lessons eight years,
studv
m chorus
.
anc* 2iee club at school,
con,L
C
°!P
position anc* harmony, and have
tohL^«d several pieces. I would be glad
r °^er Junior Etude readers.
Thomas Yancey (age 16), Missouri
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Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention for Essays, Singing
in a Chorus: Janet Drews, Mary Ann Go-
recki. Mary Eckenroth, Joan Gavre, Carol
Brown, Arthur Jannery, Mary Theresa
Gregory, Ann Elsen, Joyce Kilgore, Re-
becca Anstone, Georgia Brownell, George
Morrison, Edythe Olson, Anita Young,
Jean Bray. Doris Dremmer, Olive Carson,
Walter Johns, Meta Long, Edgar Ziegler,
Lola Batier, Marjorie Hart, Stella Weimer,
Ruth Branbane, John Scranton. Georgia
Brewster, Evelyn Mann, Miiton Hardwick,
Irene Goodwin, Ellen O’Keef, Alvin Rubin.
Dear Junior Etude:
I come from Java, an island in the
Pacific Ocean. My mother and I came
to America last year to study music. I
hope to he a concert pianist. I played
twenty-three pieces in my recital. I also
learned to play clarinet in the school
band and sing in the Junior Choir in
church.
Java is called the “garden of the
East.” We have a symphony orchestra,
some jazz hands, and a theatre. The
natives have their own instruments and
I like their gamelan orchestra, which
has violins, lutes, drums, and cymbals.
It is very different from a western or-
chestra. Beggars go out every Friday
and play on bamboo “tjongklangs,"’ a
kind of musical instrument, to earn a
few cents. Street violinists and guitar-
ists are quite common. We hope more
western people will come to Java and
EVELYN YAP
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Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist
Diploma
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director Mn Euc,,d Ave -
Cleve,an
’
Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded 1887 by Dr. F. Ziegfeld
RUDOLPF) GANZ, President
CONFERS DEGREES OF 6.MUS.. B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
Member of North Central Association and National
Association of Schools of Music
All Branches of Music. Special Instruction for
Children and Non-Professiona s
Address Registrar, 60 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, Illinois
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC—CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art
62nd year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a free catalog—Address: John B. Hattstaedt,
Pres- 581 K.mball Bldg., Chicago
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of Faculty
Established 1867, Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute
of Fine Arts
affiliated with University of Cincinnati.
Complete school of music—Faculty of
international reputation; Degrees, Diplomas, Certificates—
dormitories, 10 acre
campus^Ad.dress^.
^ benjamIN, Registrar CINCINNATI It. OHIO
(See tetter herewith )
learn our instruments, as we
come to
America to learn music. We will miss
the nice seasons in America
when we
go home next year. I am enclosing
a
kodak picture and would like
some
Junior Etude readers to write to me.
From your friend,
Evelyn Yap (Age 10), Illinois
(and Java).
I was very much interested in^etwo
articles on the alto clarinet in
ETUDE as
I play that instrument. I
also play PiaI?o
and plan to take up organ soon. I
would
like to hear from other music
lovers^
Alice Heizer (age lb), Illinois
ARLINGTON ACADEMY OF MUSIC
"The school of the East for Intensive
Professional Music Training"
Full and part time courses in ^Zl^uucm'^TISTS °
,nstrurnents
faculty of modern music artists
Arranging Courses including Scln Ilinger
Commencement dale Sept. 6, 1 94V
*Approved for Veterans
, _ , ,
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STUDENTS—MUSIC LOVERS to earn
Liberal Commissions selling ETUDE and
all other major magazines. No Cost or
Obligation. Write for complete details
today to:
M. E. NICHOLS
CURTIS CIRCULATION CO.
Independence Square, Phila. 5, Pa.
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Presser’s FALL BARGAIN OFFER
NOTE: OFFERS NO. 1 io NO. 76 INCLUSIVE
Special “Final Introductory Prices” apply only to orders mailed on or before September 30, 1949.
Order in any quantity! Remittance must accompany order. Sorry
.
. .
but no returns, examina-
tions or exchanges. These items will be delivered soon after order is received. (*) Indicates
items sold only in U.S.A. and possessions.
NO. 1—LITTLE PIECES FROM THE
EARLY CLASSICS (60c)
For Piano Solo Compiled and
Arranged by Leopold J. Beer
This group of ten rarely heard classic®
seems to paint a charming picture of an
eighteenth century drawing room, where
the dancing mood is set by the Courante,
Gavotte, Rigaudon, Sarabande, and Men-
uet. Expertly edited, this collection re-
presents works of Bach, Francois and
T
.ouis Couperin, Gluck, Handel, Kuhnau,
Purcell and Rameau. For the third grade
student.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO. 2—THE FIRST CHRISTMAS (75c)
by Ada Richter
The story of that wonderful night in
Bethlehem is unforgettably told in lan-
guage that children can understand. The
eleven Christmas Carols introduced are 1
beautifully illustrated
;
the arrangements
are within the playabilities of young
pianists. Useful as recital material, as
well as for home playing. A gift hook
any child will appreciate.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 3—THE CHILD SCHUBERT (40c)
Childhood Days of Famous
Composers Series
by Lottie Ellsworth Coit and
Ruth Bampton
Children will take great delight in crea-
ting a musical playlet, dramatizing this
story, and also in constructing the mini-
ature stage in connection with this book.
Easy arrangements of Moment Musical
;
“Theme” from the Unfinished Sym-
phony; Hark! Hark! the Lark! and a
duet arrangement of the Military March
are interspersed. Attractive illustrations
and a list of recordings for children.
PRICE, 30 cents, postpaid
NO. 4—LITTLE PLAYERS GROWING
UP (75c)
by Robert Nolan Kerr
This is the third in a series of widely-
used books for class or private instruc-
tion in piano playing, begun with Little
Players (50c) and followed by Tunes
for Little Players (60c) . It’s gay in color
and content, with verses to make the
work go easily. The mastery of musical
terms and expressive playing are greatly
emphasized. Attractively illustrated.
PRICE, 45 cents, postpaid
NO. 5—NOAH AND THE ARK (60c)
A Story with Music for Piano
by Ada Richter
This familiar Biblical story is delight-
fully presented by Mrs. Richter, inter-
spersed with her easy-to-play-and-sing
piano pieces and many colorable line
drawings. Adaptable as an enjoyable re-
cital playlet, with an older student as
narrator. Directions for dramatization
are included. Pupils also may be given
the pieces as separate lesson assignments.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO. 6—ALL THROUGH THE YEAR (60c)
Twelve Characteristic Pieces for
Piano by Ella Ketterer
A collection of recreational pieces in
grades two-and-a-half, with a representa-
tive piece for each month of the year.
King Winter
—January; To My Valen-
tine—February; Vacation Days are Here
—June; and New Skates for Christmas
—December are representative. Story-
like directions appeal to children. De-
lightfully illustrated.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO. 7—TECHNIC TACTICS (75c)
Twenty-One Short Studies for Piano
by Milo Stevens
Ideal for second graders! Such matters
as scale passages divided between the
hands; interlocking arpeggios; broken
chords; rapid five-note groups; staccato
chords; crossing of hands; wrist rota-
tion; chromatic scales; double thirds;
the trill and mordent are well covered.
Major and minor modes are used, pro-
viding a sound technical foundation
with melodic interest.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO. 8—SECOND PIANO PART TO
STREABBOG (75c)
(Opus 64)
by Basil D. Gauntlett
A dozen recital and study numbers that
will be welcome in any studio having
two pianos! These original compositions
by Mr. Gauntlett amplify, melodically
and harmonically, the standard studies,
making excellent program material of
them for students of about equal abil-
ities. The second piano parts are not
issued in score; therefore, for perform-
ance, a copy of Streabbog, Op. 64 is
required. (Presser Coll. No. 112—75c.)
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 9—YOU CAN PLAY THE
PIANO! (75c)
Part Three
A Book for the Older Beginner
by Ada Richter
Not only original numbers, but old fa-
vorites in new arrangements serve to
make this just the type of study ma-
terial an older student prefers while
learning to play! The “Theme” from
Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony and
Nevin’s Narcissus are two of the manv
choice numbers included.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 10—THE ORNAMENT FAMILY (75c)
by Louise Robyn
Quaint illustrations in a charming story-
book setting. With 19 musical exercises
Miss Robyn prepares the young student
for adequate fluency and understanding
of all the ornaments to be met with
later in the Two- and Three-part Inven-
tions and the Well-Tempered Clavichord
of Bach, as well as the piano Sonatas
of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 11—FIFTEEN RECREATIVE
ETUDES (60c)
by William Scher
Here is a group of supplementary studies
for second and third grade students.
Emphasis falls upon alternating right
and left hand scale passages; rhythm;
legato and cantahile playing; staccato;
broken chords; left hand development;
chord and pedal work; chromatic scale
passages, and interlacing triads.
PRICE, 45 cents, postpaid
NO. 12—STANFORD KING'S PARTY
PIANO BOOK ($1.00)
Here is a party “ice-breaker” that’s tops
any time for good, old-fashioned, “round-
the-piano” sing sessions! These old-time
ballads, and new ones too, are arranged
for grade 2Ms and contain such numbers
as : A Bicycle Built for Two ; Daisy
Belle', Little Annie Rooney; The Man
on the Flying Trapeze and many others.
PRICE, 70 cents, postpaid
NO. 13—ECHOES FROM OLD
VIENNA (75c)
That romantic era of the waltz and the
operetta is brought to the foreground
once again through such lilting melodies
as Afternoon in Vienna, (Brown)
;
Ro-
mance in Vienna, (DeCola)
; Springtime
in Vienna, (King)
; and others. The
whisper of taffeta skirts can be heard
through these well-chosen third and
fourth grade selections for young and
old pianists.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 14—CHOPIN PRELUDES ($1.50)
by Guy Maier
Here Dr. Maier presents the beautiful
CHOPIN PRELUDES with carefully
prepared study notes and suggestions
for their interpretation. These masterly
annotations will prove of great value to
serious students. As usual. Dr. Maier
writes the notes in a most engagin'*
style.
PRICE, $1.20, postpaid
NO. 15—THE DITSON ALBUM OF
ORGAN SOLOS ($1.00)
For the “king of instruments” this fa-
vored album contains in addition to
some numbers written especially for it,
as Alfred Whitehead’s transcription of
Purcell’s March Maestoso, many popular
favorites, among them Stults’ The Sweet-
est Story Ever Told and Bartlett’s A
Dream. Hammond Organ registrations
included.
PRICE, 75 cents, postpaid
NO. 16—ORGAN MUSINGS ($1.50)
A Collection of Original
Compositions and Transcriptions
for the Organ
Exclusively chosen for this large volume
are some of the original compositions of
contemporary composers such as Over-
holt, Koepke, Sheppard, and Broadhead.
Among the arrangements especialy made
are Haydn’s Allegretto, and Tschaikow-
sky’s Legende. Hammond registrations
throughout. Cloth bound.
PRICE, $1.10, postpaid
NO. 17—TEN CHORAL PRELUDES
AND A FANTASY ($1.00)
For the Organ
by H. Alexander Matthews
A book for the discriminating organist
with registrations for standard antfelec-
tronic organs, the solo stops left to the
discretion of the player! Hymns for
Christmas, Easter, Lent and general use
are included.
PRICE, 75 cents, postpaid
NO. 18—SIX ORGAN TRANSCRIP.
TIONS FROM BACH (50c)
by Edwin Arthur Kraft
A distinct contribution to the literature
of music for the organ. Organists will
welcome this fine edition of the Andante
from the “Italian Concerto”; Jesu, Jesu,
Thou Art Mine
;
O Saviour Sweet Q
Saviour Kind; and others.
PRICE, 35 cents, postpaid
NOS. 19 & 20—SONGS OF WORSHIP
(75c each)
A Collection for the Church Soloist
High Voice Low Voice
These simple songs of devotion, with
their appealing text and variety of mood,
will attract young singers and strike’
response in the congregation. Good for
the repertoire of any church soloist. Be
sure to specify High or Low Voice
volume when ordering!
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 21—THE CHAPEL CHOIR
BOOK (75c)
For Three-Part Mixed Voices
(S.A.B.) Compiled and Arranged by
Rob Roy Pcery
This new collection of sacred music has
the baritone part so arranged that it
may be sung by both tenors and basses.
All parts are equally interesting. Origi-
nal compositions, seasonal anthems, and
choral transcriptions of favorite hymns
are included. Sold only in U.S.A.
PRICE, 60 cents, postpaid
NO. 22—FIRST CHORAL BOOK (60c)
A Collection of Secular Choruses
for Two-Part Treble Voice
Music directors will here find a variety
of mostly original compositions by mod-
ern and contemporary composers. The
charm and range of numbers such as
Whistle and Hoe, Lindsay; Winter Noc-
turne, Koepke, and Daniel, the Spaniel,
Federer, will appeal to young choristers.
PRICE, 45 cents, postpaid
NO. 23—SONG OF BETHLEHEM (60c)
A Christmas Cantata for Mixed
Voices by Louise E. Stairs
Music in limited range and diversified
but easy rhythms, offers selections for
all the usual solo voices, duets, women’s
chorus, men’s chorus, women’s trio, and
mixed chorus numbers. Ideal as a wor-
ship service. Performance time: 40
minutes.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 24—ETERNAL MORNING (75c)
An Easter Cantata for Mixed Voices
by Louise E. Stairs
words by Elsie Duncan Yale
A melodic work, easy to sing, and well
balanced in its choral writing. In ad-
dition to the inspiring choral numbers,
there are rewarding solos; duets for
soprano-alto, and alto-tenor; a trio for
treble ^voices; a two-part chorus for
women’s voices
; and a quartet for men’s
voices. About 45 minutes performance
time.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
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PRICE, 75 cents,
postpaid
. ,fi_-KEYBOARD APPROACH TO
N0 ' 2 HARMONY ($1.25)
by Margaret Lowry
The approach
to this conversational
e hod is through
singing and playing!
Not intended to
replace any part of ad-
training, the text gives a
foun-®
“‘.f basic harmony that can be
Suhed in a surprisingly small
munber
nf lessons. An encouraging
book, help-
•
nV the “learner” to make harmonic
sense” out of his
music.
PRICE, $1.00, postpaid
N0. 27—AN INTRODUCTION
TO
SCORE READING ($1.50)
by Carl G. Schluer
A well thought-out
exposition of the
problems involved in the reading
of
scores. It is a technic almost
indispens-
able to the embryo conductor, and
piano
N0 77—SHORT ETUDES WITH
ORNAMENTS
For Piano
Compiled and Edited
by Louise Robyn
Almost a sequel to The Ornament Fam-
ily... eighteen short etudes with music
selected from the studies by Bertini,
Czerny, Lemoine, Wieck and Beethoven.
Explanatory notes provided.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO. 78—GRAB-BAG
by Bruce Carleton
The content of a grab-bag is always a
mystery, but the bag contains something
of value. Here is a grab-bag with every
purchaser a winner! No one could pos-
sibly lose by ordering a book by the
well-known composer and arranger,
Bruce Carleton. whose easy grade ver-
sions of the Marine’s Hymn, and the
Stars and Stripes Forever are widely
used. 14 first grade arrangements.
PRICE, 30 cents, postpaid
NO. 79—MOTHER GOOSE IN
NOTELAND
A “Colorful” Music Reader for t
Rather Young
by Josephine Hovey Perry
The Oliver Ditson Co. announces a n
music reader by the author of A MU
CAL MOTHER GOOSE FOR TA\
BUSY WORK BEGINNERS, etc.
aim is to fully establish concepts of 1
treble and bass section of keys a
notes and their correlation to one
°wer. The Middle C approach is us
and one note at a time is added in bi
bass (to be colored red) and treble
be colored green) octaves. In Part T
standardized black and white notes
Pear, and the child plays folk so
and other airs with satisfying melo
content.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO. 80—partners at the
KEYBOARD
by Ella Ketterer
Miss Ketterer has to her credit a
i . ,
successful piano material, an
' uch is Side by Side, a duet book
s grade players. Partners at the .
and organ students also will find it of
great value. Introduced is a veritable
treasure house of masterly scoring from
the pens of such great composers as
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Haydn, Pales-
trina, Mozart, Weber, and Brahms.
PRICE, $1.20, postpaid
NOS. 28-36 (parts) NO. 37 (score)
—
BASIC STUDIES FC.l THE INSTRU-
MENTS OF THE ORCHESTRA (Cond.
Sc. $1.50; Stuaent's 50c)
by Traugott Rohner
These Basic Studies strive for the Stu-
dent’s development of a sound founda-
tion in musicianship and the technique
of orchestra playing. Major emphasis on
the string section with parts available
in 9 books and Cond. Score covering
each instrument of the orchestra
—
violin; viola; cello; bass; flute and
oboe; F horns; Bb clarinet and trumpet;
Eb horns and Eb alto saxophone; trom-
bone, bassoon and tuba. May be used as
Basic Studies for the Band and also for
practicing at home—individually. The
conductor will find helpful hints for
board, in oblong shape, is somewhat
more advanced and is suitable for ado-
lescents and grown-ups as well as for
younger students. A student assigned
to the Secondo part will have no reason
to complain of monotony, for special
care has been taken to make both parts
decidedly interesting and melodious.
PRICE, 35 cents, postpaid
NO. 81—FAVORITE PIECES AND
SONGS
by Mary Bacon Mason
Designed to follow Miss Mason’s Folk
Songs and Famous Pictures. The author s
purpose is to teach children to enjoy
wood music, to reproduce music by plav-
fng and singing it, and to develop good
musical tastes. No octaves, hard chords,
or intricate finger work.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 82—MORE STUNTS FOR THE
PIANO
by Ada Richter
Pupils enjoy practicing technical exer-
cises if they are presented as
music.
Also, the exercises must not be too
ion0
and not too difficult. This book
follows
Mrs. Richter’s earlier book
Stunts tor
the Piano. It can be used to
supplement
any course of instruction
bridging the
„ap between the easy exercises
and the
introduction of the sonatina. Each
p.ece
has an attractive title.
PRICE, 25 cents, postpaid
NO 83—TWELVE MELODIOUS
STUDIES
by Wilmot Lemont
For pupils in grades three
to four The
author devotes himself to
various phases
of technic, such as sixth
over a bal-
anced left hand, triplets, right
hand
scale passages, sustained
melody over
moving accompaniment, arpeggios j*
vided between the hands,
chromatic
•roups for right hand, left
hand aeil-
flv legato and staccato p
aying, and
cross-hand playing. The melodious
mu-
mc in which these technical
studies are
couched appeals to the unnwwl
love
„f a tune and encourages
faithtul and
happy practice in piano
pupils.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
determining orchestra seating arrange-
ments, for setting certain entrance re-
quirements for membership, and supple-
mentary instruction methods.
PRICES: Conductor’s Score: $1.20
Student’s Books : 40 cents each,
postpaid
NOS. 38-73 (parts) NO. 74 (score)—
SOUSA'S FAMOUS MARCHES
(Each part: 40c—Score $1.25)
Adapted for School Bands
by Samuel Laudenslager
Here is an excellent “first” collection of
Sousa’s twelve finest marches with full
instrumentation for the average school
band. The Stars and, Stripes Forever;
Fairest of the Fair; Liberty Bell; The
Thunderer; Washington Post; El Cup-
itan; Manhattan Beach; King Cotton;
The Invincible Eagle ;High School Ca-
dets; Semper Fidelis, and Hands Across
the Sea comprise the contents.
PRICES: Each Part: 30 cents
Conductor’s Score: 90 cents,
postpaid
NO. 84—TWENTY-FOUR MINIATURE
STUDIES
by Cedric W. Lemont
Each of these brief studies, for the most
part eight measures in length, has a defi-
nite purpose in technical development.
The book presents practice opportunity
for right and left hand scale passages,
incisive rhythm, repeated notes with
fingers changes, broken chords, etc. A
happy combination of melody and tech-
nique that the student of grade two-and-
a-half to three-and-a-half ability will
look forward to practicing.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NOS. 85 & 86—CLASSIC ITALIAN
SONGS
Volume II
Medium High Medium Low
Edited by Mabelle Glenn and
Bernard U. Taylor
A welcome volume with interesting
modernized accompaniments, and clear-
ly indicated phrase marks to assure
artistic interpretation. A detailed song-
study has been prepared together with
the Italian pronunciation table, English
translations of the songs, notes on each
song and biographical sketches ol the
composers.
PRICE, 60 cents, postpaid
NO. 87—HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES
by Stanford King
Teen age piano pupils demand materials
that are meaningful. They want tunes
and rhythms comparable to things they
enjoy. Here are ten original pieces with
such titles as Swinging Down Syca-
more Lane, Cover Girl , Bubble Gum
Boogie. Blue April, Sentimental Seren-
ade Rumpus Room Rhumba, Sundaes
on ’Saturday Night. The rhythmic and
melodic content of each selection offers
not only pleasure as recreational
mate-
rial. but excellent training in technique
and style.
PRICE, 40 cents, postpaid
NO 88—ORGAN COMPOSITIONS
WITH CHIMES
Compiled and arranged by
Ralph Kinder
Here is a collection of easy and tuneful
compositions for organ, each one ar-
ranged with chimes by one of America s
best known composers. This book will
NO. 75—HOW TO MEMORIZE
MUSIC ($1.50)
by James Francis Cooke
A welcome and scholarly book on the
importance and practical methods ot
memorization. Dr. Cooke, editor o
Etude, the Music Magazine, supplements
his own suggestions with those ot sue
i
important musical figures as Jrlaroia
Bauer, Rudolph Ganz, Percy Grainger,
Josef Hofmann, Ernest Hutchinson, ls-
idor Philipp, and Moriz Rosenthal—a
veritable symposium on the subject.
PRICE, $1.25, postpaid
NO. 76—THE WELL-TEMPERED
ACCOMPANIST ($2.50)
by Coenraad V. Bos
Every accompanist, every singer should
read the wise, witty memoirs of this
great artist, whom Margaret Truman
chose as her vocal coach. Musicians
everywhere acknowledge Bos an author-
ity on German Lieder. Bos played the
first performance of Brahms
,
lel
,
Ernste Gesaenge” and was congratulated
by the composer. He has played tor
generations of great singers—Ludwig
Wuellner, Julia Culp, Elena Gerhardt,
Rose Bampton, Helen Trauhel and many
others. A must for anyone interested in
the art of song. The foreword is by
Helen Traubel.
SPECIAL PRICE, $1.95, postpaid
contain numbers for recitals, special
services and occasions where the use ot
chimes is appropriate. Hammond regis-
trations are given.
PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid
NO. 89—DITSON ALBUM OF ORGAN
AND PIANO DUETS
Arranged by Roy S. Stoughton
For this new collection Mr. Stoughton
has done an outstanding job of arrang-
ing ten classics of medium difficulty
which should be very useful for recital
purposes, chmch and home playing. The
list includes: Tchaikovsky: “Andante ,
from Sixth Symphony; Bach-Gounod:
Ave Maria; Handel: “Largo ’ from
Xerxes; Guilmant: Pastorale; Ravel
:
Pavane; Wagner: Prelude to “Parsifal ;
Rachmaninoff: Prelude in. G Minor;
Saint-Saens: Prelude to
“The Deluge ;
Debussy: Reverie; MacDowell: Scotch
Poem. Hammond registration. As two
copies are required for performance
they may he ordered on this offer.
PRICE, 70 cents, postpaid
NO. 90—SECOND SOLOVOX ALBUM
Compiled and arranged by
John Finke, Jr.
Solovox enthusiasts are undoubtedly fa-
miliar with Mr. Finke’s first Solovox
Album, one of the earliest and most
popular in its field. The second album
follows the pattern of the first, offering
special transcriptions of the world’s best-
loved melodies.
PRICE, 70 cents, postpaid
NOS. 91-106 (parts) NO. 107 (score)—
ASSEMBLY BAND BOOK
A First Book for Elementary Bands
Compiled and Arranged by
Philip Gordon
Easy pieces an elementary band can use
after one semester. One term’s instruc-
tion prepares the student for this vol-
ume. Instrumentation includes: C Flute;
Bb Clarinet A; Bb Clarinet B; Bb Cor-
net A; Bb Comet B; Eb Alto Saxo-
phone; Bb Tenor Saxophone; Eb Alto
Horn A; Eb Alto Horn B; Eb Alto
Horn C (optional) ; Trombones A and
B; Trombone C; Baritone (treble clef) ;
Basses; Drums and two-staff Conductor’s
Score (Piano).
PRICE, each part, 20 cents.
Conductor’s Score, 40 cents,
postpaid
NOTE: OFFERS NO. 77 to NO. 107 INCLUSIVE
Only single copies of these “Advance of Publications” items may be ordered
at these special prices . . . approximately 50% below list prices. Sorry . . .
no returns, examinations or exchanges. Delivery will be made immediately
upon publication. Remittance must accompany order. (*) Indicates items sold
only in U.S.A. and possessions.
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Music and Barnumism
Mioual Piano Recording Competition
56 EXCELLENT PRIZES
TOTALLING $4615
$2500 for 5 Artisf Diploma Winners
$800 — 8 Collegiates
$500 — 10 H.S. Diploma winners
plus
$315 for 9 Prepcratory Pupils
$500 for 24 Intermediate Pupils
Do Not send recordings to anyone until you have the rules. Carry out instruc-
tions—they are clearly set forth. Write
NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
lrl Allison. Mus. D„ Founder-President Box 1113 Austin, Texas
THE MANNES
MUSIC SCHOOL
Professionals •Non- Professionals* Children
Class and Individual Instruction
Artist Teachers
Scholarships for Orchestral Instruments
DAVID & LEOPOLD MANNES. Directors
Room 33, 157 East 74th St., New York 21. N. Y.
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR. ILLINOIS
Offers thorough training in music. Courses lead-
ing to degrees of: Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of
Music Education, Master of Music, and Master
of Music Education.
MeinberoftheNationalAssociationSchoolsofMusic
Bulletin sent upon request
W, ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director
OBERLIN
DILLER-QUAILE
School of Music
Teacher Training and General
Musicianship Courses
66 East 80 St. New York 21, N. Y.
Philadelphia Conservatory
of Music Founded J877
Maria Ezerman Drake, Director
Eminent Faculty
Expert Child Training
Courses leading to Degrees
2H S. 20th St. LOcust 7-1877
OSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CLARENCE El DAM, President
ROSSETTER G. COLE, Dean
46th year. Offers courses in all branches
of Music. Confers certificates, diplomas
and degrees. Member of N.A.S.M.
Located in downtown musical center.
Box E, 306 S. Wabash Ave,, Chicago 4, III,
KAR A Y
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Preparation for professional careers. Individ-
ual instrumental and vocal instruction. Ham-
mond Organ. Theory, harmony, etc. Choral
and instrumental ensemble. Public perform-
ances. Enroll now for fall term begininng
Sept. 19th. G.l. approved. Catalogue "E"
sent upon request. Gurn Kissinger, Director,
1821 Pine Street. Philadelphia 3, Pa.
BALDWIN-WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO (suburb of CUvoland)
A in I la tod with a flr*t clast Liberal Art* College.
Four and five year courses leading to degree*. Faculty
of Artlit Teacheri. Send for catalogue or InfortnH-
tion to
HAROLD W. BALTZ, Dean. Berea. Ohio
14 Pictures of Composers 8'/2xM andl*.
7 Pictures of Old Instruments . •• f5l.OO
45 Songs and Special Bird Calls $1.00
65 Rote Piano Pieces for Reading or
Rote $1.00
I Play Myself Book. Special for
Reading $1.00
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
103 East 86th St. (Park Ave.) New York City
A professional music
school in an attractive
college own. Thorough instruction in all branches of
music. Special training in band and choir direction.
40 artist teachers, unsurpassed equipment (200 prac-
tice rooms, 23 modern organs, etc.) Degrees: Mus.B.,
School Mus.B., A. 13.. with music major. Catalog
Frank H. Shaw, Dir., Box 599, Oberlin. Ohio.
flKleive TKe&ire s*
t Dramatic, Lyric and Dance Arts
SUMMER COURSES
Technical and practical training essential to a pro-
fessional career, teaching and directing at New York
Studio or
TIVOLI PLAYHOUSE. 40 miles out. L. 1.
Write Sec’y. Shubert, 1780 Broadway. N. Y. City 19.
Schools
-Colleges
CONVERSE COLLEGE
Edwin Gerschefski, Dean, Spartanburg, S. C.
KNOX Department of Music
Galesburg, Illinois
AAI 1 Cf'C Thomas W. Williams. ChairmanVvLLbUt Catalogue sent upon request.
SHENANDOAH OTSC
Courses leading to the B. Mus. and B. Mus.
Ed. degrees. Member NASM. In the heart
of the Shenandoah Valley, Dayton, Virginia.
SWING PIANO BY MAIL
30 lessons $3.00. Self teaching book.
—CLASSICAL ENTHUSIASTS—
Piano Concerto No. 1 & No. 2, each $2.00
Keyboard tricks 1.00
Spring Sunset 1.00
Petite Valse in C Minor 1.00
New work by a new composer & publisher.
Write for complete free list.
PHIL BRETON PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebr., U.S.A.
NEW COMPANY PRESENTS NEW SACRED MUSIC
Passion Lamentation—50c: The Groom and His Bi'ide
—40c; Celeste Bride—(A Violin Duet i—33c: Christian
Missionary March—45c: Celeste Sun (Piano and Violin)
—45c, Violin Solo Part—20c additional: 24th Psalm
• Italian Lyrics)—50c; New Hymns for the Glory of
God (Italian Lyrics)—50c.
D'ANGELO MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
P. O. Box 7054, Station G, Los Angeles. California.
HARRY WILSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1-4 yr. Certificate & Diploma courses. Voice,
All Instruments, Hammond Organ, Song-
writing. Full-time, Part-time courses, Private
Lessons. Pub lie appearancas. Placement Serv-
ice. Catalog sent on request. Veteran Ap-
proved. Room 340, 34 S. 17th St., Phila.
3, Pa. Lo. 7-6789.
p-e- # rz
e rNEW CHOIR
ANTHEM CATALOG
Milk
£
'o anthem L
^ Choir Directors, Minister*— n
\ Send for your free octavo £
and choir book catalog containing a ^
list of new anthems, standard anthems,
J gospel hymn anthems, etc.
I
SEND TODAY!
The RODEHEAVER HALL-MACK CO.*V
/ CHOIR CATALOG DEPARTMENT \ L
A C K .^
I £
Ninth St. • Winona Lake. tnd.
(Continued from Page 26)
at which auuiences, according to
musical notes in the Illustrated
London News, consumed 19.290
sandwiches, 14,000 pies, 40,000
penny buns, and 32,000 ices. Evi-
dently a good time was had by all.
The receipts were about $165,000,
which today might be reckoned at
several times this amount.
Nor are we the only people who
are captivated by musical spec-
tacles of the cruder sort. In a Ger-
man city we once witnessed a great
mob of people trying to get into
a music hall to hear a champion
long-distance piano player. He con-
tended that he had played more
hours continuously than any pian-
ist living. He was a sorry-looking
champion, with the expression of
a hash-house dishwasher. What he
played was of very little signif-
icance. For hours he performed
over and over again trite little
pieces. As we recollect it, we heard
him repeat eight measures of the
waltz from Von Suppe’s “Poet and
Peasant” over seventy times.
Among the many masters who
have had a flare for the grandilo-
quent, Hector Berlioz was probably
the outstanding example. One of
the classic musical yarns has it
that King Frederick William of
Prussia said to Berlioz: “Are you
the composer who writes for five-
hundred musicians?” Berlioz re-
plied, “Alas, Your Majesty, I mere-
ly write now and then for two-
hundred-and-fifty.” However, in
the last chapter of his splendid
“Modern Instrumentation and Or-
chestration” he lists his plan for an
ideal orchestra of huge dimensions.
“120 Violins, divided into two,
or three, and four parts. 40 Violas,
divided or not into firsts and sec-
onds, and of which ten at least
should be ready to play, when
needed, the Viole d’amour. 45 Vio-
loncellos, divided or not into firsts
and seconds. 18 Double-Basses
with three strings, tuned in fifths
(G, D, A). 15 other Double-
Basses with four strings, tuned in
fourths (E, A, D, G). 4 Octo-
Basses. 6 Large Flutes. 4 Third-
Flutes (in Eb), improperly called
in F. 2 Octave Piccolo Flutes.
2 Piccolo Flutes (in Db), improp-
erly called in Eb. 6 Hautboys.
6 Corni Inglesi. 5 Saxophones.
4 Bassoons-quinte. 12 Bassoons.
4 small Clarinets (in Eb). 8 Clari-
nets (in C, or in Bb, or in A).
3 Bass-Clarinets (in Bb). 16 Horns
(of which six should be with pis-
tons). 8 Trumpets. 6 Cornets a
Pistons. 4 Alto-Trombones. 6
Tenor-Trombones. 2 Great Bass-
Trombones. 1 Ophicleide in C.
2 Ophieleides in Bb. 2 Bass-Tubas.
30 Harps. 30 Pianofortes. 1 very
low Organ, provided with stops of
at least 16 feet. 8 Pairs of Kettle-
Drums (10 Drummers). 6 Drums.
3 Long Drums. 4 Pairs of Cymbals.
6 Triangles. 6 Sets of Bells. 12
Pairs of Ancient Cymbals (in dif-
ferent keys). 2 very low Great
Bells. 2 Gongs. 4 Pavilions Chi-
nois.” Think of it! 467 Instru-
mentalists! “40 Children Sopranos
(firsts and seconds). 100 Women
Sopranos (firsts and seconds),
100 Tenors (firsts and seconds).
120 Basses (firsts and seconds).”
In all 360 chorus singers!
Let us not be misled to the delu-
sion that quantity is an essential
of art. Quantity and spectacle ap-
peal to the exhibitionist. Meyer-
beer and Halevy are examples.
There may be as much real beauty
in a Mozart sonata as in his “Don
Giovanni.” Wagner, with his pro-
digious canvasses and magnificent
spectacular music dramas, was in
the sense of mere bigness an exhi-
bitionist. His behavior in daily
life corroborated this. He did all
sorts of eccentric things to make
himself conspicuous.
When Tintoretto (ne Jacopo Ro-
busi) made his famous mural
painting in 1560 called “II Para-
diso” in the Doge’s Palace in
Venice, he produced the largest
painting done by any of the great
classic masters of art. It is thirty
feet tall and seventy feet wide, but
few would say that it excelled
many of the smaller canvasses of
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Ti-
tian, Rembrandt, Rubens, or
Velasquez.
Despite the wild and often utter-
ly meaningless orgies of jam ses-
sions, which incline far more to
the atmosphere of cannibalism
than culture, despite the zany ex-
cresences of some ill-directed so-
called modernists, resulting in
musical mud pies, despite the
frigid fugues of the mathematical
academicians, we are developing
in our American composers a dis-
tinctive and well-poised approach
to what some day will command
the widest world recognition as the
musical voice of America. In our
superb music schools we are build-
ing judgment and taste, fired with
the invention and originality which
is innately American.
Let us hope that the day of Bar-
numism, and “the Greatest Show
on Earth,” will never affect Ameri-
can music in the future.
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Contributions of a Noted
American Music Educator in the field of Piano Literature
TECHNIC tales
StS Robyn Price - 75 C6"’8
Definitely first year study work.
Fascinat-
ina keyboard games are of immeasurable
foundational value. Relaxation firmness of
touch freedom of motion, fourth
finger dis-
cipline among fifteen problems stressed
Novel method of backward practicing and
memorizing . . . some specially adapted
pieces.
TEACHER'S MANUAL TO TECHNIC
TALES
Book One «“• $10° ^ C°Py
Full of teaching ideas . . . photographs and
illustrations.
TECHNIC TALES
Book Two
by Louise Robyn P^e. 75 cents
Applicable to students in grades 2 and 3.
Directions for practice included . . . excit-
ing story-illustrations . . . finger staccato
. . . trill . . . development of the weaker hand
muscles . . . repeated notes . . . etc., are
featured.
TEACHER'S MANUAL TO TECHNIC
TALES
Book Two
Fully Illustrated Available at $1.00
CHORD CRAFTERS
Technic Tales—Book Three
by Louise Robyn Price, 75 cents
Cleverly interweaving actions of builders
processes with technic in music . . . illus-
trations of metropolitan area building . . •
hoisters, steam-shovels, etc. Miss Robyn ex-
plains the 12 fundamental chord attacks;
eliminates problems usually confronting
the pupil.
KINDER CONCERTO-HAYDN
Arranged for Two Pianos by Louise Robyn
Price, 75 cents
Carefully edited and most playable adap-
tation of Haydn's spirited Concerto in D;
ideal for pupils' recitals. Two copies neces-
sary for performance.
KINDER CONCERTO-MOZART
Arranged for Two Plano*
by Louise Robyn Price, 75 cents
A real
'classic'' treat for the recital of the
young pupil! Adapted from the great Con-
certo in B-flat, the music for the second
Piano is a reduction of the original orches-
tra score.
KEYBOARD TOWN
by Louise Robyn Price. 75 cents
Unique in content, this captivating in-
troduction to sight-reading with 75
melodies, is a delightful story of a
friendly community. Into itMissRobyn
has deftly woven the important basic
facts about the keyboard and staff.
Covering four octaves, Keyboard
Town offers excellent foundational
work in sight reading, simplifying
time values and should be used for
the pre-school child, aged three-to-six.
HIGHWAYS IN ETUDE LAND
(The Child's Hanon)
by Louise Robyn Price. 75 cents
For the older student with neglected pre-
vious technical training, these twelve ex-
ercises supply the fundamentals. Promotes
relaxed condition in arms and wrists.
BYWAYS IN ETUDE LAND
by Louise Robyn P^ce. 75
cents
Attack of "black-key" positions; with cre-
scendo and decrescendo, staccato, and
other necessary points stressed. Etudes
selected from Czerny, Lemoine, Kohler, and
Burgmuller—alternating with ten exercises
from Frederick Wieck's Album of Piano
Technic.
PIANO SUITES
—Presented in Story Form
THE CHILD CHRIST
by Louu/ftobyn Prlce '
$1 '00
Retold anew . . . the timeless
Christ-
mas Story . . • Picture scenes
from the
childhood of Christ. Each story taste-
fully illustrated; a number of familiar
carols introduced.
THE SNOW QUEEN
Story Cycle tor Piano
Music by P. I. Tchaikovsky
Story from Andersen
Adapted by Louise Robyn Price.
75 cents
ngenious interweaving of an Ander-
;en fairy tale with Tchaikovsky
music
n illustrate the principles tcrught
in
ROBYN-ROTE-CARDS
Teaching Music Notation with Picture Symbols
, r . „ * Price, 75 centsby Louise Robyn
Especially for pre-school piano pupils 3 to
5 years old. These clever pictures unforget-
ably bring home to the child s mind the
notation principles. Particularly valuable
for class work. Helps coordination of eyes,
ears and fingers at keyboard. Leads to
organized sight-reading habits from the
music page.
THE R0BYN-6URLITT
by Louise Robyn Price, 75 cents
Rhythms of three-against-two and two-
against-three presented for early training.
Sight-reading, pedal technique and rhythm
—with a minimum amount of effort. Creates
a "feeling" and fluency for the three
techniques.
THE ROBYN-HANON
Imagine Hanon exercises with stories
woven around them! These comparisons
make the 25 exercises pleasant practice
material.
THE ORNAMENT FAMILY
By Louise Robyn 75 cents
Quaint illustrations . . . charming story-
book setting . . . Miss Robyn prepares the
student for adequate fluency and under-
standing of all the ornaments to be met
with in the two- and three-part Inventions
and The Well-Tempered Clavichord of
Bach, as well as piano sonatas of Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven. Nineteen musical
exercises illustrate the different embel-
lishments.
SHORT ETUDES WITH ORNAMENTS
Compiled and Edited by Louise Robyn Price, 75 cents
Eighteen short etudes follow presentation
of The Ornament Family. Music selected
from well-known etudes of Bertini, Czerny,
Lemoine, Wieck, Beethoven . . . explanatory
notes provided. Ornaments illustrated:
grace notes with intervals and chords, ac-
caciatura, appoggiatuxa, mordent, inverted
mordent, turn and trill.
Oliver Ditson Co-/ Theodore PRESSER CO., Distributors,
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA
Now. . . EVERYONE
CAN USE THIS
FINEST OF New
MUSIC TEACHING METHODS
THE ELECTRONIC MEMORY METHOD OF MUSIC
INSTRUCTION— long proved in principle . . .
now practical for all teachers and students.
• Makes teaching easier.
• Now the lesson goes into the home.
• Gives the student many lessons for the price of one.
• Helps the parents to help the student.
• Speeds the student’s progress.
• Pays for itself in a few weeks!
The Webster-Chicago Electronic Memory Wire
Recorder is easy to operate. Wire recordings
of lifelike quality may be played over and over
again or erased simply by recording over the
same wire. Model 180, lightweight and port-
able, comes complete with microphone and 3
spools of Webster-Chicago Pre-tested Recording
Wire—ready to use. Plug into any AC outlet.
sec roue music dealer for
DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION.
This is what Miss Teacher says:
In my own music training I learned the value of playing back
recordings of lessons and practice sessions. Now, thanks to the
Webster-Chicago Electronic Memory Method of Music Instruc-
tion—with its low-cost wire recording— I can use this technique
with my students. Here’s how it works:
I have an Electronic Memory Studio Model Wire Recorder in
my studio. My students come in for their lessons and put on
their own wire spool. We both "forget” the wire recorder
which faithfully records the entire lesson.
After the lesson the student takes the spool home. When the
lesson is played on the Electronic Memory Portable Model Wire
Recorder at home, mother listens to it and guides the practice
sessions during the week. The student plays the lesson for
practice as many times as needed—thereby getting several
lessons for the price of one.
With the Electronic Memory Method of Music Instruction I
have really pleased my students’ parents, because their children
progress so much faster. It is a pleasure for me and has brought
me many new students.
Parents of music students should be glad to make the invest-
ment in an ElectronicMemory at home because it speeds progress
and shortens the over-all course of study. It pays for itself in a
short time.
(The Electronic Memory Wire Recorder, for its many uses
other than music study, then becomes a family entertainment
center practically free!)
Electronic Memory Model 180 is Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories for your protection
WEBSTER-CHICAGO
S610 Was* Bloomingdale Avenue • Chicago 39, Illinois
